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Abstract 

This research spans the origins of chorography in Greek classical 

cosmographical and geographical philosophies to contemporary interpretation by visual 

artists. Chorography is a pictorial map-like descriptor that visually codes the physical 

and metaphysical constituents of specified place. The art of chorography can be 

perceived and applied as a visual literacy of place to map and signify the inherent 

attributes and experience of place. This research investigates the history of chorography 

through two millenniums of creative imagery and the symbolism of mapped place in 

visual arts to examine and realise the actuality of a chorographic visual literacy in 

twenty-first century art praxis.  

In the Geographike Hyphegesis c.149 AD, Ptolemy clearly defined the concept, 

method and purpose of chorography; a qualitative descriptor and interpreter that 

mapped the tangible and intangible elements of unmeasured place, and which was 

wholly dependent on artistic skills. By this definition, Ptolemy positioned chorography 

to be a visual language that communicated and mapped the nuances of place. This 

research argues that the language remained well recognised in artistic endeavour up to 

and including the medieval, Renaissance periods and seventeenth century in western art. 

Over the centuries and by artistic designation, the chorographic map, as a narrative of 

place and visual codes, has been a medium used to reflect on and elucidate the pertinent 

theology, humanist thought, politics and culture of each era.  

Today, chorography is a named and valid visual language of place, 

acknowledged, and practiced within fields of archaeology, philosophies of place, new 

media and humanist geographies. However, within twenty-first century visual art theory 

and practice, the role of chorography by name is almost unrecognised and forgotten. 
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This research recognises the gap in knowledge and argues that the essence of 

chorographic intent remains very evident in current practice. In addition, this thesis 

argues that creative works where conceptual forms of coded maps relate to place can 

demonstrate chorographic attributes and continue to evoke Ptolemy’s premise. To 

position chorography as a valid visual literacy of place in theory and praxis within 

twenty-first century creative arts, key arguments are brought through interdisciplinary 

investigations to determine purposes and methods of chorography as a signifier of place.  

Created in either traditional media or the multimedia of today’s technological 

world, these qualitative mappings, albeit either real or allegorical, remain linked to 

place as visual interpreters of its values and issues. Moreover, the argument references 

artists who map place and appropriate and re-constitute the medieval, Renaissance and 

early modern chorographic semantics, symbols and iconic descriptors of place to 

visualise concerns related to modern culture and society. Additionally, this researcher 

viewed and considered medieval and Renaissance chorographs and mappings from 

contemporary studio practices on site in international and Australian repositories. 

This investigation begins with the examination of chorography’s evolvement 

through classical Greek philosophies of cosmographies. The study charts and discusses 

the symbolic authority of chorography as a visual literacy constructed for and 

conditioned by the changing beliefs, culture and political overtones of ancient to 

contemporary society. The discourse appraises the quite sophisticated and semiotic 

abstractions of place that reflect beliefs mapped by theological chorographs, the 

metaphysical T-O and mappaemundi. The research then explores and assesses the ways 

Renaissance chorographers, deeply influenced by Ptolemy’s Geographia, brought overt 

secular and political symbolism to this art of place. Discussed within this context too are 
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chorography’s affiliation with the invention of the printing press and reasons for 

chorography’s displacement as a descriptor of place within visual arts that began at the 

end of the early modern period.  

Results from this analysis provide a clear understanding of the visual literacy of 

chorography and the methods of symbolism used to delineate place and its intricate 

elements, both tangible and intangible. This determination allows for the selection of 

criteria to assess selected contemporary art works that well may be read as 

chorographic. In addition, this understanding underpins the researcher’s creation of 

chorographic artwork, an important correlation to the research. The researcher’s 

qualitative mappings present a particular region and its elements of North West 

Queensland by the use of chorographic principles and language, shaped by personal 

knowledge and experience. In this way, the practice-based component of the research, 

as a case study, argues for a way forward for the recognition of chorography as a 

contemporary language of place within contemporary art.  
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Chapter One 

Viability and Relevance of Chorography 

1.0 Chorography as Visual Literacy 

This thesis questions and argues for the viability and relevance of chorography 

as a contemporary conceptual premise for visual practice to engage with place and 

region. In this research, I aim to identify chorography as a visual literacy of place 

through western art history and then contextualise chorography as a twenty-first century 

conceptual model for the development of imagery that qualitatively maps the essence of 

place. My research is intertwined between theory and studio practice with a theoretical 

overview on the long history and culture of chorography and its current position as a 

visual literacy of place in the twenty-first century. This research provides an 

understanding and substantiation of chorography to be a visual language in 

contemporary art practice. In addition, understanding of chorography’s premise 

underpins conceptual development for my studio practice.  

Chorography originates within geographic and cosmographical philosophies and 

is a qualitative representation, description and subjective mapping of a specific region 

or place. This chorographic form of literacy has, over the centuries, continuously 

interpreted, mapped and aesthetically integrated one or more of the actual, spiritual, 

historical, theoretical, iconic and cultural attributes of place and time. Recognised 

historically as a qualitative and descriptive visual language, the visual literacy of 

chorography is now almost completely unrecognised in current art theory and practice, 

though does remain ideally suited for creative arts practice as a subjective descriptor of 

place and region and their related components. The scope of this visual practice and 
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research dates from Ptolemy’s (149AD) clarification of chorography and the need for its 

interpretation by an artist. Ptolemy defined chorography as subjective in intent and 

wrote: 

…chorography deals, for the most part, with the nature rather than the 
size of the lands. It has regard everywhere for securing a likeness, but 
not to the same extent [as geography] for determining relative 
positions. Geography, on the other hand is concerned with quantitative 
rather than qualitative matters…therefore, chorography has need of 
topography and no one can be a chorographer unless he is also skilled 
in drawing (Ptolemy 149 AD cited in Lukermann 1961: 194). 
 

With this definition of chorography as direction, this research aims to establish 

chorographic visual literacy as a relevant descriptor for modern interpretation of place 

and offers a sound and innovative course to both visual and theoretical outcomes of 

creative arts practice. 

1.1 Research Question and Aims of the Research 

If chorography is to be recognised as a significant component within 

contemporary imagery, as is the premise of this research, the problem and question 

remains. How are the tangible and intangible chôra or chôros and ‘discrete units’ of 

chorography to be recognised, situated and explained as a visual literacy in historic and 

contemporary imagery? Thus, these aims underpin the research: 

1. to investigate the history and theory of chorographic practice in western art to 

provide a clear understanding of its realisation as a visual literacy of place, 

2. to contextualise chorography as a relevant visual literacy of place in 

contemporary art practice and  

3. to create a chorographic visual literacy of place through research praxis.  
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A questioning of chorography as a visual and conceptual language is virtually 

unanswered in current literature that relates to contemporary art praxis. This research 

proposes to recognise and apply chorography as a critical and contemporary method of 

enquiry within art practice. As practical research, the visual imagery will be a 

chorographic representation of particular areas of North West Queensland. As a result, 

this imagery presents chorography as a contemporary visual language that describes a 

particular region and its components. 

1.2 Methods, Sources of Enquiry and Rationale for the Study 

This study begins with a survey of theories within current literature, which 

classify and question the role of chorography within past and present applications. This 

inquiry is followed by an analytical examination of chorographic descriptions of place 

and region to establish an understanding of chorographic attributes that may be applied 

to contemporary visual praxis. Research is drawn from inter-disciplinary fields rather 

than specific art theory, which appears to ignore chorography in modern art praxis. 

Interdisciplinary spheres include geographic and humanist sciences as well as 

cartographic philosophies and theories. A number of key authors include Casey (1993, 

1998, 2002, 2005); Cosgrove (1979, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1992, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2006); 

Curry (2005); Lukermann (1961, 1964); Olwig (1996, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, 

2007), Pearson (2007); Rees (1980) and Thrower (1999). Authors from these disciplines 

offer depth and clarity to this discourse on chorography, particularly for an historical 

and analytical understanding of chorography with reference to depiction and description 

of region and place. 
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For instance, Casey is a humanist philosopher and a leading professor of 

philosophy. Concerned with the re-establishment of Place as a philosophical theory, 

Casey outlines the origins and history of chorography and its relationship to the 

depiction of place. Casey, in his writings, gives some rare pointers to possible ways to 

apply chorography in a modern art context. Although not art historians, other 

geographic theorists and historians such as Cosgrove (Professor of Humanist 

Geographies), Olwig (a geography and land polity theorist) and Rees (a geographical 

theorist), source historical chorographic works. These historical chorographic maps 

sustain their arguments on spatial representation, cartography, establishment of place, 

political and geographical history. Olwig, for example, brings together historical, 

political and cultural perspectives of chôros and place that are important to the 

understanding of chorography and its application to the field of visual arts. Lukermann 

(geographer and liberal arts theorist) details classical Greek chorography and its origins, 

and presents logical arguments for chorography’s relevance in contemporary 

geographical theories, that may easily apply to chorography’s position within fine arts. 

Curry (a cultural and historical geographer) re-positions a geographical concept 

of chorographic place and deconstructs previous philosophies of constructed space in a 

technical world. Curry underpins his argument through the discussion of historical 

chorography with other geographical concepts of place, and establishes the relationship 

and importance of modern concepts of chorography to the digital age. Arguments 

developed by these authors and others from similar fields give rise to many discussion 

points and conclusions relevant to modern chorographic art praxis. Again, these areas of 

research and discourse are more pertinent to the contemplation of chorography within 

the focus of this research than current art theory. 
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Art historians and theorists appear to focus only on an earlier period of art 

history without any consideration to the innovative possibilities chorography offers to 

current and future conceptual visualisations and interpretation of region and place. For 

example, Andrews (1999); Bender (2002); Carter (1996, 1999); Instone (2004); Lippard 

(2000, 1983); Mitchell (1994); Setten (2006), all eminent art theorists, debate the visual 

representation of land, landscape, place and location. However, investigation and 

reflection on their discussions indicates that the recognition of chorography as a 

particular descriptor of place in the visual arts appears extensively ignored. For 

instance, much of their research and theoretical conclusions on artistic concepts of 

region and place apply less to chorographic principles than to the generalised 

application of the English connotation and appellation of landscape. This oversight of a 

chorographic visual language in contemporary art theory and practice concerned with 

mapped place provides a gap in current art theoretical literature that this study 

addresses.  

There does appear to be some unease within art theorist circles on the continued 

use of landscape as an all-embracing descriptor of place. For example, Mitchell (1994) 

queries Ruskin’s and Clark’s ideological views on the ‘visual/ pictorial constitution of 

landscape as an aesthetic object [to argue] the very ambiguity of the word “landscape” 

as denoting place or a painting [and this] encourages [a] failure to ask questions’ 

(Mitchell 1994: 8). Similarly, Setten (2006) questions the twentieth century concept of 

landscape. Setten opines that landscape now falls into two schools of thought in 

‘physical (territorial) entity…as objective forms [while other views] place more 

emphasis on the symbolic and subjective meanings of landscape’ (Setten 2006: 37). 

Setten states that these arguments do share a common ground as ‘they tend to re-
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produce polarised insider-outsider structures in which the perspective of the external, 

most often individual, commanding gaze is privileged over the landscape gazed upon’ 

(Setten 2006: 38). The landscape genre, while using spatial perspectives as a powerful 

tool to describe the space of land, has also assimilated some of the attributes of 

chorography. These attributes include the subjective mapping of conceptual place. 

Landscape, in all its complexities of evolving meanings and broad applications 

since the early modern period in European art history, has inherited much from early 

chorographers’ descriptive visualisations. For example, Christoforo Sorte (c.1506-

1584), Venetian cartographer, surveyor, engineer and artist, wrote one of the first 

treatises on landscape art based around chorographic principles, (Cosgrove 1988; 

Giunta 1996). Despite these initial commonalities, art writers, such as Ruskin and artists 

alike significantly continued to alter the actuality and concepts of landscape descriptors 

in art well away from its chorographic province. This led to the strength of the 

landscape painting schools in European art by the nineteenth century. Influenced by 

different cultures and periods, writers and artists from Vasari, Constable, Turner, Carus, 

Ruskin to Clark imbued the idea of landscape painting with differing ideals at different 

periods that encompassed nationality, heroism, possession, elitism, romantic grandeur 

and spiritual narratives (Andrews 1999; Bender 2002; Casey (2002); Cosgrove (2004); 

Olwig (1996). However, other art historians, such as Edgerton (1974); Fiorani (1996, 

2005); Nuti (1999); Scafi (1999) acknowledge chorography to be an art form, though 

only through its medieval and Renaissance applications. I reference these particular art 

historians extensively in Chapter Five. 

By sourcing various disciplines, this investigation forms an interdisciplinary 

fusion between visual arts and philosophies of place and geography and related 
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humanities. As part of the overall research, the focus is on the role of chorography as a 

visual language, past and present. This interconnection will thus offer an interesting and 

deeper understanding of a chorographic vision to lead to the development of my visual 

arts praxis in the chorographic mapping of North West Queensland. Davey (2006) 

makes mention that when 

...a given practice is rooted in what has been transmitted historically [it] 
does not mean that the practice is destined to remain the same. The 
inheritance of a tradition or a work practice is not definitive, closed 
and/or resolved. To the contrary, they retain tensions, contradictions 
and unresolved futures. One role of theory is to uncover the 
possibilities that remain inherent within practises and thereby liberate 
them towards futures already latent within them (Davey 2006: 21). 

 
This research notices the inherent possibilities offered by an analysis of the 

relationships between historical philosophies, humanist sciences and art theory to 

provide that data. This initial analysis is integral to the establishment and realisation of a 

chorographic research practice within a twenty-first century context.  

1.3 Chorography and Place within a Historical Context  

Although the history of chorography in western art is discussed in depth in 

Chapter Five, an introductory overview of the historical applications of chorography 

contextualises its position for this research. Ptolemy clarified chorography as a 

qualitative descriptor in 149 AD, drawing upon theories from Plato, Strabo, Aristotle 

and other classical philosophers and geographers. The art of chorography is noted in 

Roman maps, (Moffitt 1993) while medieval chorographers, presented often ‘moralized 

geographies [where the] aim was the representation of values’ (Friedman 2001: 56). 

These values could be represented with depictions of symbolic or religious illustrations 

of place through to descriptive imagery contained within portolan sea charts and 

mappaemundi and T-O maps. The T-O maps are a type of early world medieval map 
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where the O represents the encircling oceans and the T divided the three known 

continents by the Don and Nile Rivers and the Mediterranean Sea. The twelfth century 

Diagrammatic T-O Map (Plate.1.1) is an example of this early format.  

 

 
Plate 1.1  Diagrammatic T-O Map 12th Century  

From 12th century copy of Etymologies  
Original by Isadore, Bishop of Seville 
 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/01/Diagrammatic_T-O_world_map_-_12th_century.jpg
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Florentine scholars in the early fifteenth century rediscovered Ptolemy’s 

Geographia that included his definition of chorography. The introduction of the concept 

of chorography into a Renaissance society of humanistic enquiry brought new 

resolutions to the chorographic vision while the invention of moveable type and the 

printing press disseminated chorographic maps widely through Europe. Moving away 

from its earlier medieval religious and symbolic connotations, the on-going engagement 

of chorography with a geographic and historic descriptive representation of place and 

space often became governed by cultural, political factors and regional differences 

(Escolar 1997; Mels 2006; Olwig 2002; Scafi 1999). 

Chorography’s continued association with graphics and print media such as the 

printing press is noted in Dutch drawings and prints (Alpers 1983), as well as the 

English text and image based chorographies (Charlesworth 1999). From the sixteenth 

century to the twentieth century, explorers and navigators’ use of chorographic 

modelling as illustrative descriptors for recording the nuances of new places is highly 

apparent in drawings in logbooks and journals. 

These chorographic drawings, although not generally acknowledged as such, 

were often the source of graphic imagery through engravings, woodcuts, etchings and 

lithographs, for publications and journals. This research practice continues and extends 

this affinity between chorography, drawing and print media.  

Chorography does not always relate to the visual. Chorography as a descriptor 

may be used in both text and images. Early use of chorography as textual mapping in 

England can be traced back to the sixth century AD through to the Renaissance 

(Mendyk 1986) while Curry (2002) alludes to an oral tradition. Helgerson’s (1986) 
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essay on the textural and cartographic choreographies of Elizabethan and Jacobean 

England claims Drayton’s1 epic chronicle Poly-Olbions (1613) is a chorographic poem.  

The most interesting thing about Poly-Olbion’s chronicle material is 
that it is contained within a chorography. [The poetry is] a dialectic of 
the particular and the general, characteristic of chorography. In the 
poem…the one unified body is the body of the land…It animates the 
land and gives it voice (Helgerson 1986: 77). 

 
Christopher Packe, in A New Philosophical Chorographical Chart of East Kent 

(1724) and its associated text, though using scientific measuring methods, continued the 

use of chorographic symbolism and icons (Charlesworth 1999). In these ways, 

illustrated textual chorographies continued the practice of deeper meaning of 

chorographical2 semiotics in eighteenth century England.  

Historical applications thus indicate that chorographic visions of region and 

place adapt to and reflect contemporary views and settings by a qualitative mapping that 

embraces and elucidates concerns, politics and culture of each distinct period of time 

and place. This qualitative and quite subjective imagery has also reflected the iconic, 

symbolic and the metaphysical of each era’s cultural philosophies of religion and place. 

In each era, as specifically defined by Ptolemy, chorography maintains its underlying 

premise as a qualitative and descriptive visual language.  

The engagement of semiotics or symbols as signifiers to convey visual messages 

of place and its particulars, whether transcendental, iconic or actual, are very apparent in 

the many images referenced and discussed throughout this study. These images are 

sourced from historical chorographs to contemporary artists’ visualisations of place. In 

this way, the study considers the importance and perpetuation and of these signifiers in 

                                                 
1 Michael Drayton (1563-1631) English author and Spenserian poet. 
2 Chorographical is used in certain instances for titles in deference to earlier usage. 
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the chorographic vision. Examples of this continual reliance on a semiotic or symbolic 

visual literacy through to the present period are clearly demonstrated by chorographs 

such as:  

 the Christian sixth century mosaic (Plate 5.3), where the place of St. John’s 

baptism is symbolised by a roughly made cross (a symbol attached to St. John) 

to enforce a theological theme, 

  the fourteenth century Catalan Atlas (Plate 5.12), in which symbols of fabled 

kings and exotic animals are added to communicate a sense of extraordinary 

lands,  

 Stephen Walter’s expressive symbols in The Island 2008 (Plate 7.14) carry the 

character and feel of a twenty-first century London.  

With other images, these works and their use of symbols and signifiers are expanded in 

their historical and contemporary contexts during the course of this study. 

1.4 Chorography and Contemporary Relationships  

Chorography and its application as a descriptor of place in the twenty-first 

century may remain close to its original meaning, but there are several calls for the 

reconfiguration and recognition of chorography’s relationship to place within modern 

applications in the disciplines of humanities and multimedia applications by Casey 

(2005), Curry (2002) and Pearson (2007). However, and although unnamed in current 

art theory, a sense of this reconfiguration of chorographic relationships is recognisable 

within contemporary art praxis.  
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For example, The Long March Project in China has an identifiable 

contemporary chorographic ‘refiguring of relationships’. Lu Jie and Qiu Zhui (2006) 

write of the gathering and restructuring of exhibited material, dialogue and performance 

that connects to place and interrelated memory in the twenty sites selected on its route. 

They state ‘The 20 sites along the route of the Long March3 are excursions into 

historical, political geographic and artistic context of each place’ (Lu and Qui 2006: 

107). 

Constructed with a similar narrative dialect, a contemporary use of chorography 

as story within place occurs in certain modern graphic novels (Wolfreys 2004). 

Although graphics mostly replace text for story lines in these novels,4 Wolfreys notes 

the historical antecedents of chorographic texts, such as Poly-Olbion, existing in these 

works: 

The chorographical map or written text is, arguably, one significant 
textual predecessor of particular graphic novels [i.e. Slow Chocolate 
Autopsy]…they place reliance on place, London, and places, whether 
locations or buildings, as the principal structuring devices for their 
narratives. Place orients, even as what takes place disorients through 
the emergence of a few of the city's alternative identities (Wolfreys 
2004: 2). 

 

Jones and Daugstad (1997) regard the use of landscape in a cultural sense and 

state the ‘use of concepts may vary over time in that certain concepts have fallen out of 

use while new concepts have appeared or concepts have been given an altered value’ 

                                                 
3The Long March Project is an art project to bring contemporary art to the people in China, originally 
setting up sites along the route of the 1934 Red Army escape route or Long March led by Mao Zedong., a 
‘historic journey that deeply influenced Chinese society and has reverberated internationally’ Lu and Qui 
2006: 104). 
4‘Comic books and graphic novels are becoming two of the most pervasive and influential media forms of 
popular culture. Placed within the context of changing society, comic books and graphic novels entertain 
and educate, but they have also been instrumental in documenting and interpreting social, historical, and 
current events’ (Bussert 2005). 
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(Jones and Daugstad 1997: 277). Although this statement applies to the use of landscape 

as concept, it pertains equally to a modernisation of the chorographic vision. When 

analysing definitions of chorography from its historical applications to emplacement 

within a modern context this research seeks to ascertain that, as descriptor, chorography 

still relates firmly to place, region and components. In addition, innovative forms of 

chorographic visualisation are perceptible within new media. For instance, Christian 

Nold’s works in his Emotional Cartography series such as Emotion Map Huddersfield 

(2008), utilize modern technology to provide a visual literacy of place and the 

emotional elements that identify it; a chorographic perspective.  

From this research base, the resulting analysis of theory and historical 

antecedents will present a clear overview of its history and an intellectual framework for 

the role of chorography in both current and future art practice. This framework will 

assist to contextualise the purpose and direction of a research chorography in modern 

representation of region and place. In turn, this contextualisation will establish a case 

for a unique practice within a chorographic lexicon to offer a contemporary 

interpretation of region and place through a visual research practice centred on selected 

areas within North West Queensland.  

1.5 Overview of North West Queensland  

This brief overview of North West Queensland notes its history, geological 

formation and importance as a major mineral field. The area selected for this 

chorographic practical study encompasses Cloncurry in the east, west to Mount Isa and 

north to the Gulf Country. 
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The Selwyn ranges run south and north between Cloncurry and Mount Isa and 

are from the Precambrian era that represents some of the oldest rock in the world. The 

Selwyn ranges date in age between 1000 million to 2 billion years. This range, is 

composed of metamorphic rocks that are highly mineralised with copper, lead, zinc, 

gold and other minerals and was formed by tectonic forces and continental plate 

movement (Cook 2003). Mining interests founded both Cloncurry and Mount Isa. 

Throughout these ranges are indications of many small mines and past mining 

settlements that include the Mary Kathleen Uranium mine. The extremely rough terrain 

is vegetated by spinifex, scrubby trees such as snappy gum, kurrajongs, bloodwood and 

other plants, many of which local indigenous groups identify as food supplies or 

colloquially bush tucker (Ah Sam 2007). North of this area is the Georgina Basin. The 

Georgina Basin was originally a shallow inland sea, formed about 550-500 million 

years ago, and borders the Gulf of Carpentaria country. In heavy wet seasons, 

headwaters from the Georgina River flow into the Lake Eyre basin. Major fossil fields 

at Riversleigh are found within this area.  
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Plate 1.2  North West Queensland  

Australian Tourist Guide 

 
For centuries, this North West region was a centre for major trading routes for 

ochre, stone tools and other goods. Local indigenous groups include the Kalkadoons, 

Lardil, Mitakoodi, Indjilandji and Waanji people. Of interest is the large amount of 

stone tools found in this region with some of the artefacts being unique to the area. 

Archaeologists, working with the local Indjilandji people, found many of these unique 

artefacts during a routine cultural heritage survey before the building of the new bridge 

across the Georgina at Camooweal in 2001 (Moore 2003). Ancient stone pecking and 
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rock paintings of symbols, totems and figures are found too in the area (personal 

observations).5 

I know and understand the character, geography, topography and history of the 

region extremely well, having lived in the area for many years. In this time, I have 

travelled and explored much of its environs extensively since 1969. This in-depth 

knowledge and understanding of the North West itself informs the research and 

underpins the contemporary chorographic mapping of the region.  

1.6 Organisation of the Research  

The thesis is organised through nine chapters. Rather than a specific literary 

review chapter, theory, history and reviews of contemporary practice that encompass 

chorography are assimilated with discussion and reflections in Chapters Three, Four, 

Five, Six and Seven. This approach reflects the historical background that flows into 

and governs contemporary directions and findings in the theoretical and practical 

components of this research. The following synopsises of each chapter outlines this 

structure. 

 Chapter One: Viability and Relevance of Chorography 

This chapter is an introduction to the research topic, chorography and presents 

the aims, problem and rationale, methods, sources of enquiry and structure. The 

lack of acknowledgement for chorography in current art theory is defined and 

key theorists from multidisciplinary sources are noted. A brief overview of 

                                                 
5 I worked with local Indigenous rangers on the identification of cultural sites during the late 1980s and 
early 1990s. 
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chorography’s history and context is followed by a description of North West 

Queensland, the focus of the practical component of this research.  

 Chapter Two: The Chorographic Vision: Methods of Enquiry  

This chapter provides a clarification of the historical and interdisciplinary 

approaches to this study and outlines the methods and organisation of the 

theoretical and practical research.  

 Chapter Three: Genesis and Theoretical Perspectives  

In this chapter, the discussion begins with contemporary theories held on Greek 

classical origins and meaning of Chôra and continues with Ptolemy’s definition 

and understanding of chorography. An overview of theorists’ perspectives of 

chorography and taken from various disciplines in relation to region, place, land 

and space contributes to the discussion. 

 Chapter Four: Place and Contemporary Theoretical Perspectives  

This chapter is an investigation into contemporary theories on place followed by 

a discussion on relationships between place and chorography.  

 Chapter Five: The Visual Literacy of Medieval and Renaissance 

Chorography: Influences Development and Directions  

In this chapter, the history of the chorographic image is discussed. This 

discussion takes in Roman influences, medieval maps and the city views of the 

Renaissance period. In addition, this chapter discusses theories on historical 

chorography by art historians and theorists on place. The chapter also notes the 

expansion of chorographic concepts, maps and aesthetic visualisations through 

association with the development of printing presses. 

 Chapter Six: Chorography: Towards a Contemporary Visual Literacy 
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For this chapter, the discussion summarises conclusions from the literature 

review and suggests a correlation between disestablishment of place in favour of 

space from eighteenth century philosophies to the twentieth century and the 

lessoning of chorographic acknowledgement in art praxis in this period.  

 Chapter Seven: The Contemporary Visual Literacy of Mapped Place: 

Chorographic Directions, Links and Analogies   

In this chapter, the use of maps as visual communications in contemporary art is 

discussed. The contention that an adapted chorographic visual language is to be 

recognised in a number of these map’s conceptual development forms an 

important part of the discussion.  

 Chapter Eight: A Personal Chorographic Perspective: The Praxis  

The practice led research is the focus of discussion for this chapter and includes 

concepts, processes and experiments undertaken towards the exhibited works. 

The chapter includes a discussion of the researcher’s exhibited works in 

Peregrinations West and Mapping the North West: A Chorographical 

Perspective.  

 Chapter Nine: Review, Reflections and Conclusions 

In this chapter, responses to the aims of the research are described. Responses to 

the aims and resulting findings that guide the outcomes for the research are 

detailed. A brief review of the historical research is included in this chapter. 

Observations and conclusions from this review present clarification of the visual 

literacy of chorography through history, and verify its place in contemporary art. 

The chapter concludes with an over view of planned future directions that result 
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from this research. These directions include further research into the 

chorography projects, publications and exhibitions. 

1.7  Leading to the Research  

This research proposes to identify chorography as an important and quite distinct 

entity within visual arts. In order to verify this identification, the study elucidates the 

actuality and visual literacy of chorography within its historical context and positions it 

to be defined and acknowledged as a contemporary conceptual and analytical visual 

language of place within the wide scope of contemporary creative practices. The 

following chapter explains the structure and methods of this investigation that are used 

to clarify the history of the chorographic vision and its role in twenty-first century 

theory and practice.  
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Chapter Two 

The Chorographic Vision: Methods of Enquiry 

2.0 The Research Model  

This chapter explains the design and processes that underpin this research. The 

aims of the study as stated in Chapter One include the recognition of chorography as a 

qualitative visual literacy of place in creative arts in contemporary art theory and 

practice. The methodology used to achieve these aims analyses the role of chorography 

through a study of historical chorographic practices aligned to current philosophies of 

place and related cultural and humanist theories. As a result, the study establishes a 

systematic analysis that identifies and contextualises chorography within both historical 

and contemporary arts practice.  

Chapter One explained how significant interdisciplinary bodies of knowledge 

relate to the theory and history of chorography. For instance, an analysis of current 

theory in humanist and cultural geographies and philosophies of place gives insight and 

authority to the realisation of the chorographic genre within contemporary art. In 

addition, other sources for examination include fields such as early cartography and 

cosmography, art history, cultural studies, and digital media.  

While several of these fields may initially seem to have little connection to 

chorography as a visual literacy within creative arts, Elkins (2000) illustrates the 

possibilities for connections between art and other disciplines that allows for the 

development of further meaning.  

Art History, archaeology, anthropology, and other disciplines involved 
with visual objects construe meaning in such a uniform fashion that this 
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single example can serve for the generation and reception of meaning 
in any visual object (Elkins 2000: 33). 

 
Elkins thus notes the similarity of meaning construed by the various disciplines to 

interpret. Elkins uses, as an example, the similar interpretation of the purpose of an 

ancient hill fort by differing disciplines in historical and cultural studies. In this way, an 

adoption of Elkin’s premise allows for generation of contemporary meaning for 

chorography from diverse disciplines to be equally applied to visual arts praxis.  

This study argues that the chorographic image holds similar meaning and 

position within a visual arts context as much as it does within humanist geographies, 

philosophies of place and other interdisciplinary approaches. Thus, for this research it is 

logical that these interdisciplinary references are the key sources for information that 

contribute to analytical discussion and structure for recognition of chorography within 

contemporary arts praxis. For example, Plate 2.1 Sebastian Munster’s Map of Europe as 

a Queen (1570) demonstrates relationships between humanist geographies and visual 

arts in the late Renaissance period.  

This map of Europe is as artistic as it is geographical in intent with apparent 

attention given to aesthetic design to convey the idea of power over geographical 

exactitude. Modern approaches, such as Nold’s6 Emotion Maps, demonstrate a similar 

correlation between geography and visual arts. This study has referred to these 

correlations to create a succinct overview that contextualises the contemporary use of 

chorography as a visual literacy of place.  

                                                 
6 Nold’s maps are discussed in Chapter Seven 
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Plate 2.1  Map of Europe as a Queen 1570 

Sebastian Munster  
Engraving 
28 x 18 cm 
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2.1 The Research Process: Epistemology and Theory 

As a method of practice-based research, that integrates epistemology and 

practice throughout the research process, this structure is similar to the model proposed 

by Franz (2006). Franz outlines the structure of a practice-based research model that 

encompasses many of the traditional attributes of research. This model employs 

methodologies associated with recognised forms of research. Figure 2.1 is an adaption 

of Franz’s model and clarifies the integrated processes used in this study. Franz (2000) 

states that practice-based research is ‘speculative, reflective, critical and rigorous in its 

iterative movement between imagining, representing and testing. It is, if you like, 

practice-based research’ (Franz 2000: 6).  

For this study, an adaption of this model reviews and investigates the theoretical 

premises to present reflective and analytical summaries that engage with the visual 

practice. As Franz’s model posits, this engagement allows for a constant interactive and 

reflective dialogue between epistemology and practice. Each component interacts and 

refers to each other to create a unified model for the research, as McCaw (2009) 

succinctly states ‘Information that was gathered in one way became reflected in, and 

inferred the other; back and forth just as in a conversation’ (McCaw 2009: 1). 

Plate 2.2 is an example of this conversation that engages with ‘imagining, 

representing and testing’ of the information gathered through the research. These T-O 

series of woodcuts, Mount Isa, Cloncurry and Mary Kathleen, take schematic and 

conceptual directions from theories of place, Plato’s theories of cosmography, 

diagrammatic early Christian T-O maps of theological thought and the later and more 

elaborate Renaissance chorographic city views. Chapter Eight discusses in full the 
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images that result from these interactions or conversations between the theory and the 

practice. 

 

 

Figure 2.1   Adaption of Franz’s Model  
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Plate 2.2  T-O Series Cloncurry, Mount Isa and Mary Kathleen 2009 

J. O’Sullivan  
Woodcut relief print on paper each 200x140 cm  
 

2.1.1 Foundations of Research 

In Table 2.1 (Theoretical Foundations), this study’s principle theoretical 

foundations are referenced in order to realise chorography as a visual literacy of place 

within historical and contemporary visual arts practice. The analysis of these sources, in 

turn, determined criteria for the recognition of chorographic influences and literacy in 

contemporary art practice analysis (Chapter Seven) and for the application of a 

chorographic coded language or the practice-based component of this research. Noted in 

this table are the key areas of theory and philosophy accessed with some of the 

significant theorists that pertain to these areas.  

Table 2.1 presents a summary of the flow of theoretical discussion throughout 

this research. Rather than a specific literature review and given the broad historical 

content important to this research each theory chapter draws from and discusses 

relevant points from literature and artwork. A summary of the chapters content in 

Chapter One (1.6) outlines this approach. Table 2.1 on the next page presents the 

structure of the theoretical foundations of the research. 
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Table 2.1   Theoretical Foundations 

 

 

2.2 Methods of Practice  

This section summarises the influences, directions and methods undertaken for 

the research visual practice. Table 2.2 represents the structure of the practice-led 

research. There is a full explanation of the influences, directions and methods and steps 

to the completed images in Chapter Eight.  
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Table 2.2   Structure of Practice-led Research 

 

 
The identification and critical examination of theories and associated historical 

directions place the studio practice into a critical theoretical context, and validate 

chorography as a visual language. This initial stage underpins the aims, concerns, 

methodology, studio practice and outcomes to provide a logical working position that 

underpins the conceptual, experimental, analytical questioning of the practice-based 

research. Table 2.3 is an outline of the processes taken towards the creative product and 

final exhibition. 
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Table 2.3 Principal Methods and Structure of Processes  
 

Selection of a particular focal region. (See table 2.4)  

Data collection and categorising of subject material of imagery obtained through 
field trips and recorded in digital journal. Source material and its application as 
chorographic imagery on criteria suggested by the theoretical research. 

Preliminary imagery developed from the data. Exploratory imagery to test 
conceptual ideas. Some of the early ideas presented and tested in an exhibition   
Reflection on these works. Chorographic processes tested in intuitive processes, 
i.e. monotypes.  

Development of creative imagery towards final product. Technical processes 
considered and trialled. Documentation and reflection of creative processes is 
noted in journal. Creative research finalised in imagery. Curatorial reflection on 
selection of exhibition works.  

Reflection on outcomes from the creative research.  

Concluding and summarising reflection on whole research, both practice and 
theory. 

 

In this study, the region of Mount Isa and surrounding areas of the North West is the 

focus of the chorographic imagery. Table 2.4 identifies the selection criteria.  

Table 2.4  Selection Criteria for a Choric Region  
 

The focal place or region of research, following the definition of Chôra, outlined 
in Chapter Two, will be able to be defined as a particular choric or region or 
entity and has unique qualities that offer opportunities for an original 
chorographic imagery. 

The region will contain elements, things and units that can be qualitatively 
described as pertaining to that region. 

These indicators may include the region or area recognised as being either a 
physical or intangible container or bounded entity in a form embodying 
quantities of individual elements and things that share commonalities in some 
form.  

These units or components may again be material or immaterial, spiritual, 
metaphysical, empirical or combined in varying degrees. 

Personal and in depth knowledge of the region is critical to this chorographic 
practice.  
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A full discussion of these processes undertaken for the development of the creative 

work and its final resolution is found in Chapter Eight. 

2.3 Research Methods: In Conclusion 

For this research, the contextualisation of the chorographic vision as a visual 

literacy within historical and cultural tenets follows an approach ‘that unveils the 

origins and traditions of visual patterns, the collective visual language they refer to, and 

the hidden messages they may transport through history’(Bruhn and Dunkel 2008: 173). 

This structure underpins the awareness of a chorographic visual literacy in art 

throughout history and allows for its recognition and practice within the art of today. To 

begin the discussion of the historical context of chorography the following chapter 

commences the theoretical overview with an appraisal of the genesis of the 

chorographic vision.  
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Chapter Three 

Chorography: Genesis and Theoretical Perspectives 

3.0 Defining Chôros 

The ancient Greek related words chôros and chôra form the root of the word 

chorography. Perceived meanings of chôros-chôra in relation to concepts of place, 

location and space are the subject of much debate in humanist and geographic 

philosophies. For the purpose of this enquiry, it is constructive to consider briefly a 

number of perceptions and translations of chôros-chôra relevant to the central 

discussion on chorography. 

According to Liddell and Scott (1961) chôros may be a region, definite space, 

place, ground, land, landed property, country, town and even the underworld. Chôra or 

chôros is space in which a thing is and relates to Platonic philosophies. Chôra or chôros 

do appear to shift slightly in context within the various ancient and classical Greek 

texts. Lukermann (1961) finds the Greek word chôros has a literal meaning of Room, 

which  

…may be safely translated in context as area, region, country (pays) or 
space/place—if in the sense of the boundary of an area. Chôros 
technically means the boundary of the extension of something or 
things. It is the container or receptacle of a body (Lukermann 1961: 
200).  

 
For Lukermann, chôros ‘should never be translated as space’ (Lukermann 1961: 

200) for as space is void the translation would be kenos (void) or khaos (vast chasm of 

void). Lukermann indicates instances of defining chôros by classical Greek 

philosophers as a method of description and notes Plato offered an early philosophical 

examination of chôros in a cosmographical milieu of space, a space where ‘something 
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is’ (Lukermann 1961: 201). However, Olwig (2006a: 29) claims Plato philosophically 

defined chôra as a ‘powerful, enigmatic feminine emptiness’ though this also suggests a 

kind of bounded container, not a void. In addition, Olwig (2006b: 185) discerns a 

problem of ‘geometric rationality’ for Plato to define a qualitative something without 

form or content. For Plato, ‘the only solution was to define chôra as a kind of 

conceptual antithesis to the ideal forms of platonic rationality’ (Olwig 2006b: 185). This 

conceptual antithesis, linked to the cosmos, may have suited the Platonic perception of 

a feminine Receptacle or chôra giving birth to the world. The Platonic reasoning may 

well relate to or be derived from both a consciousness of ancient cosmological sexuality 

and awareness of sacred places related to fertility festivals (Olwig 2006b).  

Casey (1998) states Plato used the term Receptacle to define the space to be 

used by the maker of the world (Demiurge) to provide place and consisting of proto-

regions. ‘The Receptacle remains above a scene of emplacement…The Receptacle is 

place providing twice over…it is inherently regionalised and regionalising’ (Casey 

1998: 34).  

Aristotle, however, used chôros as ‘exclusively in the sense of area—an 

extended place [and adds] chôros is always identified with a body and distinguished 

from the concept of void (Lukermann 1961). Casey (1998) points out that Aristotle also 

claims that the void too could be regarded as a kind of place, though without body, and 

surmises that conceivably this empty space or place is capable of containing a body of 

objects. The void becomes a place where places are created, or in other words, the 

creation of chôros. Casey (1998) further finds that this sense of a creational void to be 

filled by place and things is inherent in the culture of many ancient religions. 
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Olwig (2001) also notes that the root of chorography is chôros, ancient Greek 

for place, a defined space (location), or land or country and builds upon Lukermann’s 

definition. Debating the actual role of chôros, Olwig (2001) states that while a map may 

reduce place or chôros to co-ordinates of location, chôros may be a specific place, land 

or country defined by its history and its people and argues for both interpretations, 

depending on context. However, if redefined and reduced by the geographical space of a 

map, Olwig (2001a) finds that this gives place or chôros 

 …an unstable tensive, meaning. Is place to be defined in areal [sic] 
terms as the field defined historically by a people (its land or country), 
or is it a location within the topographical coordinates of an absolute 
and a temporal space? Place can mean both. It can be defined as the 
choros of a historically specific country, or it can be defined 
topographically as ‘the places of a country’ with relation, for example, 
to their ‘geographical position’ (Olwig 2001a: 97). 

 
This tensive or contested meaning, apart from a reduction of location to map co-

ordinates, may also stem from the long-standing epistemic definition of chôros as 

entangled between spatial concepts of insubstantial location and a historically embodied 

and substantial domain (Olwig 2001). This differentiation, in turn, may be partly due to 

the close relationship between the words chôros, and chôra7 in Greek antiquity and 

classical theories. This, of course, does support Lukermann’s statement that chôros was 

not a void space while Olwig (2006a) finds ‘The more geographical and political 

equivalent of chôra was chôros, meaning amongst other things, land, a place of places 

filled by a polity’ (Olwig 2006a: 29). 

Being substantial, this polity8 constructed places of regional political and 

cultural life with a commonality of shared history and shared concerns. Olwig (2006b) 

                                                 
7 According to Liddell and Scott (1961), chôra is a feminine noun while chôros is a masculine noun. 
8 Polity: a form or process of civil government or constitution, an organized society; a state as a political 
entity (Oxford English Dictionary 1995).  
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does infer archaic everyday use of chôros related more to the practical than the ethereal 

and finds for the Greeks, themselves, chôros9 was before anything else, foremost a 

cultural and political polis10 ‘where things took place or occurred, in the room-like place 

of the agora’11 (Olwig 2006b: 185).  

Similarly, Casey (1998, 2002) regards chôra or chôros as a collection of regions 

or occupied space relating to the Platonic model of primeval space and the receptacle. 

Casey (1998) refers to chôra as occupied place and suggests it precedes creation but 

also that ‘a choric region is substantive without being a substance: rather than a thing, it 

is a locality matrix for things’ (Casey 1998: 34). In addition, Casey (2002) also supports 

Lukermann’s theories to claim the region (chôros) is the ‘coherent clustering of places 

within the openness of landscape—a clustering that both depends on and reflects the 

aforementioned properties of contiguity and co-existence’ (Casey 2002: 74).  

Whether it is a locality or vessel bounded by a spatial void, occupied place, 

political and cultural place or a locality matrix, the meaning of chôra or chôros does 

relate clearly to the notion of a conceptually bounded area. This locus may be either 

unfilled or integrated with Casey’s things or Olwig’s poli. These things seemingly are 

united through relationships of regional commonalties. Commonalities may be either 

one or more of geographical, political, cultural or religious discourse and historical or 

even metaphysical relationships. Chôros, either as a conceptual idea of singular 

containment for physical emplacement of things, objects or substantive meaning 

                                                 
9 Chôros filled by polity is clearly demonstrated in much of the fifteenth and sixteenth century 
chorographic oblique views of cities.  
10 ‘Polis (noun) a city state in ancient Greece, especially as considered in its ideal form for philosophical 
purposes’ (Oxford English Dictionary 1995). 
11 Agora, in ancient Greek, was a public and cultural assembly area or meeting area in early city-states 
(i.e. Athens where political and religious debate took place. Later use saw the agora become a market 
place and centre for social activities. 
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embodying various entities offers several paradoxes and justifies Olwig’s notion of a 

tensive receptacle. 

Hence, while a tensive, substantive or metaphysical chôros is far removed from 

any idea of a measured description of place, it remains descriptive of a contained 

regional locus of objects and activities, whether they are physical or intangible. The 

question for Ptolemy in the first century AD was how these unmeasurable, tensive and 

multi-layered chôra or chôros were to be described and explained by a visual language 

situated within a geographical, logical and measured process. Again, in this research the 

twenty-first century quest remains, that is how to describe, situate and explain chôra or 

chôros as visual discourse within contemporary imagery? 

Chorography, the Ptolemaic solution for the positioning of chôros, was destined 

to become the visual and qualitative communication of locus or place for the ensuing 

centuries and remains viable for extensive discussion within this present study. The 

Oxford English Dictionary (1995) defines chorography as the systematic description 

and mapping of a particular region. 

3.1 Chorography Placed with Art 

Ptolemy overcomes the problem of chôros as a qualitative geographical 

descriptor very concisely, through his definition of the meaning of chorography in the 

first book of his Geographike Hyphegesis c 149 AD. Ptolemy reasons that geography 

represents the whole of the known world, and uses a quantitative approach. Casey 

(2002), Cosgrove (2004), and Dilke (1984) concur that Ptolemy categorically stated that 

chorography describes a qualitative identity of individual places or a region. Lukerman 

(1961) cites Ptolemy’s full definition: 
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Geography is the representation, by a map, of the portion of the earth 
known to us together with its general features. Geography differs from 
chorography in that chorography concerns itself exclusively with 
particular regions and describes each separately; representing 
practically everything of the lands in question, even the smallest 
details…Again, chorography deals, for the most part, with the nature 
rather than the size of the lands. It has regard everywhere for securing a 
likeness, but not to the same extent [as geography] for determining 
relative positions. Geography, on the other hand is concerned with 
quantitative rather than qualitative matters since it has regard in every 
case for the correct proportion of distances …therefore, chorography 
has need of topography and no one can be a chorographer unless he is 
also skilled in drawing (Ptolemy cited in Lukermann 1961: 194).  

 
Somewhat authoritatively, Olwig (2006b) argues Ptolemy was not sure where to place 

chorography as descriptor of place within a geographical sense and that Ptolemy  

…needed a concept of choros for his geography, but he was not able to 
deal with it within his mathematical system, so he relegated it to the 
realm of art and the qualitative (Olwig 2006b: 186). 

 
Whether or not this view is entirely accurate or whether Ptolemy actually thought art or 

chorography was inferior to the rationality of purer geographic mathematical systems is 

of course unknown. Casey (2002) argues for the importance of place and location and 

its representation, and views chorography and geography in a very different way to 

Olwig. Casey (2002) states, ‘Geography is totally dependent on chorography and not 

the other way around; for chorography in the Ptolemaic sense is the discipline that 

studies the constituent units of geography’ (Casey 2002: 266).  

For Casey, these units are the regions that are dependent in turn on the places 

that constitute the region, all of which are integral to the totality of the earth. Casey 

(2002) points out that Ptolemy linked the ‘pursuit of geography with science and 

chorography with art’ and states:  

Whereas geography puts its representations of the earth within the 
embrace of a unitary space that reduces places to points or positions—
that is, regards them as sites—chorography takes any such space as 
already diversified into concrete places. For the chorographer, even a 
region is viewed through its constituent places and not as a single block 
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of space; regions themselves, as Heidegger also avers “always are 
ready-to- hand already in individual places” (Casey 2002: 167). 

 
Olwig (2001a) sees Ptolemy’s chorography, as ‘description of the areal 

phenomena of tangible place’ (Olwig 2001a: 99) and part of a triadic structural process 

and structure involving latitude and longitude and cosmic principles of geometry. ‘Once 

points from this process [triadic structure] project and connect they create an enclosed 

chorographic form, such as the shape of a country’ (Olwig 2001a: 96). For Olwig, 

(2001a), the fundamental origins of a modern geographic concept of space and place 

lurk in the influence of the Ptolemaic texts. In addition, Olwig (2001a: 96-97) also 

observes the ‘persistent importance of the Ptolemaic map’ in both triadic structure and 

the development of a scenic concept and its ‘illusory space’ by the Renaissance Neo-

Platonists.  

Fiorani (2005) notes Renaissance authors closely examined Ptolemy’s text, and 

in doing so came to realise, with the defining of geography and chorography, that each 

were quite different in concept, but the actual definition did vary from scholar to 

scholar. Fiorani also points out that the focus of modern scholars has centred on  

…how accurately each Renaissance author understood Ptolemy’s text 
but has given far less attention to the way Renaissance interpretations 
of Ptolemy’s text influenced the descriptive language of Renaissance 
maps’ [albeit building upon and proposing] a very different notion of 
geography’ (Fiorani 2005: 98). 12 

 
An extensive discussion on the Ptolemaic influence on Renaissance visual 

language is discussed in Chapter Five. For example, Fiorani’s explanation of 

Renaissance cartographic thought offers further guidelines on how Renaissance scholars 

and artists perceived and applied a chorographic language. Although often created 

                                                 
12 Modern visual arts theorists continue this oversight of chorography as an influence on the descriptive 
language of place within the creative arts of today.  
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within a quasi-cartographic sense, the Renaissance chorographic depiction of region, 

place and polis is conceptual and less inclined to exactitude of description than that of 

its cartographic cousins. Ptolemy’s clarification of chorography indicates, in the Greek 

thinking of his time, that chorography was within the realms of art practice rather than 

being that of a measured science. Thus, the Renaissance chorographic vision carried on 

the idea of qualitative mapping as an art form, quite consistent with its Ptolemaic 

origins. 

While evaluating the Ptolemaic text, Lukermann (1961) differentiates the 

processes of describing location in ancient Greek thought and in doing so further 

clarifies the classical philosophical differences applied to the three main geographical 

terminologies of location. Lukermann’s discussion includes similar classical Greek 

theories and philosophies that preceded Ptolemy, for the Geographia were as much 

assimilation and clarification of previous thought as well as being a development of 

geographical science. According to Lukermann (1961), in pre-Ptolemaic classification 

…“Geography” was defined as the demarcation of the earth’s surface 
by processes of worldwide pervasiveness. Geographical location was 
referent solely to natural process. “Chorography” was defined as the 
description of given areas. Chorographical location was referent solely 
to the total relational content within the given area. “Topography” was 
defined as the order of discrete units one to the other. “Topographical 
location” was referent solely to the contiguity of places (Lukermann 
1961: 194).  

 
By this statement, Lukermann gives a clear understanding of the distinct 

differences between these three classifications. For the purpose of this dissertation and 

its practical method, it is important to note the difference between topography and 

chorography. Lukermann’s summary makes a precise and useful distinction:  

Chorography starts with the area as given. All features within the area 
are described in detail as they actually occur. Any feature within the 
area or thing described chorographically is, thus, ‘located’ in relation to 
every other feature within the given region. Topography is defined by 
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Ptolemy within a chorographical context. The reason for this is clear. 
Chorography, by describing a feature in terms of its contacting or 
environing features is describing the feature by giving it place. To 
describe the place of a thing is to mark it off by identifying the things 
that bound it. Topographic description is simply the distribution of 
anything, or to put it more simply, the location of a thing, i.e. its place 
(Lukermann 1961: 196). 

 
Lukermann (1961) also refers to Kant and others philosophers who simplified 

these terms and reasons that the Kantian13 terms were early modern classifications that 

reduced the classical terms to basic meaning. This reduction precluded a deeper 

understanding. Lukermann (1961) suggests this simplification overlooks the classical 

intricate and substantive meaning of the geographical terms. More importantly, for the 

purpose of this research in the modern establishment of chorography as a contemporary 

visual descriptor of location, place or region, Lukermann (1961) argues these classical 

terminologies of describing location thus have not been retained in defining location 

within a geographical sense, stating: 

The vocabulary of location—place, space, region, area—once the 
sharpest tool of description, has become a methodological orphan. At 
present, the concept of location is sorely in need of rehabilitation, 
preferably in the context of its ancient home (Lukermann 1961: 194). 

 
Although the concern of this research is that of chorography and not that of 

location, Lukermann (1961) makes valid points that closely pertain to this study. 

Lukermann’s thinking is equally applicable to the rehabilitation of a contemporary 

chorographic vocabulary within visual arts through the perspective of its ancient 

origins.  

                                                 
13 According to Lukermann (1961), Kant, in the late eighteenth century, only provided a cursory 
categorisation of chorography, topography and geography, with his statement that ‘Geography is the 
description of the whole earth. Chorography is the description of a more limited area. Topography is the 
description of a single place’ (Kant cited in Lukermann 1961: 195).  
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In the establishment of this chorographic vocabulary it is constructive to 

examine, clarify and overview how chorography as qualitative descriptor of region and 

place was questioned and approached by medieval and Renaissance scholars and artists 

within their contemporary societies. The introduction of chorography into a Renaissance 

society of humanistic enquiry brought new resolutions to the chorographic vision that 

were to influence the future of imagery of place and region. 
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Chapter Four 

Place and Contemporary Theoretical Perspectives  

4.0 Introduction 

The focus of this research is the realisation of chorography as a visual literacy of 

place within historical and contemporary art practice. As part of this study, it is of value 

to include a survey of current and relevant theoretical viewpoints on the meaning of 

place that offer direction for this research to the theory and practice of chorography as a 

visual literacy of place. This chapter begins with a selection of current authors, who 

theorise on place and its relationship to aspects of human identity, connections, 

embodiment and experience in relation to place and concludes with a brief overview of 

how these theories relate to the research and practice.  

Early searches identified many philosophers who have developed theories on 

place and space, for instance, Jacques Derrida, Henri Lefebvre, Martin Heidegger, 

Maurice Merleau-Ponti and Gaston Bachelard. However, their theories and those of 

other mid-twentieth spatial theorists have been analysed and discussed in many writings 

and further analytical discussion is beyond the scope of this particular research. This 

brief review, instead looks to several contemporary authors who have extended, 

discounted or bought fresh ideas and debate to the legacy of earlier theories and 

philosophies that relate to place, and in doing so inform the relationship between 

chorography and place for current approaches in art practice. 
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Adams, Hoelscher and Till (2001) note the ‘post traditional times that writers on 

place find themselves in’14 (Adams et al.2001 xx) and maintain these writers now bring 

a reflexive awareness of place that offers a fresh outlook to established theories. 

Theorists such as Buttimer and Seamon, Relph and Tuan ‘recoiled from the abstract 

theorising as space of an objective entity and emphasised the subjective qualities of 

place’ (Adams et al. 2001: xix). For Adams et al. (2001), there was a renaissance of 

place in scholarly interdisciplinary studies, stating:  

After decades of devaluation in orthodox social sciences...place has re-
emerged with an intellectual vigour that few would have predicted. 
“Locality”, “region”, “landscape”, “territory”, “area”, and “place” have 
become keywords for empirical and theoretical study (Adams et al. 
2001: xviii).  

 
Adams et al. point out that this renewed interest pertains not only to humanist 

geography and cites multidisciplinary areas, such as history, anthropology and 

philosophy. These authors include art within these fields and state literary scholars 

‘have turned increasingly to how place evokes and shapes art’15 (Adams et al. 2001: 

xviii). 

4.1 Placing Place  

Cresswell (1996) has written extensively on place and its re-emplacement to find 

that ‘the concept of place has been rejuvenated by the humanistic and radical reactions 
                                                 

14 Jeremie Thircuir (2008) writes that an art movement in China takes the idea of post-traditional 
approaches to traditional art: 
‘These artists, disconnected from the Cultural Revolution which they did not experience are critical 
towards artists still using its symbols as out-dated gimmicks. Those artists who are questioning 
contemporary China are looking to establish a link between a long Chinese history and contemporary art. 
Being that China is still in its modernity, the post-modern criticism of China’s modernisation we see from 
artists turns out to be post-traditional, using a well-known but forgotten vocabulary to analyse and 
criticize the world they are now living in’ (Thircuir 2008: 9). 
15 For example, this trend may be noted in writings by S. Alpers, (The Art of Describing 1983), E. Casey, 
(Representing Place\, Landscape Painting and Maps, 2002), L. Lippard, (Lure of the Local, A Sense of 
Place 1998), C. Nold (ed.), Emotional Cartography, 2009). Most of these authors are referenced and/or 
discussed within this research. 
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to spatial analysis’ (Cresswell 1996: 1). Cresswell observes that ‘we do not live in an 

abstract framework of geometric spatial relationships; we live in a world of meaning’ 

(Cresswell 1996: 13). The chorographic language, as this thesis argues for and as 

presented in my praxis, visually interprets this world of meaning in a combination of the 

physical, experiential and the metaphorical. Cresswell explains:  

We exist in and are surrounded by places—centres of meaning. Places 
are neither totally material nor completely mental: they are 
combinations of the material and mental and cannot be reduced to 
either. Place is a way of seeing, knowing and understanding the world. 
When we look at the world of places we see different 
things...attachments and connections between people and place...worlds 
of meaning and experience (Cresswell 1996: 13). 

 
As a visual descriptor of place, the chorographic map in today’s world continues to 

communicate this meaning and experience visually. Chorographic images by the use of 

semiotic language contextualise both the material and immaterial as a cohesive whole.  

For instance, Cresswell’s theories on place bear similarities to the concept of 

chorography in the depth of critical reflection. Cresswell (2004) writes that place, as a 

word encased in common sense should not be considered as a ‘specialised piece of 

academic writing’ (Cresswell 2004: 1), though the meaning of place can be understood 

as both simple and complex, dependent on the designation and scale of critical 

reflection. For instance, an uncomplicated meaning could apply to the knowledge, 

geographic location, description or attachment to home, a town, village or other specific 

place. According to Williams (2008) ‘the most straightforward approach is to think of 

place or, more typically place attachment as something akin to a geographic locale or 

resource (Williams 2008: 14). Adams et al (2001), Cannatella (2007) and Cresswell 

(1996) concur that in deeper contexts the meaning of place, as chorography does, 

embraces identification, experience, communication, ideology, embodied existence and 
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politics. In these contexts, interesting issues and questions arise with the discussion of 

place within virtual reality. Wilken (2007a, 2007b) discusses chorographic place within 

a digital virtual reality and writes, ‘that recognising the significance and accounting for 

the impact of place in the discourses on these configurations is vital’ (Wilken 2007a: 

60).16 

Knez (2005) writes of place, attachment and identity and states that, across time 

and place, identification with place is an everyday bonding experience and has 

‘emotional and cognitive conceptions of physical environments (Knez 2005: 208). Knez 

extends this theory to claim this ‘indicates that a place is an extensive concept...It has 

physical, geographical, architectural, historical, religious, social and psychological 

connotations’ (Knez 2005: 208-9). Again, the chorographic image as descriptor of all 

things that pertain to place is a conceptual visualisation of all or some of these 

connotations, whether it is a mappa mundi or this researcher’s current research praxis. 

Manzo (2005) discusses the multiple dimensional experience of place, positive, 

ambivalent or negative, that generates different meanings to individual conceptions of 

place.  

Cannatella (2007) takes Knez’s argument further, to discuss the relationship 

between human embodiment and experience of place. For Cannatella, ‘place is 

primarily an aesthetically lived experience where we create ourselves’ (Cannatella 

2007: 622). Williams (2008) concurs, and states ‘Our relationship to a place serves as a 

testimonial to who we are’ (Williams 2008: 17). In a sense of ownership of a place, 

Duncan and Duncan (2001) point to the traditional relationships and construction of 

                                                 
16 A line of inquiry exists here for the wider consideration of chorographic place within a conceptual 
virtual reality of practice. However, this research is focussed more on an understanding and refiguring of 
region and place in fine arts. 
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place-identity that people who are long-time residents in a small community seek to 

preserve against newcomers and new development. 

On the other hand, Malpas (2008), while also noting human embodiment,   

expands on the character of place that defines and is defined through engagement with 

human activity, which in turn determines ownership. Malpas (2008) discusses, in part, 

mutual relationships between the character of place and human character, connection to 

place and the sense of place. For Malpas, his work on place has ‘aimed at meeting the 

challenge of place that understands it more than just an accidental feature of human 

psychology’ (Malpas 2008: 330). In answering this challenge, Malpas draws 

comparisons between his analysis and Australian Indigenous17 ideas and beliefs of 

place.  

Indigenous accounts of place emphasise the way in which place is 
formed and sustained through journey and movement, pathway and 
track. Not only does this suggest that our relationship to place is always 
one of active engagement with place, and with that which is found 
within it, but it also means that place has to be understood as itself a 
dynamitic and relational structure in which we are already imbedded, 
rather than some static object over which “ownership” can be simply 
asserted (Malpas 2008: 330). 

 
This ‘active engagement and movement’ for Malpas, allows for a connection to place 

and thus allows the character of place to emerge while shaping the human character. 

Malpas extends this theory with the idea that we are owned by place. ‘It is through our 

engagement with place that our own human being is made real, but it is through our 

engagement that place takes on a sense and significance of its own’ (Malpas 2008: 331).  

An example of this sense that one is owned by place is in common usage by the 

people of North West Queensland for its inhabitants18 often remark that they belong to 

                                                 
17 Australian Indigenous art, in relation to chorography, is briefly considered in Appendix Two 
18 Isa and Curry are local terms for Mount Isa and Cloncurry.  
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the Isa, to the Curry or to the Camooweal regions. My personal sense of belonging to 

this region directed its selection for the practical component of this study.19 

Many authors, such as Manzo (2005) continue to investigate the meaning and 

emotional relationships that people have to place, whether positive or negative. Manzo 

(2005) notes the multiple dimensional experiences of place. These experiences may be 

positive, ambivalent or negatives of place and generate different meanings to individual 

conceptions of place. Adams et al. (2001) and Janz (2008) discuss these multiple 

dimensions in depth.  

4.2 Textures of Place: Multiple Constructions of Place  

Adams et al. (2001) refer to the multiple theoretical construction of place within 

contemporary scholarship as the textures of place. They use this term of the textures of 

place to explain the many faceted threads of enquiry that weave around the disparate 

and paradoxical theories of place. In their opinion, a 

…place’s “texture” thus calls direct attention to the paradoxical nature 
of place...the shape, feel and texture of a place each provides a glimpse 
into the processes, structures, spaces and histories that went into its 
making...Communication always takes place somewhere...and place is 
always ‘in’ the communication (in the form of place images). Similarly, 
“textures of place” refer to not only surfaces, processes, and structure 
but also to communication acts and the multiple contexts that create 
and are constituted by place (Adams et al.2001: xiii-xiv). 

 
Adams et al. write that these multiple contexts fall into three main fields, each of which 

in turn consists of multiple theoretical strands. For Adams et al. (2001: xx) these three 

main streams of place-inquiry fall into the following categories: Experience and 

identity, Imagination and Social Construction and Paradox and Modernity.  

                                                 
19 This particular sense of belonging to this region is discussed further in Chapter Eight. 
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The first category, Experience and Identity, takes from Tuan’s (1975) 

construction of an intimate home or place to the broader view that place is created, 

forms and binds individual and collective identities in ‘multiple scales’ that may include 

home, society, gender, or ethnicity. In the second category, Imagination and Social 

Construction, the focus is on the variety of experience of place through the creation of 

imagined communities and metaphorical constructions. This created experience may 

include constructions that form a specific place of meaning. In Adams et al. opinion: 

In every instance, however, separate groups and individuals will evoke 
geographical imaginations in very different, and often competing, ways 
in the construction of place. As such vitally important concepts like 
multiculturalism, racism, nation building and environmental destruction 
are likened to the making of place (Adams et al 2001: xxi). 

 
For the third category, Adams et al. note that Paradox and Modernity references 

Olwig’s (2001a) contested terrain where place becomes a fluid area of multiple 

identities, politics of inclusion and place based politics that reflect the influence and 

force of modernity. Adams et al. positions place in this context as a  

…vantage point from which to study all of the dazzling and 
contradictory aspects of modernity, from the building of nation states 
and the elaboration of capitalism, to individual consciousness and 
morality (Adams et al. 2001 xxii).  

 
This contextualisation of place as a fluid and paradoxical response to modernist 

political forces may be realised in turn throughout the history of chorography. As is this 

research’s contention, chorography, as a visual descriptor of place has continuously 

responded to the force of each era’s contemporary thinking, politics, and culture. These 

three categories of place have been part of the chorographic weave, construction and 
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communication of place in visual imagery over the course of time and have continued in 

current arts practice involved with conceptually mapped place.20  

4.3 The Use of Place  

Janz (2008) notes writers, researchers and indeed, artists cannot be limited to 

one particular definition of place, for any concept generally entails contradictory senses 

that depend on each other to arrive at a representation. Place, for Janz, is both ‘internal 

and external, both causal and caused, both held as deeply felt “content” and as 

structuring form’ (Janz 2008: 14). In Janz’s opinion, place endures too many meanings 

through over analysis by many theorists, although most authors overlook its uses or 

functions. Janz’s argument that ‘representation becomes the central issue for place’ 

(Janz 2008: 2) is relevant to this research’s investigation of chorography as a visual 

language that represents place and its components.  

Rather than defining the meaning of place as a concept, Janz considers the use of 

place, to state ‘I am more interested in the place of place, in the range of its uses, and in 

the way that those uses, taken together, produce interesting and unexpected results’ 

(Janz 2008: 3). Janz lists some multiple usages of place that relate to the messages that 

the visual language of chorography carries. Appendix One presents a table of Janz’s 

points of usage that are most pertinent to the theory and praxis of the research. In this 

table, these points are adapted and summarised in conjunction with their relationship to 

the overall chorographic visual literacy and to the visual practice. This table emphasises 

the close relationship that chorography has in visually describing the use of place and to 

                                                 
20 For example, Kozloff’s Boy’s Art 2002 series exemplify all three strands through a contemporary 
perspective. See Chapter Seven. The medieval and Renaissance maps were examples of these multiple 
contexts. (See Chapter Five). 
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how chorography, as a visual language, may communicate the usage, diversity and 

textures of place. 

4.4 The Regeneration of Place and Chorography 

If we accept chorography’s close association with place, Casey’s (1998) view of 

what place represents in current philosophical thought and social sciences usage, is 

important to its role in visual arts. The recognition of chorography, in artistic practice, 

to be a visual literacy for particular manifestations or experience of place is aligned to 

the resurrection of the importance of place within contemporary philosophical logic. 

Casey (1998) claims the resurrection of place has taken hold in current philosophies by 

the recognition of its presence, locality, experience, through forms of modern thought 

and application: 

Place, thus disinterred is rising in ever proliferating guises; not just as 
imaginary topoi in Bachelard, as heterotopoi in Foucault, as the scene 
of written traces and spaced out buildings in Derrida, or discrete 
‘localities’ (Heidegger, Deleuze and Guattari), but also as social-
political ‘enclaves’ in Lyotard and “sense of place” in Stegner. It 
appears as well in the recent concern with the pertinence of ‘local 
knowledge’ on the part of anthropologist and other social sciences; and 
it surfaces in the current efflorescence of ‘cultural geography.’ Never 
having vanished into Space (or Time) altogether, place is abounding: 
this is so, even when it is called by various names, and itself names 
different events and experiences. The newly grasped inclusiveness of 
place subtends this profusion and makes it possible (Casey 1998: 339). 

 
Casey provides several points that offer conceptual direction for chorographic 

interpretations of the experience and the actuality of specific place. For example, the 

idea of place being recognised as the ‘where’ of discrete localities, the question may 

also be asked of what constitutes a discrete locality or chôra. The shifting function of 

Foucault’s heterotopoi only concerns this research in the way chorographic 

documentation may record an event of subjective experience and function of place or 

component at a certain point in time, the ‘where’ and now.  
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Casey claims that an artistic change in approach to place is taking shape, ‘the 

where is back in place, once again and finally’ (Casey 1998: 340). For Casey, artistic 

change in approach to place is taking shape; artists are moving away from the exclusive 

practice in depicting of place from a ‘removed point of view’ (Casey 1998: 340) to one 

that engages closely and bodily with the subject.21 This engagement is found in the 

subjective character of chorography that communicates the experience of place through 

local knowledge. This knowledge allows a deeper insight and positions chorography to 

be the visual communicator of the ‘deeper events and experiences’ of contemporary 

place and its things (Casey 1998). 

The art of chorography, as a visual communicator of the experience of place 

from a subjective viewpoint, is a long established practice in western history. The 

following chapter follows the course of chorography as a visual descriptor of the 

textures of place in all its tangible and intangible forms from its classical Greek sources 

to the Renaissance period.  

  

                                                 
21 In addition, Casey’s (1998) mention of the pertinence of local knowledge in social sciences is as 
important for my praxis in order to engage with the where and now of the North West’s ‘qualitative 
material essence’ (Casey 2005: 114). 
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Chapter Five  

The Visual Literacy of Medieval and Renaissance 

Chorography: Classical Influences, Development and 

Directions  

5.0 Classical Greek and Roman Influences on Medieval and Renaissance 

Chorography 

Classical writings from Hellenistic and Ionian geographical and cosmological 

sciences from classical antiquity were important readings and influences for medieval 

and Renaissance scholars and chorographers (Diller 1938; Jacob 1999; Lukermann 

1961). The concept of chorography from ancient and early geographic philosophies 

continued with Strabo who indicated in his Geographia (c.7-23 AD) that the role of 

chorography to be a visual literacy that detailed place (Fiorani 1996; Jacob 1999; 

Lukermann 1961). Strabo’s works and other classic writings were well known to 

medieval scholars, although Ptolemy’s Geographia (c.150AD), which clearly defined 

chorography, was not rediscovered by Renaissance scholars until the fifteenth century. 

Thus, medieval and Renaissance scholars, through their studies of the writings of 

classical philosophers and geographers, were aware of chorography’s role as a 

descriptor of place and region (Moffitt 1998). In these writings by Pliny the elder, Livy 

and Cicero, descriptions of Roman murals and paintings indicated the chorographic 

form of these painted murals (Barber and Harper 2010). 

Although Strabo had defined chorography to a certain extent, Ptolemy’s 

Geographia clarified the purpose of chorography for Renaissance scholars who 
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particularly adopted and embellished Ptolemy’s initial theories of chorography. Ptolemy 

defined chorography as the artistic description of the subjective and qualitative 

particulars of individual place or region; a definition that was to become a strong 

influence in Renaissance treatises on art (Casey 2002; Curry 2002; Lukermann 1961; 

Moffitt 1998; Nuti 1999; Pearson 2007). In particular, Nuti (1999: 90) considers that 

Ptolemy, by advocating chorography’s need for a skilled artist or drawer, opened up ‘a 

field of vision’ [for portraying] ‘ports, countries, villages, river and streams’ for the 

chorographic artist in the Renaissance. This ‘field of vision’ though linked to the 

traditions of subjective interpretation manifested by the early medieval chorographers 

became integrated into the emerging cartographic sciences of sixteenth century 

Renaissance. For example, the great mural-maps of regional Italy, by Egnazio Danti 

(1536-1586), commissioned by Cosimo de’ Medici and Pope Gregory XIII were both 

geographically measured and subjectively chorographic in execution. Fiorani states that 

while these maps maintained 

…the Ptolemaic grid of coordinates, they also included more qualitative 
descriptions of places in the form of lengthy legends. Vivacious 
vignettes and prolific inscriptions…were not mere embellishments of 
the cartographic content, but rather an integral part of the map (Fiorani 
2005: 102).  

 
For the Renaissance mapmakers, ‘a map was an encyclopaedic description of the world 

projected onto an accurate geographical framework’ (Fiorani 2005: 102). 

5.1 Medieval Chorography: Classical Greco-Roman Influences and 

Applications  

Ptolemy’s treatise on chorography, although ‘unique in providing the most 

comprehensive explanation of the hybrid, pseudo-cartographic technique once common 

to Roman cartographers and painters’ (Moffitt 1993: 380) was known only to Greek-
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speaking and Arabic scholars from the second century AD until 1407, (Moffitt 1993, 

1998; Jacob 1996; Nuti 1999).22 Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the Greco-Roman 

chorographic approach, with its pictographs of architectural and topographical elements, 

and bird’s eye views of cities, continued to exist in medieval cartography (Barber and 

Harper 2010; Casey 2002). Roman geographers and surveyors knew of chorographic 

principles and applied these to their work (Barber and Harper 2010; Favro 2006). While 

Ptolemy’s work clarified existing Hellenic chorographic theories in 149 AD, Ptolemy 

also commented on and described the chorographic content of Roman scenography and 

narrative works in his Geographia (Moffitt 1993, 1998). 

Medieval chorographers absorbed and adapted Roman and Greek chorography’s 

pictographs and symbols, particularly in early T-O maps, mappaemundi and portolan 

sea charts. For example, the medieval T-O maps are similar in format to the ancient 

Greek circle23 maps. Harley and Woodward (1987) discuss the form of early Greek 

circle maps suggested by ancient Greek writers and explain ‘Herodotus would thus have 

given the general map of the inhabited world, had he been willing to draw it, a form 

similar to the T-O maps of the late classical period and Middle Ages’ (Harley and 

Woodward 1987: 137). Plutarch, in his Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans c.75 

AD, wrote that geographers added references to imaginary wild beasts in unknown 

lands to the margins of their maps. In similar fashion, medieval mapmakers often added 

strange creatures that inhabited unknown lands to their maps. Moffitt (1998) states that 

these medieval scribes used 

                                                 
22 Casey (2002) notes converging influences between East and West were possibly carried by travelling 
Arabs, given the similarity of pictorial themes and other techniques. 
23 ‘It is traditionally accepted that “ancient maps” (which are probably those from Ionia) were circular, 
with Greece in the middle and Delphi at the centre’ (Harley and Woodward 1987: 135).  
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... a kind of representational convention which was already a 
commonplace in Hellenistic cartography. As such, by 1580 the format 
had been in continuous employment for nearly two millennia. Our 
evidence also serves to demonstrate that the Romans employed the 
same conventional manner of geographical signing, and that the same 
highly legible, and thus perennially useful, artisan tradition never really 
died out during the middle ages (Moffitt 1998: 369). 

 
Moffitt (1998) claims that evidence for this classical representational convention 

followed by medieval artists, artisans and mapmakers, is found by the medieval use of 

Roman texts and treatises originally written by agrimensores or Roman surveyors. 

These texts were copied and compiled in a fifth-sixth century AD codex (Plate 5.1), the 

‘Corpus Agrimensorum Romanorum or Collected Writings of the Roman Surveyor’ 

(Moffitt 1998: 369).  

 
Plate 5.1  Page from Codex of Corpus Agrimensorum Romanorum 5-6th Century 

Unknown Artist  
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Other evidence of medieval copying of Roman maps exists in the thirteenth 

century Tabula Peutinger 1265 (Plate 5.2), a copy of a fourth century AD Roman map. 

Symbolic chorographic visual language was usual in Roman maps and identified place 

and region in a classified context relative to type of city and town. Favro states that  

…chorographic images were painterly and showed comparatively small 
areas including cities. A famous example is the Tabula Peutinger, a 
medieval travel map believed to be a copy of a late antique Roman 
chorographic map (Favro 2006: 27). 

 

 

 
Plate 5.2  Tabula Peutinger Segment IX 1265 (after 4th Century Roman Map) 

Unknown Artist  
Whole map 34cm X 6.74 metres 
 
 

This medieval copy24 of the Tabula Peutinger shows these Roman pictorial 

images and schematic symbols. They depicted the individuality and importance of 

cities, townscapes, forts, (and even types of accommodation)  with ‘notable local 

features’ (Favro 2006: 30). For Favro, these illustrative paradigms identify a 

                                                 

 

24 The Tabula Peutinger is believed to be copied from this earlier map, originally thought to be a road 
map of the Roman Empire though recent debate suggests that it may be a medieval copy of a Roman 
frieze (Barber and Harper 2010).  
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chorographic literacy of place that served to inform and impress the population with all 

things Roman.  

This chorographic language of Roman maps was extensively copied until the 

early sixteenth century and proved quite influential in medieval text, surveying and 

chorographic maps (Moffitt 1998). During the Carolingian Renaissance, (the late eighth 

and ninth centuries under Charlemagne), scholarly interest developed in classical Greek 

treatises and, in particular, Roman texts. In scriptoriums widely established in 

monasteries at this time, monastic scholars copied existing manuscripts from antiquity 

(Barber and Harper 2010; Cisne 2005; Moreland and Van De Noort 1992; Swarzenski 

1940).  

Barber and Harper (2010) and Kline (2001) also claim Greek and Roman 

writings, such as Pliny’s Historia Naturalis 77-79 AD, were sourced to inform the 

works of medieval scholars and encyclopaedists. Isadore of Seville (560-636) was one 

such encyclopaedist who wrote several treatises informed by these sources on ‘nature, 

geological and cosmological theories’ (Kline 2001: 18). Noting chorographic content 

within Roman wall paintings, Moffitt (1993) similarly observes these featured a type of 

mappaemundi, which could be prototypes of the European medieval mappaemundi. 

Although these wall maps or cartographic murals are now almost non-existent,25 Moffitt 

(1993) records descriptions of Roman murals by Pliny the Elder (c. 77 AD), Vitruvius26 

(c.27 BC) and Philostratus the Elder in 225 AD and claims these clearly describe 

chorographic approaches in a number of map-like Roman wall paintings.  

                                                 
25 A fresco of a bird’s eye view of a Roman town (c.100 AD) was discovered in 1997 at the Colle Oppio 
in Rome. This work is probably similar to Pliny’s description of Roman wall paintings (Barber and 
Harper 2010).  
26 Moffitt cites Vitruvius’s Latin description of the emperor Augustus ‘wall map of the world orbe 
terrarum chorographiis picta itemque scripta plurima’ (Moffitt 1993: 63). 
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5.2 Medieval Theological Adaption of Classical Chorography 

Moffitt (1993) finds that early medieval manuscripts from about the fourth 

century present evidence for the continuation of chorographic concepts from antiquity. 

Moffitt holds that the visual language of classical chorography could be read as ‘a 

perceptual mode combining a distant cartographical bird’s-eye view with outsized 

close-up, snapshot-like narrative vignettes’ (Moffitt 1993: 65). The visual signifiers of 

medieval chorographic mappaemundi were adapted from these antecedents and 

incorporated into the medieval mappaemundi (Moffitt 1993). However, these works, 

rather than their more practical predecessors, brought a spiritual connation to the 

original Greco-Roman chorographic mode and signifiers of roads, cities, buildings, 

water, flora and landforms. This spiritual connotation included geographical references 

to biblical place names, images of the Holy land, and allusions to the Trinity (Barber 

and Harper 2010). These maps became, in Barber and Harper’s opinion pictorial 

encyclopaedias that illustrated ‘the history of man and [placed] his relationship to the 

Almighty in a geographical context’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 14). 

This Christianised chorographic approach is found in the Byzantine mosaic floor 

map (c.565AD) at Madaba in Jordan (Plates 5.3 and 5.4). Barber and Harper (2010) 

state that the large mosaic maps of the Eastern Roman or Byzantine Empire had Roman 

antecedents, though overlaid with ‘a Christian gloss’ (2010: 13). These mosaics were 

likely to have been made over several centuries (Barber and Harper 2010). Their makers 

…tried to preserve and Christianize the intellectual heritage of classical 
antiquity. Their work had an important geographical dimension: most 
events recounted in the Bible, the tales of Ancient Greece and the 
history of the early church had strong associations with particular 
places. Simple world maps were sometimes introduced as a way of 
clarifying and amplifying the religious texts (Barber and Harper 2010: 
13). 
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Plate 5.3  Madaba Mosaic Map (Place of St John’s Baptism) Section 565 AD 

Unknown Artist 
 

 
Plate 5.4  Madaba Mosaic Map (Jerusalem) Section 565AD 

Unknown Artist  
 

These theological changes and approaches became part of encyclopaedic 

narratives that promoted scriptural concerns that demonstrated ‘an obsession with the 
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integration of geographical knowledge to spiritual ends and their main concern was 

evangelical’ (Moffitt 1993: 65). Barber and Harper (2010) write that the early fourth to 

seventh century medieval scholars, such as Eumenius, Eusebuis, Jerome, Orosius and 

Isodore introduced a Christian perspective to the Greco-Roman heritage.  

 
Plate 5.5  T-O Map from Isidore’s Etymologiae 10th Century  

Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid Cod. 76, folio 108 
Unknown Artist   
Ink on Vellum 
11cm diameter  
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These scholars 
 

…tried to preserve and Christianize the intellectual heritage of classical 
antiquity. Their work had an important geographical dimension: most 
events recounted in the Bible, the tales of Ancient Greece and the 
history of the early church had strong associations with particular 
places. Simple world maps were sometimes introduced as a way of 
clarifying and amplifying the religious texts (Barber and Harper 2010: 
13). 

 
The T-O Map from Isidore’s Etymologiae, 10th Century (Plate 5.5) and Macrobian 

World Map 9th Century (Plate 5.6) are examples of these simplified maps of known 

regions. 

 

 
Plate 5.6  Macrobian World Map 9th Century 

After Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius Macrobius 395 
Unknown Artist  
Ink on Vellum 
9 cm diameter 
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On initial consideration, the mappaemundi, as maps27 of the world, seem to 

pertain more to Ptolemy’s theory of geography than chorography. However, on further 

investigation they, arguably, are more chorographic in concept than geographic. These 

visual discourses were more concerned with delineating and regionalising Christian 

theological concepts than with geographic precise measurements. Scafi (1999) points 

out: 

The mapmakers translated theoretical monochrome into the spectrum of 
their own visual language…Visual imagery offered perhaps direct 
experience of a place and a condition, which had been described as 
indescribable (Scafi 1999: 52).  

 
Thus, by drawing on this visual language, medieval mapmakers may be seen to 

have created a visual and conceptual chorographic and encyclopaedic description of 

place, time and space segmented into regions and contained within a frame (or chôra) 

that follow the design of the earlier T-O maps. Kline (2001) finds that this visual 

language contained within these maps mapped medieval thought, while Woodward 

(1985) holds that  

…the intention of the compilers of these maps was as much historical 
as geographical and the resulting documents blended concepts of both 
time and space as a context for understanding the Christian life 
(Woodward 1985: 511). 

 

                                                 
27 These maps were drawn on vellum, usually calf, goat or sheep. Kline (2001) claims that the Hereford 
Mappa Mundi may have been that of a deer, given its size. Moffitt (1993) notes that early Roman 
manuscripts were drawn on papyrus, which is not as durable as vellum.  
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Plate 5.7  Situs Hierusalem (map of Jerusalem) c. 1100 AD 

Unknown artist 
Ink on vellum 
21.5 X 12.7 cm  
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Plate 5.8  Ebstorf Mappa Mundi (T-O design) c. 1300  

Digital re-construction  
Original size 3.56 x 3.58 metres 
 

Situs Hierusalem (map of Jerusalem) c. 1100 AD (Plate 5.7), Ebstorf Mappa 

Mundi 28 (Plate 5.8) and Psalter Mappa Mundi c. 1200-1250 (Plate 5.9) are examples of 

this conceptual blending of visual elements that identifies and contextualises historical, 

theological and geographical concepts for the medieval viewer.  

 

                                                 
28 The original Ebstorf map was destroyed by bombs in the Second World War, and was digitally 
reconstructed from photographs (Barber and Harper 2010).  
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Plate 5.9  Psalter Mappa Mundi c. 1200-1250 

Unknown Artist  
Vellum 
8.4 cm diameter  
 

As in many mappaemundi, the Ebstorf Mappa Mundi features Jerusalem in the 

centre of the map, with the Christ figure at the top. Arnold (1996) states the whole map 

represents the body of Christ with Jerusalem placed at the navel. The Psalter map 

similarly places Jerusalem at the centre of the known world. 
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The production of these maps offered an encyclopaedic visual literacy of place. 

Barber and Harper (2010) point out the encyclopaedic fundamentals, common to both 

these and other mappaemundi, signified historical empires, biblical stories and other 

spiritual guides, the Crusades, important cities of the thirteenth century and pilgrimage 

routes. On the right hand side, both maps ‘are filled with monsters and marvels, derived 

ultimately from Herodotus and Pliny via Isadore of Seville’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 

78).  

The medieval maps were not intended, overall, to be travel guides in the earthly 

sense but rather spiritual guides (Kline 2001; Moffitt 1993; Scafi 1999). Early map 

makers and chorographers rarely drew actuality of place in these theological maps, but 

instead drew the abstract reasoning of theological concepts into graphic translations and 

thus ‘place became bound to human experience because the map makes it visible’ (Scafi 

1999: 53). 

Scafi further notes that the maps defined and drew Paradise as belonging to a 

separate dimension although situated in the world, ‘its presence on maps is thus only a 

footprint, a physical expression of absence’ (Scafi 1999: 53). Moffitt (1993) also 

claims:  

Mappaemundi emphasised the transitory nature of earthly 
life…Christian chorographic cartography aimed to invoke another 
world, one hidden behind as yet ‘beyond’ the cartographic facts and 
fancies of this one (Moffitt 1993: 65).  
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Thus, the mapmakers’ visual translations of theological notions of the Garden of Eden 

and Paradise29 placed within an earthly location presented a type of materialised and 

chorographed actuality to the viewer (Kline 2001; Scafi 1999; Woodward 1987).  

 

                                                 
29 Early Church authorities claimed The Garden of Eden was located in an unknown region on Earth or in 
an unreachable space closely connected to the world (Scafi 1999).  
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Plate 5.10 Hereford Mappa Mundi c.1290 

Attributed to Richard of Haldingham 
Vellum 
158 x 133cm 
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However, Woodward (1987) surmises the Hereford Mappa Mundic.1290 (Plate 

5.10), apart from offering theological information, may have also filled a secular role, 

its methodological listing of place names offering pilgrims and travellers ‘a repository30 

of contemporary geographical information’ (Woodward 1987: 288).  

                                                 
30 The Hereford Mappa Mundi ‘contains more information than any other surviving pre-fifteenth 
mappaemundi. In addition to Orosius and the Bible, its sources definitely include Isadore, Augustine, 
Jerome, Pliny, Strabo and the Antonine itinerary’ (Woodward 1987: 309). Black (2005) notes the 
depiction of ‘monstrous races that derived from Greek accounts of mythical people in distant areas’ 
(Black 2005: 3). 
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Plate 5.11 Carta Pisane c. 13th Century 

Unknown Artist  
Vellum 
1045 x 502 cm (variable)  
 

Towards the end of the fourteenth century, mappaemundi were in a transitional 

state between the traditional mappaemundi, sea charts, measured Ptolemaic systems and 

their ‘emergence as an independent artefact’ (Woodward 1987: 314). This graduation 
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may be noted in comparison between the thirteenth century Carta Pisane (Plate 5.11) 

and the fourteenth century Catalan Atlas (Plate 5.12). The Catalan Atlas31 c.1375 (Plate 

5.11) is such a transitional mappa mundi that reflects vestiges of medieval 

mappaemundi juxtaposed with portolan charts and information gained from the travels 

of Marco Polo (Woodward 1987).  

 
Plate 5.12 Catalan Atlas (Section) c. 1375 

Cresques Abraham 
Parchment mounted on board 
 

 

This section of the Catalan Atlas has an abundance of chorographic detail that 

includes pictographs of fabled North African potentates at the bottom edge of the map 

                                                 
31 ‘The Catalan atlas is actually a multi sheet ‘mappa mundi’ and is so titled. It consists of twelve leaves 
mounted on boards to fold out like a screen’ (Harvey 1987: 315). 
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and ‘happily combines the real with the imaginary resorting to the depiction of myths 

and legends where reliable evidence was not yet available’ (Black 2003: 34). 

5.3 Chorography and Portolan Charts  

Casey (2002) notes the chorographic connections between the medieval 

mappaemundi and the portolan charts32 that were created and used between the 

thirteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Portolan charts were sea charts that 

originally mapped Mediterranean coastlines.33 Other coastlines including parts of 

Britain, and the Baltic Sea were added to these charts during the fourteenth century with 

those of North and South America and Africa included from the fifteenth century 

(Campbell 1987; Unger 2006). Casey (2002) maintains these charts almost certainly 

were derived from the earlier Greek ‘periploi’ or sailing around34 texts, followed 

directly by early medieval Italian ‘portolani’ or sailing manuals directing sea travel 

between ports.35 Nonetheless, Unger (2006) argues there is no definite proof that there 

was any direct connection between periploi and the more compass based and 

informative portolani. However, Unger (2002) does acknowledge portolani texts were 

often copied without much alteration from decade to decade and often over centuries, 

which does indicate possible connections to the earlier Greek manuals and supports 

Casey’s view.  

                                                 
32 Portolan is derived from the Latin Porto (harbour) (Oxford English Dictionary 1995). 
33 Unger (2006:  6-7) states that these or similar charts were unknown in Northern Europe until the end of 
the fifteenth century. An oral tradition of sailing directions seems to have existed there although written 
manuals appeared in the fifteen century, possibly dating from the fourteenth century and perhaps 
originating from south European sources.  
34 Casey (2002) cites a 519 BC text by Scylax, a Persian admiral, as the oldest known periploi still 
existing.  
35 ‘It is speculated that Homer’s Odyssey can be construed as a sailing manual for considerable arts of the 
Mediterranean’ (Casey 2002: 181). Jacob (1999) also refers to this theory. 
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Graphic chorographic and representational drawings and sketches by 

Mediterranean sailors and pilots (adding better accuracy) began to appear in these 

sailing manuals as early as the twelfth century (Unger 2006). The earliest portolan chart 

on vellum, the Carta Pisane c. 1290 (Plate 5.11) is still extant.36 Unger points out that 

…most surviving portolan charts drawn on vellum are not those...used 
by sailors. They are typical presentation copies, made to impress the 
recipient. They are more elaborate than the working versions that pilots 
would have damaged and worn out from use (Unger 2006: 3).  

 
Casey (2002) overlooks this point, in his discussion on the aesthetic and artistic 

qualities found in existing charts, when he notes the relative rarity of portolan charts. 

These particular charts, as presentation copies, were likely to have embodied finer 

artwork and much more visual detail about each region than functional copies.  

Supporting the aesthetic qualities of the charts as presentation pieces, Ratti 

(1988) mentions the high level of cartography and chorographic skills in Italian 

workshops during the fifteenth century, naming the king of Portugal and one of the 

Medici amongst important customers. Woodward (1987) also writes that, by the 

fourteenth century, ‘maps and atlas were published for profit in their own right’ 

(Woodward 1987: 314) with mapmakers signing and dating their work, possibly 

reflecting a claim to their artistic merit.  

Casey (2002) pursues the Greek and thence Roman connections of portolan 

charts and claims these works maintained Roman surveying systems and chorographic 

descriptors of place or region. If so, this opinion follows Kline and Moffitt’s arguments 

that Roman sources contributed to the development of mappaemundi. Although this 

indicates a commonality with mappaemundi, portolan charts were more accurate. These 

                                                 
36 Campbell (1987) in Census of Pre-Sixteenth-Century Portolan Charts, pp. 371-463, lists surviving 
charts. 
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charts were oriented geometrically using rhumb lines37 between points to aid coastal 

navigation in distance and direction (Casey 2002). Their chorographic content was 

much less spiritual and mystical than the mappaemundi, referencing rather actuality of 

place, land, people and animals while artistic concerns and aesthetic considerations 

played a remarkable part in their presentation (Casey 2002; Ratti 1988; and Unger 

2006). Mollat du Jourdin et al. (1984) state that the  

…portolan chart does not possess [the] conceptual finality of a 
theological mappa mundi which transcended its ignorance of 
geographic details. The portolan chart is a tool of the sea trade (Mollat 
du Jourdin et al 1984: 15).  

 
Chorographic intent, according to Casey (2002) is also evident in these charts. Casey 

argues that the portolan charts present 

…manifestation of a profoundly chorographic intent behind the 
construction of portolan charts—and before them, written guides in the 
form of periploi and portolani. More exactly, intimate regional 
knowledge made possible a comprehensive account of one outstanding 
feature of the landscape of that particular world: its coastal 
configurations; for it was a painstaking description of these 
configurations that...“the internal sea” was once chorographed so 
effectively in image and word (Casey 2002: 182). 

 
 
The use and development of visually attractive chorographic emblems to 

enhance the information in these portolan charts was a reflection of the growing trend 

in pictorial information of place and topographic maps. This trend was governed in part 

by the growing demands of fourteenth century wealthy merchants for the professional 

creation of highly embellished presentation copies of portolan charts for heads of states 

that were less accurate as sea charts (Barber and Harper 2010). 

                                                 
37 ‘Rhumb: an imaginary line on the earth's surface cutting all meridians at the same angle, used as the 
standard method of plotting a ship's course on a chart’ (Oxford English Dictionary). Early rhumb lines 
were lines radiating between four cardinal compass rose points, and gave precise directions but not 
precise distances (Edgerton 1974). 
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Plate 5.13 Portolan Chart of Mediterranean n.d. 

Jehuda Abenzara 
Hand coloured map on vellum 
114.5 x75.5 cm 
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Plate 5.14 Portolan Chart of the Mediterranean Sea up to and including the northern 

parts of Europe n.d. 
Maggiolo family 
Hand coloured map on vellum 
91.5 x 117cm 
 

Jehuda Abenzara’s Portolan Chart of Mediterranean n.d. (Plate 5.13) and the 

Maggiolo family’s Portolan Chart of the Mediterranean Sea up to and including the 

northern parts of Europe n.d. (Plate 5.14) represent the many decorative portolan charts 

that were being produced as presentation pieces at this time. The Yale University Rare 

Book Library (n.d.), while pointing out the importance to merchants for trading 

purposes, state that these works were ornamented 

…by compass or wind roses and criss-crossed by rhumb lines (lines 
showing the direction of the winds or compass points), portolan charts 
show the importance of a knowledge of the winds and local ports to the 
Mediterranean trade. Ships and sea monsters people the chart’s sea, 
while meticulously drawn city profiles, often sporting the city’s 
colours, offer a glimpse into the bustling landscape of the 
Mediterranean trade (Yale n.d.). 
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Apart from realistic imagery of coastlines and cities, the artists and chart makers 

(usually Italian, Spanish, or Portuguese) added to these works with imaginative and 

ornate entities that created a vibrancy of detail that added to their appeal. These creative 

embellishments in various charts included tents and ‘Christ or the new world, or in the 

lions, camels, and extravagantly clothed inhabitants which populate the charts’ (Yale 

University Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library n.d.: 1).  

Associated development and changes to a more secular and visually enriched 

interpretation of place and region in the early Renaissance mappaemundi and regional 

chorographs occurred in tandem with the portolan charts. In Section 5.4, I trace this secular 

expansion of regional and locational chorographs into the fifteenth century. 

5.4 Chorography: Regional and Location Maps  

Pictorial details in maps and manuscripts became profuse by the eleventh 

century and continued through the thirteenth century due to Romanesque influences 

(Kline 2001). Although often more symbolic than realistic, illustrations, including 

chorographic references to land or physical features were increasingly introduced into 

copied and new texts and maps after the late tenth century AD. Cahn (1991) also notes 

examples of pictorial embellishments to later copies of early medieval texts and 

encyclopaedias, including thirteenth century copies of Isadore of Seville’s seventh 

century original text of Etymologiae. A number of medieval copies of Bartholomeus 

Anglicus’s (c.1203-1272) Propriété des Choses also include chorographic additions a 

century later, with illustrations describing land and place (Cahn 1991). Abundance of 

detail and decorations in mappaemundi ‘shared with other forms of flourishing 

medieval art reached a horror vacui where a seemingly endless array of images were 
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packed into spaces that could hardly contain them’ (Kline 2001: 220). Often 

supplementing textural inscriptions, these graphics did describe place with a highly 

picturesque and chorographic imagery (Casey 2002; Kline 2002; Scafi 1999). 

 
Plate 5.15 Map of Inclesmoor, Yorkshire 15th century 

Unknown Artist 
Parchment  
60 x 74 cm 
 

Maps and atlases of places and regions, for example, those of regional Yorkshire 

such as the Map of Inclesmoor, Yorkshire (Plate 5.15), Italian cities like Les Très Riches 

Heures du duc de Berry, Folio 141v A Plan of Rome c.1410 (Plate 5.16) and other 

places served diverse purposes, sometimes for legal, official use or ownership titles 

(Harvey 1987). These chorographic concepts may also relate to the ancient Greek 

notion of polis or chôros. Many of the Italian localised maps described stylised cities, 

such as Rome and Verona, often from a ‘bird’s eye view of city walls—the city 
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ideogram of ancient origin—with, crowded inside and around them, a recognisable 

selection of each city’s principal monuments’ (Harvey 1987: 476-77). 

 

 
Plate 5.16 Les Très Riches Heures du duc de Berry, Folio 141v -A Plan of Rome c. 1410 

Limbourg Bros.  
Vellum 
22.5 x 13.6 cm  
 
 

A thirteenth century map, Itinerary from Beaumont to Beaune 1250 c. (Plate 

5.17), by Matthew Paris presents an itinerary and timetable for travellers and follows 

similar chorographic schematic and symbolic elements that represented city and town 

features. Gaudio (2000) notes that Paris’s itineraries are symbolic historical and 

scriptural visual texts that focus on pilgrimages to the Holy Land and have similar 
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objectives to the medieval mappaemundi. According to Gaudio, these ‘followed a 

progression from geographical description to history and ultimately to the 

contemplation of a spiritual unity beyond history’ (Gaudio 2000: 52). 

 
Plate 5.17 Itinerary from Beaumont to Beaune c. 1250 

Matthew Paris 
Parchment 
36.2 x 24.4 cm 

 
Apart from portolan charts, these regional and pictorial chorographs, in their 

representation of landforms, coastlines, cities and topographical structures usually had 

little regard to calculated measurement. This lack of regard for accuracy in these 

chorographs allowed for an artistic presentation of graphically descriptive elements of 

place and provided for spiritual manifestations incorporated as intangible nuances.  
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5.5 Chorographic Elements from Medieval to Renaissance Maps 

What are the chorographic elements in these medieval and Renaissance maps 

and charts? Casey, (2002) and Ratti (1988) observe chorographic content and 

relationship to Ptolemy’s theories while other authors, such as Cahn (1991) and Kline 

(2001) give similar descriptions of graphic elements in the maps and charts. In Casey’s 

(2002) view, graphic descriptions of coastlines, harbours, islands, bays, images of cities 

of towns and inland landscape features all constitute chorographic approaches relating 

strongly to a Ptolemaic chorographic sense. Casey (2002) further points to a 

chorographic development of iconic or schematic imagery within these charts, (similar 

to that used in the mappaemundi). This iconic imagery defines particulars of a locale in 

vignettes of ‘miniature landscape tableaux that, inserted in certain regions of the map, 

convey to us what life in these regions is like’ (Casey 2002: 185). 

Ratti (1988) refers to these vignettes in his description of the chorographic 

content of Fra Mauro’s portolan chart,38 and Fra Mauro’s39 Map of the World 40 c.1450 

(Plate 5.18). Ratti makes particular note, in Fra Mauro’s maps of the  

…refinement of the drawing and the richness of details: Venice is set in 
the midst of its lagoon, Rome and Florence are indicated with groups of 
buildings and other towns, more than 25, with little houses together 
with their names...The representation of the Po Valley [Italy] with its 
hydrographical system is outstanding. [Additionally] Egypt is 
represented by pyramid [and] a column is drawn to the north of Cairo 
(Ratti 1988: 82).  

 

                                                 
38 This is held by the Vatican Library and is known as the Codice Borgiano V (Ratti 1988). 
39 Fra Mauro (unknown-1459) was a fifteenth century Venetian monk and highly regarded mapmaker, 
working in a geographical and cartographic workshop in a monastery near Murano (Ratti 1988). 
40 This is held in the Marciana library in Venice.  
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Ratti also positions images of cities, provinces, palm groves and caravan routes, 

rivers and other physical and marked political boundaries within a chorographic 

context, stating an important feature of these maps is  

…their political and chorographical content, that is the representation 
of castles, cities, provinces and states…Inhabited areas are indicated by 
the drawings of house, towers, and turreted castle or of entire cities 
usually surrounded by a wall (Ratti 1988: 80). 

 
While Fra Mauro continued (and questioned) some mappaemundi biblical traditions in 

his World Map (Plate 5.18), Barber and Harper (2010) write that41 the mapped 

coastlines were sourced from current Mediterranean sea-charts. In addition, Fra Mauro 

used Ptolemy’s measurements to locate regions in India and Africa though he did 

question the accuracy of these measurements (Barber and Harper 2010). 

For Barber and Harper, Fra Mauro’s World Map is ‘epoch making...the finished 

map brings together the main strands of fifteenth century map making: the biblical, the 

maritime and the Ptolemaic’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 52). The descriptive content in 

much of these works, whether it be didactic theological descriptors referring to the 

sublime, political or regional or charts positing coast and locales, remained closely tied 

to the Ptolemaic definition of chorography, albeit often an aesthetic abstraction of 

reality and place. Mappaemundi, less cartographic than encyclopaedic, maintained a 

deeply conceptual approach of narrative space and place to much of their imagery, 

drawing as much from the mind as fact. 

 

                                                 
41 Fra Mauro questioned the earthy existence of a Garden of Eden, traditionally found in mappaemundi so 
placed in the right hand corner of the map outside the world. Barber and Harper (2010) also suggest 
Bellini may have originally painted this arrangement. 
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Plate 5.18 World Map c. 1450 

Fra Mauro  
Ink, Watercolour on Parchment 
100 cm diameter 
 

This mapping of allegorical thought reflected the religious domination of the 

medieval era. Portolan charts, although factual in intent allowed a great deal of artistic 

licence to offer lively graphic interpretations of place, space and region. Harvey (1987) 

says of the medieval maps and their images: 

They were products of the artistic tradition of their times, and despite the 
graphic realism of the later Middle Ages, the art of medieval and 
Renaissance Europe was not simply representational: it conveyed a wealth of 
connotation and implication. Of symbolic metaphorical meaning that 
attached to the visual image… Beyond the factual information, the outwardly 
simple medieval map may have conveyed what contemporaries would see as 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/95/Fra_Mauro_World_Map,_c.1450.jpg
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a straight forward message but to us can only be painfully worked out as a 
hidden inner meaning (Harvey 1987: 493). 

 
This wealth of ‘connotation and implication’ in the medieval interpretation of 

chorography was to change in the early Italian Renaissance to a more secular focus by 

humanist scholars, artists and geographers aligned in part to the rediscovery and 

translation of Ptolemy’s Geographia in 1407.  

5.6 The Geographia: Engagement with a Renaissance Vision 

In the early fifteenth century, Florentine scholars’ rediscovery of Ptolemy’s 

Geographia,42 and its subsequent translation into Latin from the Greek, was 

contemporaneous with the invention of the printing press and the remarkable 

advancement of printmaking techniques. This integration, combined with the period’s 

broadening world exploration proved a remarkable combination for geographic scholars 

in augmenting and circulating existing geographic theory and measured cartographic 

knowledge (Thrower 1999). Moreover, for scholars and artists during this period the 

questioning and defining of Ptolemaic chorography increased awareness, discussion and 

expansion of a changing and secular chorographic vision relating to place. Moving 

away from its earlier medieval religious and symbolic connotations, the on-going 

engagement of chorography with a geographic and historic descriptive representation of 

place often became governed by cultural, political factors and regional differences of 

graphic vision (Casey 2002; Escolar 1997; Fiorani 2005; Mels 2006, Olwig 2002, Scafi 

1999). 
                                                 

42 During the fifteenth century the Geographia was also known as the Cosmographia in these early Latin 
translations, due to Ptolemy’s use of astronomical data for geographical measurement. The original Greek 
name was Geographike Hyphegesis. From1482, the term Geographia  was usually used for Latin editions 
of the treatise though other geographers continued to use the term Cosmographia for their geographical 
treatises based on the Geographia, i.e. Peter Apian’s Cosmographicus Liber 152 (Hoogvliet 2002), 
(Vanden Broecke 2000). This thesis uses the more common Geographia. 
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Before examining Renaissance chorographic conventions, descriptors and 

pictorial practice and the various chorographic manifestations in different regions of 

Western Europe, an overview of the Ptolemaic discovery and its relationship to 

geography of regional place in scholarly interpretations of the period is important. This 

overview is to understand the underlying importance of this find to the Renaissance 

identification and secularisation of descriptive place and space. Although the Florentine 

discovery of Ptolemy’s Geographia43 brought this previously unknown treatise to the 

attention of Renaissance scholars at the beginning of the fifteenth century, Edgerton 

(1974) explains ‘this classical world atlas had been known for centuries to the Arabs 

and Byzantine Christians but had made no apparent impact upon Western Europe’ 

(Edgerton 1974: 278). The Geographia was translated into Arabic in the ninth century 

AD, conceivably influencing Islamic cartographic development of latitude and 

longitude44 and descriptive geography (Thrower 1999). Nevertheless, Ptolemy was 

definitely well known as an astronomer, geographer and mathematician to western 

medieval and early Renaissance scholars through other of his treatises. Used as a 

standard and important text, Ptolemy’s treatise Almagest had established him as a 

leading authority on astronomy and geometry. Ptolemy’s science of astrology work 

(Tetrabiblos) and his treatise on ways of seeing, (Optics) were also well known and 

used by western medieval scholars (Crone 1978; Edgerton 1974; Olwig 2001a; Thrower 

1999). The discovery of an unknown treatise by Ptolemy would have certainly excited 

the Florentine scholars.  
                                                 

43 ‘The earliest surviving manuscripts of Ptolemy’s geographical treatise, in Greek, date from the end of 
the twelfth or the early thirteenth century. Of these, there are two versions, the ‘A’ recension, 
accompanied by 27 maps, and the ‘B’ with sixty-four. A copy of the ‘A’ recension was obtained from 
Constantinople by the Florentine patron of letters, Palla Strozzi in 1400’ (Crone 1978: 35).  
44 The knowledge of meridians of longitude dates back to early Greek geographers. Ptolemy used these 
meridians as co-ordinates. Accurate measure of longitude, particularly at sea was a problem until John 
Harrison invented the marine chronometer in 1761-62 (Black 2005). 
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Olwig (2001) argues the importance of Geographia for Renaissance classical 

geographical studies is demonstrated by Ptolemy’s encapsulation of classical 

knowledge:  

It was he who wove the threads of ancient discourse on space and place 
into a textual whole that has literally mapped geographic thinking ever 
since. Ptolemy’s importance lay not in his originality but in the fact that 
his residency at the library at Alexandria put him in a position to create 
a brilliant summary of astronomical and astrological wisdom at a time 
when the age of the classics was drawing to a close (Olwig 2001: 95). 

 
For the Geographia, Ptolemy sourced and critically examined data and ideas 

from earlier Greek astronomers, geographers, mathematicians, and philosophers. These 

references encompassed those who worked and wrote on geography, mathematics, 

geometrical projections, systematic grids and astronomical observations for 

geographical measurement such as Plato (c.429-347 BC), Eratosthenes (c.275-194 BC), 

Hipparchus (c.170-126 BC), Marinos of Tyre (60-130 AD) and Posieidonius (186-135 

BC) (Lukermann 1961; Olwig 2001a; Thrower 1999). 

Thrower (1999) explains that Ptolemy’s Geographia, by including and building 

on earlier scholars’ work, significantly increased previous cartographic knowledge with 

instructions for map projections (Plate 5.17) of the world ‘conic-like straight radiating 

meridians and concentric parallels; and one with curved meridians and curved parallels’ 

(Thrower 1999: 22). In Thrower’s opinion, Ptolemy became the ‘ultimate authority on 

cartography (and astronomy) at the beginning of the great European overseas 

geographical discoveries of the Renaissance’ (Thrower 1999: 24). 
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Plate 5.19 Ptolemy World Map 1511 

Bernard Sylvanus 
  Engraving  
  55. x 41.6 cm  

 

In the Renaissance world, Ptolemy’s theories for the science of gridded 

mathematical measurements of the earth, linear perspective45 and cartographic 

reasoning as demonstrated in Silvanus’s World Map (Plate 5.19) were regarded, with 

reason, as the most important and influential parts of the treatise but not only for 

cartographic reasons. Edgerton (1974) recognises the importance of artistic references 

in these treatises, stating: 

Ptolemy was one Greek mathematician who had had a consistent interest in 
the arts…There are several passages in his Optics where he makes reference 
to painting and sculpture…it is not surprising that he of all the classical 
philosophers involved in problems of optics, astronomy and geography 

                                                 
45 Edgerton remarks that Ptolemy’s explanation of linear perspective is possibly the first written 
explanation of single point perspective and the ‘direct ancestor of Renaissance linear perspective’ 
(Edgerton 1974: 284).  
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should want to visualize the world like a perspective picture...many passages 
of the Geographia, especially in Book One, contain ideas that seem relevant 
to Florentine artistic thought in the early fifteenth century (Edgerton 1974: 
284). 

 
Apart from the importance to cartography, areas in creative and representative 

chorography thus benefited from Ptolemaic logic. The Geographia paralleled a 

Florentine ‘intellectual climate…that was prepared to take advantage of it in new and 

creative ways’ (Edgerton 1974: 287). This ‘intellectual climate’ resulted in important 

steps in Renaissance art and architecture with the development of linear perspective and 

spatial measurement systems. Forget (2009) notes the importance of linear perspective 

to the Renaissance world and claims adoption of linear perspective techniques by 

Renaissance architects and artists marks the change from medieval thinking to a modern 

‘separation of mind and body’ (Forget 2009: 1).46 Without the stimulation of the 

Geographia’s systems of measurement Edgerton (1974) feels that Renaissance scholars, 

artists, geographers and architects such as Brunelleschi would have had ‘no appreciation 

of application of linear perspective…without the kind of space structuration Ptolemy’s 

atlas now encouraged in the Renaissance mind’ (Edgerton 1974: 287).  

This Ptolemaic ‘space structuration’ is realised in Egnazio Danti’s regional maps 

(1562) of the world in the Guardaroba Nuova, Florence. Danti employed a Ptolemaic 

system of grids and meridians together with the wind-rose found in medieval portolan 

charts as spatial measurements, (Fiorani 2005). However, Fiorani asserts these maps 

were ‘both geographical and chorographical maps; they represented the mapped places 

as both mathematical sites and individual sites’ (Fiorani 2005: 98). To substantiate this 

                                                 
46 Fiorani (2005) surmises that the Renaissance mapmakers, rather than following conceptual medieval 
maps ‘regarded their maps as resulting from the philological exegesis of the authoritative texts by 
Ptolemy and Strabo’ (Fiorani 2005: 98).  
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claim, Fiorani (2005) notes the wealth of chorographic detail and information 

represented within these maps and finds these images to be quite conversant with 

Ptolemy’s chorographic descriptors of place. Images within these maps include 

vignettes of history, architecture, topography, political divisions, flora, ethnographical, 

fauna, trade and minerals of each region. Fiorani also comments on the diverse modes 

of representation contained within each image, ‘the orthographic grid, the bird’s eye 

view and the perspectival view’ (Fiorani 2005: 97).  

Fiorani (2005) sees another kind of Ptolemaic logic influencing the organisation 

of Renaissance encyclopaedias. Ptolemy’s geographical structural order in the 

Geographia was adopted and thence guided the structural catalogue and organisation of 

these encyclopaedias and cosmographies. Fiorani (2005) writes that for the Renaissance 

methodology, 

...the modern world was structured according to the authority of the 
ancient geographer...The persistent use of Ptolemy’s geographical order 
in such diverse encyclopaedias as Münster’s Cosmographia unversalis, 
Jean Bodin’s Methodus, the Roman and Venetian composite atlas’s and 
Cosimo’s Guardaroba Nuova suggests this order was regarded not only 
as an effective system to find one’s way in the world, but also as a 
heuristic47 system to organise and retrieve the knowledge of the world 
(Fiorani 2005: 89).  

 
Fiorani (2005) also points out that this heuristic system was, from ancient times, 

regarded as introductory to rhetoric and the art of memory. In order to develop a perfect 

heuristic system, Fiorani states Renaissance scholars believed a visual coding similar to 

Ptolemy’s geographical order of his atlas to store information was the most efficient 

method to retrieve this information. Fiorani claims that ‘students were trained to turn 

words, concepts into visual form and to invent effective heuristic systems made up of 

images’ (Fiorani 2005: 90) with images being organised into the form of maps. In this 
                                                 

47 This heuristic system is noted in contemporary art theory and writings.  
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way, Danti’s regional maps (Plate 5.20) are an example of a Renaissance chorographic 

system of visual literacy annotated to mapping.  

 

Plate 5.20 Danti’s maps and globe in the Guardaroba Nuova, c.1564-8 Florence  
 

From a geographical viewpoint, Cosgrove (2004) claims that the importance of 

Ptolemy’s Geographia to both Renaissance and future scholars and geographical 

theorists is in the way the treatise 

...shaped much of the discourse of modern spatial 
representation…Ptolemy made a vital and much debated distinction 
between geography and chorography, one that, under the guise of 
different terminology, remains significant in contemporary spatial 
theory (Cosgrove 2004: 59). 

 
Part of this significance lies in the Ptolemaic distinction between geography and 

chorography, not only as a method of understanding and representing the uniqueness of 

place and region but also, in turn, establishing ‘geography within the humanities and its 

attachment to history at the scale of “landscape” ’(Cosgrove 2004: 59).  
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Historical events, architectural drawings and pictorial maps led further to the 

popularity of scholarly chorographies48 as regional descriptors of cities and regions. 

Again from a geographer’s viewpoint and with a focus on Northern European practices, 

Cosgrove (2004) states: 

Chorographies were popular among educated and scholarly groups in 
early modern Europe as celebrations of their own city or local region. 
In emerging nation-states, such as seventeenth-century England, 
descriptions of individual countries were gathered together to create a 
picture that was ‘national’ but remained sensitive to regional variation 
(Cosgrove 2004: 59). 

 
From the fifteenth century onwards representations of place and city views moved from 

the medieval often ‘moralized geographies [where the] aim was the representation of 

values’ (Friedman 2001: 56) or symbolic or religious illustration of place to a 

descriptive imagery that was often both secular and practical. This clearly defined 

representational aspects, although often maintaining some symbolic facets. Scafi (1999) 

claims the disappearance of depictions of an ‘earthly paradise’ in the mappaemundi (or 

a symbolic and mystical chorography) during the fifteenth century, represents  

...changes far more profound than mere cartographic tidying up or 
updating. It points to the shift from medieval to modern thinking, from 
a holistic to a fragmented view of reality, from a mapping which sought 
to penetrate the… mystery of the whole universe to a mapping which is 
contained strictly within the frameworks of analytical thought (Scafi 
1999: 70).  

 
The interest in Ptolemy’s Greek geographical treatise, and its translation by 

Jacopo d’Angelo da Scarperia and other scholars is reflective of European early modern 

interest and humanistic enquiry into logical thought, science and mathematics based on 

Greek classical and science philosophies. The Geographia set out three main areas of 

study: Cosmography, Geography and Chorography. For chorography, Nuti (1999) 

                                                 
48 These chorographies contained as much written chorographic descriptions as imagery, particularly in 
English chorographies.  
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writes ‘implications of Ptolemy’s distinctions between geography and chorography 

were fully realised when the overwhelming authority of the rediscovered Geographia 

imposed itself on Renaissance culture’ (Nuti 1999: 91). The recovery of this treatise, 

and ensuing translations is thus seen by most modern scholars to be pivotal in the 

development of Western European geographical mapping and artistic discourse, 

although Hoogvliet (2008) questions its immediate and actual effect.  

5.6.1 The Ptolemaic Expansion into Renaissance Thought 

Hoogvliet (2002) believes the discovery was not a sudden revelation that 

immediately changed Renaissance thinking about geographical mathematical grids and 

description of place but followed a more complex and gradual path of influence in the 

fifteenth century. In Hoogvliet’s opinion, the treatise was initially interesting to scholars 

because it was a previously unknown text and that previously known works of other 

classical geographers,49 including those of Strabo, Pliny the Elder and Pomponius Mela, 

remained as important to Renaissance studies as the newly discovered Ptolemaic 

Geographia in these early years. Nevertheless, a number of Renaissance scholars50 and 

geographers incorporated the Geographia with medieval geographical revisions and 

cosmological theory in their texts, integrating medieval and Ptolemaic geographical 

descriptions and theories (Hoogvliet 2002; Landau and Parshall 1994). The value of 

Ptolemy’s treatise in Renaissance scholarly circles should ‘be seen as a new stimulus to 

existing knowledge, not as a revolutionary factor’ (Hoogvliet 2002: 8).  

                                                 
49 These were less mathematical with their descriptive textual geography of place (Hoogvliet 2002). 
50 Hoogvliet (2002) refers to fifteenth and sixteenth century treatises by Pope Pius II, Pierre d’Ailly and 
Johannes Schröner which combined or incorporated Ptolemaic geographic theories while the influential 
1482 Ulm printed edition of the Geographia by Johann Reger included existing medieval geographical 
knowledge as well.  
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Although Hoogvliet mentions the wide distribution of the treatise, he overlooks 

one revolutionary factor that occurred during the fifteenth century that allowed for the 

rapid expansion of this new knowledge to be made available to scholarly circles 

throughout Europe. The invention of the moveable type printing press by Gutenberg in 

1440 enabled the rapid and wide dissemination of the Geographia to scholars.  

The application of Gutenberg’s press and the Renaissance humanist need for 

knowledge led to the establishment of numerous book publishers, printmaking schools 

and workshops throughout Germany, Italy, Spain, Netherlands and France by the end of 

the fifteenth century (Landau and Parshall 1994).51 The importance of the print process, 

particularly for the editioning of geographic atlases or cosmographies lay in the fact that 

identical copies were made, in most cases, with lower costs and thus certainly had a far 

wider distribution (Thrower 1999).  

Hand written and drawn copies of the Geographia were initially executed in the 

following decades after the first translation from Greek to Latin while the first Italian 

printed edition without maps was published in 1475. This was soon followed by 

another, with copper engravings of maps52 published about 147753 in Bologna. A third 

edition, printed in Rome, quickly followed in 1478 (Crone 1978; Landau and Parshall 

1994; Lister 1979). Further editions rapidly followed with some forty-eight versions 

published in this period (Giunta 1996). One such edition, one of the first to be printed in 

Northern Europe and printed by Johann Reger in Ulm, Germany, was highly successful 

                                                 
51 Landau and Parshall (1994) write that by the mid sixteenth century the use of  the printed image  was 
essentional for all visual communication such as technical, news, maps, medical  and any thing else that 
required a visual image for information.  
52 This is the first known instance of copper engravings being used in a book. These engravings allowed 
for finer detail than woodcuts (Landau & Parshall 1994: 241). 
53 Florence and Venice were the major capitals in Italy for the printing of books from about 1475 (Landau 
and Parshall 1994). 
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and sought after with many copies sold in Italy alone. Hoogvliet (2002) refers to pirated 

copies of this edition that were also printed in Germany and Italy, perhaps a reflection 

of the measure of its success. These published editions with their engraved maps 

effectively caused the Geographia to be widely sought after and available throughout 

fifteenth century Renaissance Europe, and becoming decidedly influential in a 

developing scientific society54 (Edgerton 1974b; Hoogvliet 2002; Rees 1980). 

Chorography was initially variable in scholarly interpretation, although the 

original translation of the Geographia by d’Angelo da Scarperia in the early fifteenth 

century was the foundation for further editions of the text well into the sixteenth century 

(Crone 1978). Its application in early Renaissance geographical texts had scholars 

struggling to define the actuality of Ptolemy’s meaning, questioning, ‘how far was the 

resemblance of the visible world to be pursued by chorographers and by what means’ 

(Nuti 1999: 91). In this context, Alpers (1983) raises interesting points over 

Renaissance understanding of the Greek graphikōs. Alpers (1983) notes the accepted 

and common meaning is to write, draw or record while the Latin translation of 

graphikōs is scribo leading to descripto in Italian. Thus, the word description, originally 

pertaining only to written accounts came to be used also as a ‘mode of pictorial 

representation… [Ptolemy’s] term graphō was opened up to suggest both picture and 

writing’ (Alpers 1983: 136). Certainly, chorography as textual description as well as 

visual was used in Renaissance chorographs. Renaissance chorographs produced in 

England were often manuscripts (Mendyk 1986).  

                                                 
54 ‘…scriptorium for the reproduction of these Ptolemaic atlases seems to have been set up in Florence to 
supply a steadily rising demand…it was not so much Ptolemy's knowledge of geography proper that was 
so captivating, but his system for mapping the surface of the Earth’ (Edgerton 1974: 280).  
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Mendyk (1986) claims a type of chorographic writing existed in Britain as early 

as the sixth century with Gildas’s55 De Exidio Britanniae with description of rivers, 

cities, waterways and soil. British chorographic manuscripts developed into a traditional 

form with sporadic chorographic texts56 appearing from century to century. By the 

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, a number of writers, Leland57, Lambarde and 

Camden, were compiling chorographic accounts of Britain. Camden stated that his 

Britannia was indeed a chorography and he himself was a chorographer (Mendyk 

1986). Chorography58 was a term Camden would have been familiar with through his 

correspondence with leading European Renaissance scholars, geographers, 

cartographers and chorographers, such as Abraham Ortelius, creator of the Theatrum 

Orbis Terrarum59 and Mercator60 (Mendyk 1986). 

For Renaissance scholars, other problems lay at times in mistranslations of the 

original text, with some translations suggesting that geography, rather than 

chorography, was an imitation of painting. Varying editors and translators caused some 

confusion in the actual defining of chorography’s role. For example, Nuti (1999) notes 

confusing misinterpretations to be found in some sixteenth century translations of 

Ptolemy’s text into Latin, German, English and Italian including those by various 

                                                 
55 A British monk c.500-570 AD. 
56 For example, Mendyk claims chorographic texts were written (amongst others) by the Venerable Bede 
(8th century), William of Malmesbury Giraldus Cambrensis (12th Century), Ranulf Higden (14th century) 
and William of Worcester (15th century). 
57 Leland was ‘acquainted with such classical geographers as Strabo, Pomponius Mela, Ptolemy, and 
Antoninus’ (Mendyk 1986: 467). 
58 Lord Burleigh organised the creation of a chorographic map to show the permitted use of the river in 
England (Rys-Jones, Rivers 7.30 ABC Tues 23 March 2010). 
59This publication is ‘generally regarded as the first modern atlas’ (Fiorani 2005: 87) 
60 ‘Mercator, the famous geographer, did his share by sending Camden a copy of Ptolemy’s Tables’ 
(Mendyk 1986: 473). 
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scholars that included the German author and humanist Willibald Pirckheimer61 in 1525 

and the Flemish geographer, Peter Apain in his Cosmography 1524. This led to some 

scholarly confusion over the role of geography and a perceived connection to painting. 

This initial connection outlined in these translations immediately conflicted with the 

following text that described the descriptive role of chorography and its need for an 

interpretive artist (Nuti 1999). However, Apain’s definition of chorography directly 

quotes Ptolemy ‘stripped from its mathematical bias’ (Vanden Broecke 2000: 135) that 

appeared in other versions of the Geographia.  

Not surprisingly, this bias is found in many Renaissance Italian scholars’ 

writings, given their overwhelming interest in geometry and measurement.62 

Mathematics was thought to be essential to not only cartography, surveying and 

architecture, but also ‘lying at the heart of a widely accepted neo-platonic cosmology 

and related esoteric and occult beliefs and practice which found expression in the art of 

the period’ (Cosgrove 1988: 256). Olwig (2001a) agrees, and argues that the 

Renaissance scholars’ view was that the ‘mathematical/geometrical science of 

geography is inherently superior to descriptive chorography…especially when they are 

combined with a Platonist cosmology’ (Olwig 2001a: 99). Thus, and although 

chorography was thought to be ‘located in the context of geographical descriptions’ 

(Nuti 1999: 93), Italian scholars widely accepted the premise that ‘intellectual and 

mathematical’ geography and architecture were much superior to chorographic pictorial 

and subjective representations.  

                                                 
61 Pirckheimer had major differences with his printer, which may have contributed to the problem 
(Landau and Parshall 1994).  
62 Not only Italian scholars were interested in perspective and geometry. Albrecht Durer wrote a number 
of treatises on measurement, map making and proportion (Rees 1980). 
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The Renaissance belief in the dominance of mathematical and related sciences 

was not only underpinned by the sciences themselves, but even by those writing for the 

arts. Nuti (1999) states that Antonio di Pietro Averlino (Filarete) and Raphael Sanzio, 

writing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, viewed chorography as visually 

appealing, but deceptive in the representation of seen place. In their opinion, 

architecture and measured space were the more rational processes aligned to 

geometrical geography and needed no pictorial embellishments (Nuti 1999). From a 

similar perspective, and influenced by Ptolemaic measured coordinates and by 

Euclidean geometry (Rees 1980), Alberti, in his treatise on painting Della pittura 

(1435), stated the most important knowledge that a good painter should have was that of 

geometry. ‘I think that neither the rudiments nor any principles of painting can be 

understood by those who are ignorant of geometry’ (Alberti 1435: 95). Alberti’s regard 

for perspective is demonstrated and inherent in many Renaissance paintings.  

Nuti (1999) argues that Renaissance scholars were attempting to bring 

chorography ‘from arbitrary and subjective expression, and to bring it into the world of 

measurement thus giving it the full status of science’ (Nuti 1999: 9). This argument may 

explain Alberti’s justification for adapting chorographic principles within a geometric 

structure for the instruction of painters in technical and compositional approaches. 

However, it is more likely that Alberti 63 was seduced rather by theories based on Euclid 

and the geometrical logic of Ptolemy’s mapping grids. Rees (1980: 68) notes Alberti’s 

                                                 
63 The end of Chorography is to deal separately with a part of the whole, as if one were to paint only the 
eye or the ear by itself …for in an entire painting we must put in first the larger features in afterwards 
those detailed features which portraits and pictures may require, giving them proportion in relation to one 
another’ (Ptolemy cited in Lukermann 1961: 209). Alberti states ‘for just as you see the forehead in one 
parallel, the nose in the next, the cheeks in another, the chin in the one below, and everything else in its 
particular place, so you can situate precisely all the features on the panel which you have similarly 
divided into appropriate panels’ (Alberti 1425: 69). 
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certain obligation to Ptolemy’s system of meridians in the establishment of vanishing 

points and grids.  

In spite of the wholesale adoption of perspective by Renaissance artists, 

surveyors, chorographers, geographers and cartographers, (Rees 1980), Nuti asserts 

Alberti’s purely measured and intellectual approaches to painting that disregarded ‘the 

sense of sight, could not become very popular in a cultural milieu where direct 

observation was regarded as the primary source of information’ (Nuti 1999: 93). Nuti 

states this information was contained in a pictorial language that even architects using 

perspective and shading complied with, while the  

…assumption that the eye is the only arbitrator of the picture was wide 
spread and long lived in Italian culture…The use of technical devices to 
control the metrical consistency of painted space was usually dismissed 
by Italian painters because it was thought to interfere with the mental 
creative process (Nuti 1999: 95). 

 
This creative process follows a Renaissance value, based on theories by Aristotle and 

Cicero on the ‘primacy of sight amongst the five senses…The role of sight was not 

limited to the viewer but was essential to the preparation of the representation’ (Giunta 

1996: 8).  

Nonetheless, Cosgrove (1985) argues that this Italian Renaissance ‘way of 

seeing’ was still governed by geometrical linear perspective, based on Euclidian 

geometry and spatial conception. Similarly, Olwig (2001a) views Renaissance linear 

perspective, as one that became conjoined with Ptolemy’s chorographic vision. Both 

concepts used a perspective derived from ‘Ptolemaic cosmographic principles drawn 

from both descriptive chorography and the mathematics used by the geographer and 

cartographer to delimit and frame choros’ (Olwig 2001a: 98). Nevertheless, Ptolemy’s 

assertion that chorography did not need measured mathematics still held some position 
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as the Renaissance belief in direct observation for visual representation still allowed for 

linear perspective to be measured by eye. This may be particularly noted in the fifteenth 

and sixteenth century chorographic images of cities and regions usually presented from 

a bird’s eye or oblique view (Frangenberg 1994). Rees (1980) states:  

The advantage of high oblique, or ‘bird’s-eye’ views was that they 
showed features partly in elevation and partly in plan, an attribute that 
made them particularly attractive wherever there was a desire as on 
coastal charts and city plan to show profiles (Rees 1980: 69). 

 

Rees surmises, for artist-cartographers, drawbacks to oblique views were 

inaccuracies in scale due to foreshortening problems. These problems led to initial 

experimentations by da Vinci and Alberti to create an imagined vertical or aerial view 

abstracted from ground measurements and mathematical perspectives. This abstraction 

eventually was to dispense the need for artist-cartographers as map makers: turning 

away from a chorographic approach in the following centuries became reliant on 

symbolic abstractions rather than artistic representation (Rees 1980).  

5.7 Chorographies of the Italian and Northern Renaissance  

Although Nuti (1999) claims that there was initial confusion on the role of 

chorography within the Renaissance period, the confusion may have been more 

academic for scholars than for artists, cartographers, surveyors and printmakers of the 

period who put the concept of chorography into practice. This practice was particularly 

notable in both Italian and Northern Renaissance print media, where chorographic 

representation profiled place and region.  

Certainly, by the latter years of the fifteenth century and through the sixteenth 

century, numerous chorographic works were published or printed in the major 
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printmaking centres of Europe. These poplar publications served a number of purposes, 

some as geographic descriptions, educational, political or even some as collector’s 

items. Fiorani (2005) offers an understanding of the sixteenth century popular view 

through an examination of the German humanist, Peter Apain (1495-1552), whose 

views, first published in his Cosmographia  1524, (Plate 5.21) were widely accepted by 

geographers and authors of the period (Fiorani 2002). Apian clarified and elaborated the 

meanings of cosmography, geography and chorography, extending Ptolemy’s theories 

of differing concepts to describe chorography. Fiorani (2005) states: 

For both Ptolemy and Apian, the two kinds of maps differed in terms of 
extension of land represented, but Apian alone was explicit on their different 
systems of representation; the orthographic [projection] view was proper for 
geography while the perspective view was proper for chorography (Fiorani 
2005: 100).  
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Plate 5.21 Chorography  

Peter Apian  
Page from 1540 Latin edition of Liba Cosmographia 

 

In Fiorani’s (2005) opinion, Apian saw the geographical map as a mathematical 

descriptor with some minor qualitative details while (to Apain) chorographic mapping 

of region and place reflected a consideration of a particular area, neither separate from 

any other reference nor compared and measured against another place. In contrast, 
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Barber and Harper (2010) point out mapmakers from the fifteenth century onwards 

interpreted large classical orthographic maps, described by Pliny and other early 

geographers as actually being chorographic. Barber and Harper state: 

It was the combined influence of Ptolemy and the descriptive geographers 
[Strabo, Pomponius Mela and Pliny] that determined the character and 
appearance of the grandest manuscripts, painted and printed maps that were 
created in Europe between 1450 and about 1780. As a result, mapmakers 
came to be regarded as painters and enjoyed the increased status attached to 
artists (Barber and Harper 2010: 16). 

 

 

Plate 5.22 View of Venice c.1500 
Jacopo de' Barbari 
Woodcut 
131.5 x 281.8 cm 

 

An artistic consideration was very apparent in chorographic drawings, maps and 

prints in this period, although the chorographic view was often just as much a skilful 

mixture and signifier of spatial science, place, and iconic symbolism and, more often 

than not, politically motivated (Casey 2002; Escolar 1997; Fiorani 2005; Mels 2006; 

Olwig 2002). However, aesthetic considerations remained important as part of the 

visual literacy of the works even if the work was politically driven. For example, Jacopo 

d’ Barbari’s large woodcut, View of Venice c.1500, (Plate 5.22) ‘reflects an order of 
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composition and exigencies of space rather than a cartographic preparation’ (Schulz 

1978: 438).  

Many Renaissance chorographic works, often drawings or prints, seemingly 

preferred to reference towns and cities than regional countryside. For instance, 

depictions of cities such as the Map of Florence c. 1480 (Plate 5.23) and View of Rome 

1490 (Plate 5.24) contained within walls may embody Plato’s chôra, even if quite 

unwittingly, but certainly were, in most cases ‘the exercise of political sovereignty’ 

(Escolar 1997: 29).  

 
Plate 5.23 Map of Florence (Map with a Chain) c. 1480 

Attributed to Francesco di Lorenzo Rosselli,  
Woodcut  
58 .5 x 131.5 cm  
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Plate 5.24 View of Rome c. 1490 

Unknown Artist  
Woodcut 
43.5 x 56.8 cm  
 

Barber and Harper (2010) see this ‘political sovereignty’ very evident in these 

maps, whether large wall maps or prints commissioned by the heads of city-states, 

ruling classes and powerful families. These maps were ‘an effective media for ‘soft 

propaganda’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 16) while they also demonstrated and magnified 

the owner’s importance:  

At one level, the maps conveyed messages of military knowledge and 
political power and authority over the place depicted. At the same time 
they reflected intellectual sophistication, aesthetic sensitivity and hence 
personal suitability for high office (Barber and Harper 2010: 16). 

 
However, apart from being a demonstration of political authority there were other 

considerations for these city chorographs. For example, Barber and Harper (2010) 

mention patriotic and civic pride, historical references, and city promotion for travellers, 

and even homesickness. A text included in an Augsburg map in 1521 states that ‘the 

print is intended for those homesick for Augsburg’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 54). Braun 

and Hogenberg Civitates Orbis Terrarum, (Plate 5.25) first published in 1572, presented 

city maps as instructional, rather than political (Barber and Harper 2010).  

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Roma
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d6/Roma1493.png
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Plate 5.25 Three birds eye views of the cities of Heidelberg Speyer and Worms c.1600 

Published in Civitates Orbis Terrarum 
Georg Braun and Frans Hogenberg  
47.5 x 35 cm 
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5.8 Chorography and Cartography  

In comparing the developments of perspective and its links to developing 

chorographic practice in the early Renaissance, the distinction between chorographic art 

and cartographic science was not of any great concern to artists, or surveyors during this 

period. Fiorani (2005) notes the convergence of geographic and chorographic principles 

in a sixteenth century collection of maps64 in the Florentine Guardaroba Nuova 

collection. Egnazio Danti’s Map of Indochina and Indonesia 1573 (detail) (Plate 5.26), 

one of the panels in this collection, demonstrates this convergence with chorographic 

detail, accurate geographical placement and rhumb lines.  

 
Plate 5.26 Map of Indochina and Indonesia (detail) 1573 

Egnazio Danti  
Painting 
Panel in the Guardaroba Nuova, Florence  

                                                 
64 Vasari called these maps Tables of Ptolemy (Fiorani 2005).  
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Fiorani (2005) states:  

The Florentine maps combined in one single image different systems of 
representation: the orthographic grid, the bird’s eye view, and the 
perspectival view. They also included an abundance of qualitative 
geographical details and different kinds of information-historical, 
geographical, zoological, botanical, and ethnographical. They described 
large areas of the world with the pictorial means Ptolemy would have 
associated with the chorographical description of small areas and with 
the variety of historical and mythological details that would have been 
pertinent to narratives of local history. In short, the maps of the 
Guardaroba Nuova were both geographical and chorographical maps; 
they represented the mapped places as both mathematical sites and 
individual locales (Fiorani 2005: 97-98).  

 

 
Plate 5.27 Southamtoniae (Hampshire) c.1575 

Christopher Saxton  
Hand coloured engraving  
49.8 x 43.2 

 

 

http://www.geog.port.ac.uk/webmap/hantsmap/hantsmap/saxton1/sax1smaf.htm
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Plate 5.28 Septentrionalium Terrarum descriptio 1595 

Gerard Mercator  
Hand coloured engraving 
39.37 x38.1 cm  
 

It is clear, during this early modern period, both forms of mapping made use of 

each other, with chorography remaining closely aligned to a cartographic sense of 

descriptive place. Although Christopher Saxton’s Southamtoniae65 (Hampshire) c.1575, 

(Plate 5.27) and Mercator’s Septentrionalium terrarum descriptio (polar) 1595 (Plate 

5.28) were created as measured cartographic maps, both retained many chorographic 

signifiers as embellishments. It appears that the application of chorography continued to 

                                                 
65 In Saxton’s Atlas of England and Wales 1575 
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provide a much more expressive and appealing approach to the public perception than 

from a burgeoning science of a purely academic measured geographic cartography.  

5.9 Chorographic Directions after the Renaissance 

Indications of varied chorographic directions and descriptors remained in art 

practice, though much less openly recognised as such than during the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries. Certainly, in the seventeenth centuries the northern artists, and 

especially those from the Netherlands, continued with a chorographic mapping 

methodology through printmaking and drawing in their descriptive and quite often 

rather conceptual works of this northern region and place (Alpers 1983; Casey 2002; 

Mels 2006).  

 
Plate 5.29 Comitatus Hollandiæ denuo forma Leonis 1648 

Nicolao Johannis Visscher 
Copper Engraving 
46 x 56 cm 
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Comitatus Hollandiæ denuo forma Leonis 1648 by Nicolao Iohannis Visscher 

(Plate 5.29) is one such work that presents the prosperous Netherlands contained within 

a lion rampant, a popular representation of the Netherlands by artists and cartographers 

during the seventeenth century. The work is bordered by vignettes of main cities and 

seaports that allude to the country’s prosperity, trade and sea power. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the fields of exploration and 

geography expanded the art of illustrative chorographic descriptors of region and its 

components. The fine and detailed bird’s eye view of Lauweck in Cambodia 1753 

(Plate 5.30) by the French geographer and cartographer, Jacques Nicholas Bellin, is an 

example of the continuing chorographic enhancement of maps to describe and 

communicate the experience and objects of place.  

 

I 

Plate 5.30 Lauweck in Cambodia 1753 
Jacques Nicholas Bellin 
Engraving  
11 x 13.5 cm   

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/25/Lauweck.jpg
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Plate 5.31 Carte Des Pays et des Peuples du Cap de Bonne Esperance 1687 

Pierre Mortier 
Hand Coloured Copper Engraving  
16x 16 cm 
 

Pierre Mortier’s Carte Des Pays et des Peuples du Cap de Bonne Esperance 

1687 (Plate 5.31) is an example of mapping place in a chorographic sense to give a 

rather broad and imaginative overview of the Cape of Good Hope rather than an 

objective mapping that would lessen the wonder of unknown lands.  

The chorographic view by application and name continues in modern 

geographic practice. For example, chorography’s role in modern geographical sciences 
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may be noted in U.Teruko’s (2003) The GIS Revolution and Geography: Object-

oriented GIS and the Methodology of Chorography. Balay (2004), a French architect 

and urban planner, uses Ptolemy’s definition of chorography to explain his data base of 

urban sound bites that mapped an urban sound environment to create a graphical 

semiology of local and outsider perceptions of place. These chorographic strands within 

geography and cartography do suggest that geosciences have recaptured the intent of 

chorographic visual descriptors in a Ptolemaic sense. Geographic sciences have thus 

sustained the practice of a named chorographic practice as a method of explaining 

place, albeit often placed firmly within geo-visualisations and methods of explaining 

elements of place to the present day.  

5.10  Chorography: Recognition of Criteria for Contemporary Art Practice 

The historical antecedents and epistemological perspectives of a chorographic 

visual language identify and separate chorography to be an important entity distinct 

from both topography and geography. Described by Shanks (2007: 1) as a ‘fascinating 

lost genre,’ this research elucidates the visual literacy of chorography within an 

historical context and positions it to be recognised within current art practice. 

Findings from this study clarify and guide the recognition of a chorographic 

visual literacy in contemporary art practice. The criteria include 

1. semiotic mapping of place-World and Chôra recognised by relationships that 

may incorporate allegorical symbols, allusions to intangible presences and 

physical attributes, 
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2. cartographic associations presented as schematic and quasi- cartographic modes 

that rely on subjective or qualitative experience of place rather than the logical 

exactitude of geographic spatial measurements, 

3.  chorographic depth of symbolised meanings, 

4. a visual language of chorographic representations that interact with connotations 

of visual symbolic indications of place and its associated components that 

pertain to visual imagery or other modes of expression,  

5. chorographic historical formats and symbolism, i.e. T O maps, mappae mundi, 

vignettes, cartouches, symbolic mythical beasts and schematic shapes of 

buildings, flora, fauna and topographical features, 

6. a use of place as a metaphysical and altered reality. 

 
These guidelines are used as criteria in the discussion of mapping in 

contemporary art and chorographic associations.66 Furthermore, directed by the above 

findings and my research I make use of this fascinating lost genre to convey a 

chorographic visual language and a sense of place for my maps of North West 

Queensland through my use of vignettes, symbols and schematic imagery.  

In Chapter Six, I assess points in relation to the six criteria and discuss their 

application to chorography’s position as a visual literacy of place to link its crucial 

characteristics to contemporary art. Reasons for the lessoning recognition of 

chorography in art practice from the eighteenth century are outlined and I also consider 

chorography’s role as a modern descriptor of place from contemporary interdisciplinary 

perspectives.  

                                                 
66 In Chapter Seven, I discuss mapping in contemporary art and consider the chorographic nuances 
apparent in certain works, such as those by Joyce Kozloff and Stephen Walter. 
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Chapter Six 

Chorography: Towards a Contemporary Visual Literacy 

6.0 Chorography as Visual Literacy  

This chapter reviews arguments and discussions in the previous chapters that 

investigated the wide scope of consulted philosophies of region, place and location. 

These arguments, though generally based on interdisciplinary reasoning rather than in 

the context of visual arts practice are very viable in the recognition of chorography as a 

contemporary and contemplative process of interpretation for creative imagery. To 

further clarify and direct the structuring of specific methods for this chorographic 

discourse, a number of discussion points from the overview and history of chorography 

in the last chapters are summarised in sections 6.1 to 6.5. The discussion continues in 

6.6 with an assessment of chorography’s displacement and lessoning recognition in art 

practice after the seventeenth century. The concluding discussion argues for the 

recognition of chorography to rationalise its position as a contemporary descriptor of 

place in a visual art context. 

From its history, chorography as a visual literacy of place can be analysed in 

relation to contemporary practice. Chorography, originating within geographic and 

cosmographical philosophies, is a qualitative representation and description of a specific 

region or place. This is defined by and characterised as a container of homogenous 

components, and regional commonalities. These commonalities may include 

relationships and shared concerns pertaining to one or more of the following: 

geographic location, geological features, people, history, culture and politics. 

Relationships may be physical, tangible, symbolic, spiritual, conceptual, substantive, 
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metaphysical or sensory (Casey 1997; Fiorani 2005; Lukermann 1961; Olwig 2001a, 

2002; Ptolemy 149 AD). A contemporary chorographic interpretation of region and 

place in creative research within visual arts offers a logical, contemplative and 

interpretative method for contemporary processes in creative practice. This 

chorographic model may be applied in traditional form, digital technology, theatre, 

performance and multimedia or an integration of part or all of the above (Curry 2002; 

Pearson 2007; Wilken 2007a).  

6.1 Chorography as Expressive and Subjective Representation  

Although seemingly relating strongly to cartographic approaches by historic 

default, chorography differs in its descriptive aims. Chorography is a conceptual 

indicator or diagrammatic portrayal, subjective of place and region rather than a 

measured instrument of objective mapping. Throughout its documented history, 

chorography remains conceptual in expressive and aesthetic imagery. Chorography 

presents a form of quantitative mapping or charting of an ascribed region or place 

defined by its characteristics and connected associations of individual units without 

need or recourse to measured space (Ptolemy 149 AD; Lukermann 1961; Nuti 1999). 

For example, Carter (1999) refers to the mapping through linear representation of 

coastlines by sea voyagers and explorers and argues that this imagery is ‘a construction 

of the mind...to become an image of reasoning, the coast itself had to be linearized, 

reconceptualised as a coastline’ (Carter 1999: 125). Similarly, the chorographic 

mapping of place is an abstracted literacy of a componentised region, interpretive of the 

artist’s experiences and interpretations.  
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6.2 Chorography as Reflector of Region and Place within Time and Culture 

Noted in Chapter Five, historical applications of chorographic images, though 

subjective forms of geographic descriptors of place, were often highly symbolised and 

semiotic reflections and informants of each era’s underlying philosophies of society. 

According to each particular era, chorographic imagery may differ widely in its 

portrayal of place, location and components. A quite representational view (though 

governed by intuitive or instinctive responses rather than actuality) is often 

demonstrated by chorographic prints and drawings in the chorographic oblique prints of 

the Renaissance city-states. In addition, this particular approach is noted in the 

illustrations and maps of new lands by early explorers and the chorographic prints and 

drawing by artists from the Netherlands during the seventeenth century.  

Many chorographic modes historically integrate realistic, transcendental, 

philosophical and semiotic elements. Each era or culture may place emphasis on one or 

more of these elements of interpretation giving lesser importance to other 

manifestations of a chorographic method according to the needs of the time (Casey 

1997, 2002; Escolar 1997; Fiorani 2005; Kline 2001; Moffitt 1994, 1998; Nuti 1999; 

Olwig 2002).  

6.3 Chorography and the Graphic Arts  

Ptolemy’s statement that the skills of an artist were needed to interpret 

chorography of region and place is pivotal in understanding the evolution and 

continuance of chorography through graphic interpretations of place in the post-

Renaissance period. The word graphos (write, draw) forms part of the common 

linguistic root to both chorography and graphics and this etymology relates to 
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chorography’s continuing affinity with the graphic art forms of drawing and 

printmaking.  

In Northern Europe during the seventeenth century, the chorographic view of 

place furthered its association with graphic media and the printing press in Dutch and 

Flemish drawings and prints. This association particularly occurred in the English text 

and image based chorographies (Alpers 1983; Casey 2002; Charlesworth 1999). From 

the sixteenth century to the twentieth century, explorers and navigators use of 

chorographic modelling as illustrative descriptors for recording the nuances of new 

places is highly apparent in drawings in logbooks and journals. For example, Carter 

(1999) makes reference to the conceptual reasoning and deep meanings for seen and 

unseen coastal observations and gives, (though without acknowledgement of 

chorography) a clear description of the intangible and tangible chorographic strands in 

such work. These chorographic drawings, although not generally acknowledged as such, 

were often the source of graphic imagery, through engravings, woodcuts, etchings and 

lithographs, for publications and journals. My research practice continues and extends 

this affinity between chorography and graphic media. 

6.4 Subversion of Chorography 

Although the chorographic language remained well established in artworks in 

the seventeenth century, recognition for the role of chorography in artistic 

representation began to lessen. Chorography as an acknowledged art form appears to 

have become subsumed or assimilated in part by a number of factors that included the 

rise of the landscape hegemony in art practice in the seventeenth century. The English 

nomenclature of landscape primarily originated from scenic backdrops in theatre and 
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the Northern European landschap, describing a portion of enclosed land, such as fenced 

fields or farms (Casey 1997; Olwig 2002). Nevertheless, apart from exploration and 

travel illustrations, illustrated textual chorographies continued the deep meaning of 

chorographic semiotics, particularly in England.67 These chorographies were enhanced 

by elaborate imagery as created as, for instance, easily recognizable townships and river 

systems, such as those in Saxon’s Southamtoniae (Hampshire) (Plate 5.28). 

During the same period, the scientific need for cartography to be accurately 

measured for exploration, in line with Ptolemy’ description of geography, had separated 

quite distinctly from conceptual chorographic mapping approaches by the seventeenth 

century (Casey 2005). Maps and charts became objectively scientific through the 

development of mathematical instruments, a reflection of the scientific burgeoning of 

this era. Corner (1999) notes too, the development of geometrical projections: 

Techniques of aerial-oblique and zenithal views—planimetry, 
ichnography and triangulation—were most developed during the early 
sixteenth century and since have become the primary tools with which 
cities and landscapes are analysed, planned and constructed (Corner 
1999: 220).  

 
The need to map a place and region accurately began to overtake the more subjective 

chorography, although not completely replacing the cartographic imaginative image 

(Corner 1999). In addition and just as importantly, chorography’s position as a 

descriptor of place must have been lessoned with the rise of spatial theories that 

discounted the notion of place.  

Casey (1998) claims that seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth century 

philosophies by Kant, Descartes, Newton, amongst other rationalists, mathematical 

scientists and philosophers reduced the importance of place. In Casey’s opinion ‘place 
                                                 

67 Noted in Chapter One and Five. 
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came to be considered a mere “modification” of space...to make things worse, in the 

course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries place [through Kantian theories] was 

also made subject to time’ (Casey 1997: x) For Casey, ‘place has become deeply 

dormant’(Casey 1997: xi). Olwig’s (2002b) view is that space encroached upon place in 

artistic portrayal within the landscape genre. This encroachment ‘supplanted the multi-

perspective, multi-layered approach of the Nether-landers, the result, likewise, was the 

transmutation of the artistic representation as place to landscape as a scene in space’ 

(Olwig 2002b: 217). An argument may be sustained that this ‘multi-perspective, multi-

layered approach’ is akin to a chorographic approach in the qualitative visual language 

of place (the primary purpose of chorography). 

If philosophical views, such as those of Casey and Olwig that suggest the 

dissolution of the importance of place, coincided with the rise of spatial logic in 

philosophies from the seventeenth century to the twentieth century, similar conclusions 

may be also assigned to the descriptor of place, chorography. Following Olwig’s 

(2002b) assertion that chorography, is ‘a multi layered approach’, the visual descriptor 

of Olwig’s ‘artistic representation’ of landscape, then chorography was replaced by that 

descriptor of space, landscape. Therefore, the lessoning role and perception of place in 

philosophical terms just as effectively diminished the role of its descriptor in artistic 

expression. The supremacy of spatial theories thus replaced an artistic chorographic 

vision of the depiction of place.  

Thus, onwards from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, artists took 

dimension and spatial connotations to be the interpretation of scenic views (a direction 

that has continued to the present landscape tradition). By the nineteenth century, the 

chorographic view was considered more in terms of a geographic descriptor, a 
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generalised appellation that remained for the twentieth century. These earlier 

interpretations thus would almost certainly have diminished the understanding and the 

role of chorography in artistic aesthetic intent. However, as Chapter Seven discusses, it 

should be noted that contemporary art in this century does encompass the multi-layered 

(chorographic) view that considers the deeper connotations of place. 

Although this research’s premise is not that of a philosophical debate on space 

and place, Casey and Olwig’s arguments for the viability and regeneration of the 

importance of place in a contemporary world do pertain and extend to the research 

model in establishing chorography as a contemporary visual language for the deeper 

meanings of a recognised and regenerated place.  

6.5 Chorography in Modern Interpretations  

Although chorography is grounded in historical applications, a modern 

chorographic language in visual arts of region and place offers a contemporary 

refiguring of chorographic relationships (Curry 2002; 2005; Lukermann 1961). 

Chorography, although now widely unrecognised in current visual arts theory practice, 

is ideally suited as a logical and interpretative model for contemporary processes in 

creative arts (Casey 2005; Olwig 2001a; Pearson 2007). Electronic and multimedia 

theorists argue for, this model, now recognised as an important descriptor in the 

geographical social sciences and archaeology (Shanks 2007). It is also a cross over 

model for interpretations of place and components within digital technologies and 

virtual realities (Wilken 2007). Other areas in creative art practice now engaging or 

considering chorographic concepts include theatre, performance and multimedia or an 
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integration of part or all of the above (Curry 2002; Pearson 2007; Shanks 2007; Wilken 

2007).  

Apart from these creative practices in varying fields of performance, multimedia 

and digital communication, certain contemporary works in more established media may 

be recognised or placed as chorographic interpretations. As examples, Australian works 

that demonstrate chorographic principles and source chorographic history and iconic 

symbolism through a contemporary focus, are Monsters of the Great South Land 2001 

(Plate 6.1) by John Wolseley. Tim Johnson’s Seamless 2001 (Plate 6.2) may be 

considered to bear a strong relationship to Plato’s chôra. Bea Maddock’s Terra Spiritus 

with a darker shade of pale 1993-1998 (Plate 6.3) of the Tasmanian coastline relates to 

early navigators’ chorographic documentation and adds a chorographic dimension of 

post-colonial criticism to past historical references. A number of selected works are 

reviewed through a chorographic lens in Chapter Seven.  

 
Plate 6.1  Monsters of the Great South Land (detail) 2001 

John Wolseley  
Watercolour and graphite on paper 
55 x 290 cm (Image size) 
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Plate 6.2  Seamless 2002 

Tim Johnson  
Acrylic on canvas 
92 x 122 cm 

 
 

 
Plate 6.3 Terra Spiritus with a darker shade of pale (detail) 1993-1998 

Bea Maddock 
Incised drawing, hand-ground ochre pastels, blind letterpress 
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Lukermann (1961) makes a strong point that is important to a new model of 

chorographic vision. Discussing modern approaches to understanding denotations of 

geography, topography and chorography, Lukermann avers that while there must be a 

consideration and reference to significant antecedents and their processes, contemporary 

approaches must also consider contemporary sources. Lukermann states: 

Meaning and reference must come from the contemporary source 
material and must be expressed in the classical process of doing 
geography, chorography and topography [and claims that] It is in this 
context of change and creation that the search is made for a more lucid, 
operational and specific meaning of geography, chorography and 
topography than we have inherited (Lukermann 1961: 195).  

 
To take Lukermann’s premise away from its geographical context and apply it to a 

creative frame of reference opens up key issues for a research field of cognitive 

visualisations. For example, Pearson (2007) addresses a number of these key issues 

through his analysis of the modern role of chorography. Albeit more from an 

archaeological perspective, Pearson (2007), reaffirms chorography’s role in 

representing ‘the unique character of individual places, at particular scales of 

apprehension, [and states that] it identifies and differentiates sites of significance’ 

(Pearson 2007: 4). Pearson (2007) applies a twenty-first century meaning to 

chorography to claim Casey’s things ‘may include all manner of celebratory, ludic and 

performative activities as well as topographical features: modes of contemporary 

devised theatre and manifestations of traditional practice’ (Pearson 2007: 3).  

Curry (2002, 2005) indicates the modernisation and connected roles of 

topography, chorography and geography, and that of place, may apply to both a 

technological global world or village and the Internet. Although Curry (2005) does not 

refer to the connection, his theories bear a similarity to Plato’s receptacle as a container 

of things. Curry (2005) states:  
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...the world itself—terrestrial—and celestial acted as one might think 
today as a kind of information storage device, one that operated via 
what amounted to a set of symbols. The world is one wherein objects 
and events exist in and are elements of multiple webs of significance. 
And although in Hesiod,68 the world described is very much one in 
which the written word is not part of everyday life, this appeal in the 
chorographic to signs and symbols persists (Curry 2005: 682 

 
In Curry’s (2005) opinion, although chorography may be generally unrecognised by all 

but geographers, it is ‘alive and well in the twenty-first century [and finds] some order 

in the world by seeing a relationship between events and the places and times at which 

they have occurred’ (Curry 2005: 682).  

Accepting Curry’s theory that chorography is ‘alive and well’ as this research 

does, the problem and question outlined in Chapter One remains. How are these 

tangible or intangible chôra or chôros and discrete units, part of visual arts discourse, to 

be described, situated and explained within contemporary imagery? This question and 

the realisation of chorography as visual and conceptual discourse still are virtually 

unanswered in current literature that discusses contemporary art praxis. If we take 

chorography as a critical and contemporary method of enquiry and its realisation as 

critical art practice, then we must return to the above question and continue to consider 

arguments from differing fields that may offer direction.  

For example, directions may be taken from Lukermann (1961) who, albeit from 

a geographical perspective, concisely suggests the way forward for geographers to 

understand location is to seek fresh creative investigation that takes direction from 

contemporary sources, while importantly building on classical knowledge. Casey (2005) 

argues for a kind of postmodern direction of mapped (chorographic) re-presented place, 

                                                 
68 Hesiod, c.700 BC), ‘one of the earliest Greek poets, often called the “father of Greek didactic poetry.” 
Two of his complete epics have survived, the Theogony, relating the myths of the gods, and the Works 
and Days, describing peasant life’ (http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/264059/Hesiod). 
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allowing the invisible to become visible. This direction, Casey (2005) feels, should not 

be taken in a normal recognisable approach or in the usual ‘delimited meanings of 

representation (pictorial [or] isomorphic’ (Casey 2005xv). Rather, Casey (2005) claims, 

this re-presented place should be directed by ‘a re-presentation of the earth, its re-

emplacement in artwork, its relocation there…to re-create a qualitative aspect of the 

earth’ (Casey 2005 xv). This need for a re-created qualitative aspect returns to the 

chorographic realisation of the discrete units of region or chôra. Thus, Casey’s post-

modernist deconstruction and re-creation of place needs to be considered in the 

contextualisation of a chorographic visual literacy within twenty-first century art 

practice.  

Chapter Seven evaluates current mapping practice in contemporary art and 

discusses both chorographic threads and influences and other applications of artistic 

mapping that present place in different concepts and modes to a chorographic vision. 
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Chapter Seven  

Mapping and Chorography in Contemporary Art  

7.0 The Visual Language of Mapped Place in Contemporary Art 

This thesis recognises that the art of subjectively mapping or chorographing 

place is a long established practice in creatively and pictorially recording place. From 

the secular maps of the Romans, the spiritual mappaemundi of the European medieval 

period to the rise and popularity of the large Renaissance chorographic pictorial maps 

and to the exploration maps and sea charts of the following centuries the artist has 

chorographed place and noted the political, religious and social cultures of their time. 

Contemporary artists continue to contribute to this long established particular genre in 

art history. Harmon (2009) points to the long held relationship between art and 

cartography and that the ‘language of maps as developed over time is a beautiful one, 

filled with artistic potential’ (Harmon 2009: 9). 

The examination of the chorographed or subjective vision of place continues in 

this chapter through a reflection on the mapping of place by contemporary artists. 

Although many twenty-first century artists use mapping, they are not all directly 

following or applying a chorographic language of place. Nonetheless, one might argue 

that most artists when they refer to a map are adding subjective visual annotation. This 

extends the premise that Ptolemy considered chorography as essentially needing an 

artist to interpret place. However, and while the thrust of this thesis is on the 

chorographic vision and visual language as an art form, the discussion in this chapter 

includes current academic views on artistic interpretations and intent in mapping place 

and reviews a number of contemporary works that use mapping as a tool. The chapter 
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begins with an investigation of the development and wide dissemination of mapping in 

contemporary art practice. 

Curnow (1999) wrote that artists are challenging the perceived transparency and 

objectivity of cartographic domination and visual implicitly in maps to seek to ‘restore 

to mapping the task of articulating the kind of spaces it saw fit to silence’ (Curnow 

1999: 268). Wood (2006) writes that  

…artists in increasing numbers have taken up the map as an expressive 
medium. In an age less and less enamoured of traditional forms of 
representation – and increasingly critical – maps have numerous attractions for 
artists… [and that] artists are reclaiming the map as a discourse function for 
people in general (Wood 2006: 5). 
 
To investigate and clarify this statement, this discussion debates contemporary 

artists’ mapping of place, the influences of new technologies and theories of place. 

Further to this is the critical labelling, of art work as political, environmental or issue 

based. In addition, artists’ motivation may be driven by semiotics and chorographic 

historic influences. Many artists envisage connection, realisation and personal 

understanding of a specific place: they regard it as their own or being owned by it. 

A number of artists and their works that pertain to the subjective and conceptual 

mapping of place and its pictorial components substantiate this discussion. In addition, 

other works that are less concerned with place as such are discussed briefly to 

contribute to this overview. This chapter concludes with a discussion on chorography’s 

place and influence in contemporary art.  
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7.1 Conceptual Mapping and its Ubiquity in Twenty-first Century Art: 

Viewpoints on Recent Development and Influences from Twentieth Century 

Movements  

Mapping as a conceptual art form and a tool of visual information has rapidly 

increased in recent years with large numbers of artists working with cartographic 

viewpoints and semiotics (Harmon 2011; Kanarinka 2006; Watson 2009; Wood 2010). 

Similarly, Wood (2010) remarks on the abundance of map art and related exhibitions in 

the 1990s when curators began to notice map art, while Harmon (2009) notes, from 

early postmodern times, the rapid growth of artists using a system of mapping that 

allows them to find ‘a rich view of concepts and imagery to mine’ (Harmon 2009: 9). 

Harmon (2011) sees this growth, ‘perhaps in direct response to the contours of a modern 

life that is by turns exhilarating and overwhelming, [and that] visual artists in ever-

increasing numbers are working with cartographic ideas’ (Harmon 2011: 4). Kanarinka 

(2006) also finds artists’ use of and association with cartographic methods has 

proliferated in artistic practice. Kanarinka (2006) states: 

…that practices near cartography, often involving cartography, have exploded 
as an artistic practice. Artists are making geographic maps, psychogeographic 
maps, demographic maps, data driven maps, emotional maps. Artists are 
performing maps enacting and documenting location like never before. With 
the advent of new media art and mobile technologies, the concern with data 
collection and mapping through locative media is pursued with both romance 
and criticality (Kanarinka 2006: 24). 
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For Wood (2006: 7), this explosion of map art69 relates to the growth of mapping 

or charting70 all aspects of daily life, and contends ‘the growth of map art is almost like 

a fever chart of the growth of the map industry itself’. 

Various authors71 try to explain this surge in twenty-first century mapping 

practice and look to the influences that led to the current preoccupation with maps in 

creative arts. For Watson (2009), ‘Contributing origins of the mapping metaphor do not 

fully explain its current ubiquity72 or the use of cartography in art’ (Watson 2009: 295). 

However, Watson recognises foundations of today’s upsurge of artists’ interest and 

conceptual development in cartography and mapping was earlier established by artists 

in the 1960s and 1970s that used the map as a ‘recurrent visual trope in their work. 

These artists included Alighiero Boetti, Marcel Broodthaers, Agnes Denes, Nancy 

Graves, Oyvind Fahlstrom’ (Watson 2009: 295). Varanka (2006) affirms this 

conceptual and confrontational development and adds that postmodernist maps mirrored 

the ‘shifting relationships between the artists, their subjects and their audiences’ 

(Varanka 2006: 21). Wood (2010) adds Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, Claus 

Oldenberg, Richard Long and Andy Warhol amongst those who created map art as part 

of their engagement with social and political commentary. 

Although Wood (2006) agrees that there is a strong ‘formal continuity’ with the 

artists of the last fifty years in contemporary mapping approaches, he notes the earlier 

                                                 
69 A similar impressive surge in the making, popularity and dissemination of artists’ chorographic display 
and secular pictorial maps occurred in the Renaissance (Barber and Harper 2010). 
70 Wood (2010) refers to the huge number and use of maps in everyday life from road maps, field guides, 
survey plans, government maps to name just a few. 
71 Watson (2009) comments that recognition of artists' broader engagement with mapping is extended by 
authors such as Casey (2005) and Woods (2010). For Watson, this extends well beyond what galleries can 
provide as far as investigations of this type of art practice. 
72 Watson (2009) claims that some curators are exasperated with the proliferation of exhibitions using 
mapping processes.  
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influences and art movements that led to this period. For Wood, the beginning of the 

present fascination with mapping metaphors in art is to be seen further back in the 

twentieth century.  

 
Plate 7.1  Cut with the Kitchen Knife 1919 

Hannah Hoch 
Photomontage 
114 x 91 cm 
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Although there were not many artists making maps in a conceptual manner with 

new techniques, Wood (2010: 190) claims that ‘map art emerged with Dada and 

Surrealism’ and points to Hannah Hoch’s photo montage Cut with the Kitchen Knife 

1919 (Plate 7.1) as one of the earliest known twentieth century examples to mark the 

beginning of twentieth century protest map art. While the work is a protest against the 

decaying ruling classes in Germany, the map in the left hand corner marks countries 

where women had the right to vote. In Wood’s (2010) opinion, the work indicates 

Hoch’s position as a feminist and marks a radical change in art. Other Dada and 

surrealist artists, Karle Teige, Jindrich Styrsky, Raoul Hausmann, Man Ray and Kurt 

Schwitters created collages or photomontages between 1919 and 1924, and used pasted 

maps. 

This radical change was ‘shaped, driven by…World War 1 and the enduring 

anger its slaughter provoked…World War 1 called into question every claim Europeans 

made to rationality’ (Wood 2010: 196). Wood (2010) also points to other artists such as 

Max Ernst, Joan Miro, Marcel Duchamp (Plate 7.2), Salvador Dali and Joseph Cornell 

amongst others from different movements between the 1920s and 1960s who made use 

of mapping in challenging works and influenced those who came after them. 

In particular, Varanka (2006) finds Duchamp to be one of the most influential 

artists in the substantial growth of map art in the 1960s, stating: 

The important developments in map art of the 1960s and 1970s can be traced to 
the influence of Cornell’s friend, Marcel Duchamp, whose work, perhaps 
especially his “found objects,” inspired the movements that would launch the 
map as a source for important art… Duchamp had a particularly profound 
influence on the precedent-setting work of Johns and of Cage73 (Varanka 
2006:18). 
 
                                                 

73 John Cage and Jasper Johns 
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For Varanka, the influence of these artists, led to the Pop and Minimalist artists 

to create a new ontology where the emphasis was on the object, not its maker. This 

development, in turn, led to the integration of mapping as a visual language of the 

environment through the Earth Art movement (Varanka 2006). In addition, Varanka 

(2006) maintains that maps and mapping in postmodern art, as part of the 

reconsideration of Modernism by artists, ‘reflect the shifting relations between the 

artists, their subjects and their audiences (Varanka 2006: 21).74 

 
Plate 7.2  Genre Allegory (Map of United States–George Washington 1943  

Marcel Duchamp  
Mixed media  
Variable Size  
 

                                                 
74 Varanka (2006) states however map art ‘is not confined to any particular movement  of twentieth 
century art, and indeed is found in movements in conflict with each other (Vananka 2006: 18).  
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As Harmon (2009), Watson (2009), Wood (2010), and Varanka (2006) observe, 

the interest by artists and their wide range of map art of the twenty-first century does 

have a history that is influenced by the conceptual development of their immediate 

predecessors. Although Watson (2009) acknowledges this influence, she considers that 

map artists today ‘embody a new emphasis on the author as user, similar to his/her/their 

audiences’ (Watson 2009: 303). Watson questions what direction the art world needs to 

look outside of the ‘mapping paradigm’ to further the discourse in contemporary art 

mapping and suggests: 

This may strike a utopian note, but if trans-disciplinary acts and methods are to 
increase, welding together European philosophical traditions75 with post-
colonially-infused theories of subjectivity and location might be a good place to 
start (Watson 2009: 303). 
 
Many artists, such as Kozloff, are using maps as tool metaphors for comment on 

or advocacy for much that is socially and politically related to post colonial76 theories. 

These artists embrace much of Watson’s directive concerning related subjectivity. 

However, to begin this discussion, the following section looks primarily to those artists 

who are subjectively mapping the experience of place, as well as its meaning in the 

twenty-first century from personal perspectives. Although often extending well beyond 

conventional cartographic boundaries, these artists remain consistent to mapping 

tradition as an authority and signifier of location. The following discussion is an 

investigation of what, why and how artists comment and respond to their place through 

works produced in this century. Accordingly, this chapter examines the contemporary 

map artist’s experience, intent, interpretation and relationship in the presentation of a 

                                                 
75 As explained in Chapters Four to Six, chorographs by Renaissance artists and later chorographers/ and 
explorers did encompass European philosophical traditions to subjectively describe location and place.  
76 Post-colonial theory looks at issues of power, economics, politics, religion, and culture and how these 
elements work in relation to colonial hegemony (western colonizers controlling the colonized) (Brizee 
and Tompkins 2010). 
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visual dialogue that maps and embodies place to explain, authorise and impart their 

perceptions of involvement in today’s world. 

7.2 Making New Maps of our Worlds: Visual Dialogues of Place in the Twenty-

First Century 

Artists who map or chorograph place today use many different techniques, 

digital technologies such as GPS and satellite images or installations, photography and 

the more traditional ones of painting, printmaking and drawing. Hall (2004) states the 

development of electronic and digital technologies quickly changed the ways the world 

is seen and mapped although still connected us ‘to our traditional geographies’ (Hall 

2004: 17). However, Hall (2004) considers that in making our private maps 

…we are not discovering  entirely new worlds [and ] we are laying a 
new set of lines down on a known and changing world, arranging and 
rearranging metaphysical rhumbs that we associate with successful 
navigation (Hall 2004: 15). 

 
Those artists whose new mappings and re-arranged metaphysical rhumbs communicate 

and navigate personal perceptions, presence and experience of place ‘chart the territory’ 

(Turchi 2004: 236). These artists utilise these diverse approaches to convey their 

messages. However, these messages are as diverse as the techniques each artist employs 

and, as Turchi (2004: 236) puts it, ‘each one of us stands at one unique spot in the 

universe, at one moment in the expanse of time, holding a blank sheet of paper’ Turchi 

(2004: 236). Harmon (2004) writes that ‘the coded visual language of maps is one we 

all know, but in making maps of our worlds we each have our own dialect’ (Harmon 

2004: 11). 

This section briefly reviews a number of artists who map the presence of place 

to explain visually their essential concepts of journeys and location through personal 
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dialects yet still connect to Hall’s traditional geographies. Works by Susanna 

Castleden, Jeremy Wood, Christian Nold, Margaret Baragurra, Donald Moko, Anna 

Price Petyarre, Grayson Perry and Stephen Walter are thus considered. 

Susanna Castleden: Mapping Journey and Movement  

Susanna Castleden is an Australian artist who works with drawing, experimental 

print media and traditional printmaking to analyse the knowing of place though trans-

disciplinary methods of mapping, art, history and geography (Castleden 2012). 

 
Plate 7.3  I Must Learn More About the World 2011 

Susanna Castleden  
Paint marker on gesso on paper  
150 x 160 cm  
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Plate 7.4  Perpetual Cruise Line 2010 

Susanna Castleden  
Linocut on Paper  
182 x 118 cm.  
 

Castleden states that her practice ‘sits somewhere between mapping the land and 

naming the land [to] examine the dichotomies between the visual language of map 

making and the actual presence of place’ (cited in Harmon 2009: 125). In Castleden’s 

paper presented at the Melbourne Impact777 conference, she presents her interest in the 

visualisation and capturing of movement and mobility ‘specifically related to travel, 

mapping and place’ (Castleden 2011: 3). It follows that for Castleden, printmaking and 

mapping historical interactions exemplifies how 

…process, imagery and material sensibility come together to allude to 
issues of mobility, time and space movement, travel and of knowing 
place [that allows the artist] to locate and position ourselves in the 
world (Castleden 2011: 1). 

 

Castleden’s drawing, I Must Learn More About the World 2011 (Plate 7.3) and 

lino cut, Perpetual Cruise 2010 (Plate 7.4) are two examples of her interest in 

                                                 
77 Impact 7 Conference on printmaking (which I attended) was held at Monash University, Melbourne in 
September 2011.  
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visualising movement, presenting a graphic tracking of human journeys linearly mapped 

out between points. The works appear to represent a reconstruction of a technically 

ordered world map transformed into one that outwardly represents an abstraction of 

moving through time, space and shifting place yet records no one personal unique spot. 

Nonetheless, the images may possibly present as a constant movement of a journey that 

conceivably seeks this location and thus encompasses Castleden’s intention to ‘reveal 

some contemporary understandings of being-in-the-world’ (Castleden n.d.). However, 

an uncertainty exists for the onlooker within these works. For any map, Cartwright 

(2009) writes the viewer can ‘only interpret what is depicted by lines, points and 

polygons and is unable to “read between the lines” to comfortably interpret what may 

lie in the zones between discrete classes of depicted data’ (Cartwright 2009: 10). 

Surmising the unknown has been part of chorographing place. Perhaps creating zones of 

the unknown in her mapped and distinctive journeys is Castleden’s intent too. 

Christian Nold and Emotional Cartography  

Christian Nold is a British artist, designer and educator who, after graduating in 

2004 with a Master of Arts in Interaction Design from the Royal College of Art in 

London, has focussed on research projects into participatory mapping (Nold 2011). 

Nold states that his research involves technology that  

...is not the neutral, rational instrument that it is portrayed as; instead it appears 
to be a heady and unstable mix of authoritarian control and anarchic mischief. 
My approach is to slip into the gap between these two poles and use it as my 
medium by combining the freedom offered by the art world with the agency 
obtainable through design and technology. My aim is to build new tools that 
reek of possibility and also possible misuse (Nold 2011: 1). 
  

As part of an on-going research project from 2004 Nold produced a series of 

works or Emotion maps. These maps are projections of peoples’ emotional responses to 
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their environment and place as they walked through them (Nold 2007). Responses are 

measured and collected by Nold’s portable invention, a biometric sensor and 

transformed into coloured projections through software and then superimposed over 

maps of the relevant cities and towns. Nold gives a brief overview of the biometric 

sensor device: 

The biosensor, which is based on a lie detector, measures changes in 
the sweat level of the wearers’ fingers. The assumption is that these 
changes are an indication of ‘emotional’ intensity. The GPS part of the 
device also allows us to record the geographical location of the 
wearer…At the end of each Bio Mapping workshops projects, all the 
information and data gathered were designed into a printed map (Nold 
2009: 7). 

 

 

 
Plate 7.5  Emotion Map Huddersfield 2008 

Christian Nold  
Digital Bio-mapping  
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Plate 7.6  Emotion map Greenwich 2005 

Christian Nold 
Digital Bio-mapping 

 

From the earlier 2D maps, Nold moved to using Google Earth to bring a three 

dimensional visualisation to his maps. Nold states now by ‘using Google Earth I 

visualise height as indicator of arousal and use different colours for different people’s 

walks. This method of documenting personal, community experience and consideration 

of place is exemplified in Emotion Map Huddersfield 2008 (Plate 7.5) and Emotion map 

Greenwich 2005 (Plate 7.6).  

Are Nold’s Emotional Cartography projects a form of chorographic visual 

literacy? On initial consideration, a traditional chorographic content seems unlikely. 

Nold’s work differs greatly to historical chorographies. In Nold’s maps, historical 

chorographies are not closely appropriated. None of the traditional chorographic 
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elements appears. Instead, Nold’s electronic maps are twenty-first century annotations 

that chorograph diverse individual human perception and experience with appropriate 

technological symbols and digital vignettes. Nold’s Emotion Maps may bear a strong 

affinity to the mapping of medieval thought in the mappaemundi and T-O theological 

maps, though these medieval images were more about dissemination of religious theory 

than they were concerned with individual experience. Nold’s work is about artistic 

interpretation of people’s responses and relationships to place (Nold 2009). 

Nold’s maps present a qualitative language that visualises the human individual 

experience of place that, in turn, combines to map a communal social sense of place. 

Nold writes that through local community bio-mapping, people add to their momentary 

response to place by narrating stories ‘that intermingled their lives with the place, local 

history and politics’ (Nold 2009: 6). 

This electronic deep mapping of place by individual thought leads to a collective 

communication of particular unique place-chôra and effectively transfers an individual 

impression to be a visual signature of each unique place. This technological engagement 

with recording the human intangible experience of place as image perhaps should be 

realised as a complex evolution in chorographic communication that, in itself, offers 

much further discussion for its future role, both in creative arts and in society itself. 

Jeremy Wood and GPS Drawing  

Jeremy Wood is an artist based in England who holds degrees in Fine Arts and 

works across multi-disciplinary areas with an emphasis on a personal cartography 

developed through digital mark-making and drawings. Lauriault (2009) states these 

works are created through Global Positioning Systems satellite technology which Wood 
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uses as a ‘cartographic rendering tool; it’s what points, traces, locates and recounts’ 

(Lauriault 2009: 360). With this rendering tool, Wood works with the concept of many 

journeys over land and air to detail movement through line similarly to Castleden’s 

practice of recording the movement of journeys. However, Wood’s work takes a much 

less dispassionate approach to present a more personal narrative contingent on highly 

proficient technical skills. Wood maps and records his travel and life as a visual journal 

that Lauriault (2009) sees is coded by ‘Time, location and established measurement 

standards [and] the language of culture and place’ (Lauriault 2009: 360). 

Wood considers himself a pioneer in the use of GPS technology that enables him 

to explore through art and science, digital mark making to draw expressively his daily 

movement and journeys. Wood states: 

The qualities of our journeys are as subtle as the strokes of a pencil. 
Our travels are textured by dithering over particular points, squiggling 
along footpaths, speeding along motorways, and flying through air 
corridors… [They] capture idiosyncratic moments with precision and 
pinpoint the geography of time to create a personal cartography…By 
revealing ones tracks the technology can introduce new approaches to 
travel, navigation and local awareness. GPS drawing and mapping 
engages a range of creative applications and challenges perceptions of 
scale by travelling as a geodetic pencil (Wood 2008: 1). 

 
My Ghost, London GPS Map (Plate 7.7) is a compilation of digital traces recorded 

though GPS mapping of Wood’s journeys78 through London between 2000 and 2009. 

Wood (2008) compares these digital traces to pencil marks claiming that they carry 

‘expressive qualities similar to those found in the marks made in a pencil drawing. 

Lauriault (2009: 364) considers these works to be a ‘visual cartographic diary that 

‘includes a time stamp, a location and a particular type of writing style representing a 

phase’. The lines are more than just straight tracing of GPS tracked movements.  

                                                 
78 Wood sees these records as being of his ‘ghost, captured in places of a different time (Wood cited in 
Lauriualt (2009: 365).   
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Plate 7.7  My Ghost. London GPS Map 2009  

Jeremy Wood 
Giclée Print  
Edition of 5 
330 x 310 cm  
 

They indicate journeys taken by recording the holding patterns of planes, driving and 

walking configurations. Light lines record less well-travelled areas while heavier and 

wider lines document repeated journeys (Lauriault 2009; Wood 2008). Although quite 

different in rendition and technique, My Ghost correlates to Walter’s The Island in the 

recording of personal experience and perceptions of journeys through London. As 

Lauriault writes of Wood’s maps, both artists present ‘visual cartographic stories 

written on the land’ (Lauriault 2009: 360). However, Walter’s stories are hand drawn 

while Wood uses a GPS as his drawing instrument. 
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Plate 7.8  White Horse Hill 2002 

Jeremy Wood and Hugh Pryor 
Cardboard Model 
120 x120 x 30 cm  
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Plate 7.9  White Horse Hill 2002  
Jeremy Wood  
GPS tracking of Walk  
 

Since 2000, Wood has taken these records of his travels into different phases 

and modes of representation. For example and in collaboration with Hugh Pryor, 

Wood’s White Horse Hill 2002 (Plate 7.8) is a model of the lines (Plate 7.9) traced by 

GPS of Wood’s forty three kilometres of structured walks over and around the 

prehistoric Uffington White Horse in Oxfordshire, England. Wood states that this 

model79 represents: 

…a physical reference to a history of geograms that can be traced back 
to the Nasca Lines made in Ancient Peru and the chalk figures carved 
into the English landscape. In both cases they were made by either 

                                                 
79  For a video of this construction from the GPS tracings see http://www.jeremywood.net/whh.html 
 

http://www.jeremywood.net/whh.html
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clearing a path by the removal of stones or of topsoil over large areas. 
They revealed signs, not entirely visible from the ground, projected 
towards the skies like symbols on a map to be seen by the gods (Wood 
2008: 1). 

 
Wood’s symbolic transcription of the physical experience of walking or journeying over 

the earth presents a similar and privileged viewpoint to the viewer of his personal map 

making. 

Although mapped by technology, Wood’s documentation and concepts of his 

journeys resemble Richard Long’s Walks that began with his A Line Made by Walking 

in 1967. Both artists sought to create a new form of art that relates to and records a 

physical connection to the experience of walking and of place. Long states ‘the idea of 

originality is important to me; the sense that, despite the many traditions of walking - 

the landscape walker, the walking poet, the pilgrim—it is always possible to walk in 

new ways’ (Long cited in O’Hagan 2009: 1). Wood is following Long in that both 

artists are ‘using the body as mapping machine and simple abstract instructions as maps, 

[to] experiment with new ways of imaging in the time and space of mapping practices’ 

(Kanarinka 2006: 31).  

This act of walking transcribed into an art form relates to Guy Debord’s theories 

of psychogeographic investigations. Ford (2005) states that psychogeography 

‘manifests the geographical environments direct emotional effects [and] a 

psychogeographer was simply one who explores and reports on psychogeographic 

phenomena’ (Ford 2005: 34). In addition, Ford notes Debord’s 1950s definition of 

walking as an art form to be a derive that ‘could last from anything from an hour to 

three or four months’ (Ford 2005, 34). 
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Kanarinka writes ‘Artists have always borrowed from other fields of study and 

activity. Perhaps it is only the pace that has accelerated—new and strange disciplinary 

combinations seem to arise every day’ (Kanarinka 2006: 38). In this way, Wood has 

taken what a technological and scientific world has to offer in the way of tools and 

software, combined these with geographical information, passion and the art to create 

his sense of his position and its journey within and across place. Christian Nold’s 

Emotional Cartography is a presentation of comparable theories to those of Debord, 

renamed and expanded through a twenty-first century digital world to cover much 

broader territories of emotional responses to place. Other journeys and response to place 

in an Australian indigenous context are discussed in the following section. 

Indigenous Contemporary Mapping of Place: Margaret Baragurra, Donald 

Moko, Anna Price Petyarre 

Though quite different from the works of Wood and Castleden in technique and 

production Australian indigenous artists over many centuries have been creating similar 

map like coded designs of movement and journeys from a bird’s eye perspective. In 

these works, journey lines represent ‘the tracing of paths walked on foot from one place 

to another’ (Allen 2011: 1) or the tracks left by totemic, spiritual or ancestral figures 

(Allen 2011). However, the indigenous works differ greatly to their western 

counterparts in that these images are ‘redolent with the beliefs of an inconceivably 

ancient culture’ (Allen 2011: 1) for, as Harmon (2009: 75) points out, these people have 

created ‘maps encoded with sacred designs for forty thousand years’. 

Over the last fifty years with the use of modern painting materials, Australian 

indigenous artists have produced a profusion of, in western parlance, abstracted and 
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symbolic topographic maps of their particular places. Today, many of these works 

follow long held traditions to present contemporary versions in sophisticated and 

complex patterns that still symbolise and narrate the stories of creation and relationships 

to land and belonging to place. Allen (2011) points out that 

…the quality of these paintings, as with any work of religious or 
spiritual inspiration, is indissociable from the belief of the artist in the 
reality of the world that he is depicting. As in any comparable case, it is 
spiritual belief 80  that gives the work its focus and intensity (Allen 
2011: 1). 
 

Plunket (2011) finds new works that refer to earlier desert traditions now incorporate 

‘abstracted design qualities of these artists’ works [to find] strong resonance with 

contemporary non-indigenous art’ (Plunket 2011: 1). This statement equally applies to 

many Aboriginal contemporary artists whose works about their place and its symbolic 

manifestations are now considered highly significant by art critics and collectors for 

those reasons (Allen 2011). 

For example these ‘abstracted design qualities’ that give the work a ‘beguiling 

decorative form’ (Allen 2011: 1) are typified in works by Margaret Baragurra, Kalpirti 

2004 (Plate 7.10) Donald Moko, Nyilangkurr 2007 (Plate 7.11) and Anna Price Petyarre 

My Country 2011 (Plate 7.12). Margaret Baragurra, originally from Kalpirti in Western 

Australia now works at Bidyadanga in Western Australia. Baragurra’s works interpret 

the traditional cultures of her original lands in the Great Sandy Desert in conjunction 

with the colours of the coastal areas of Bidyadanga (Short Street Gallery 2011). Donald 

Moko is originally from the Yulparija people whose lands ranged from Telfer to Fitzroy 

Crossing in Western Australia (Crawford 2004). Moko’s work focusses on early times 

and culture before European settlement. Anna Price Petyarre lives and works between 
                                                 

80 This statement similarly applies to the medieval chorographers and the creation of T-O maps and 
mappaemundi  
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Utopia and Alice Springs. Petyarre’s colourful early work was concerned with Bush 

Yam Dreaming narrations and now focuses more on minimalistic patterns and designs 

that feature her forebears Dreamings of the country in which she lives (Aboriginal Art 

World 2012). The topographic contours of this region seem to link to the formal designs 

in Petyarre’s work. 

 

 
 
Plate 7.10 Kalpirti 2004 

Margaret Baragurra 
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas 
166 x 110 cm 
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Plate 7.11 Nyilangkurr 2007 

Donald Moko  
Acrylic on canvas  
119 x 107 cm  
 
 

 
Plate 7.12 My Country 2011 

Anna Price Petyarre 
Acrylic on canvas  
148 x 98cm 
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These artists are quite representative of the greater group of Australian 

indigenous artists whose interpretative and allegorical designs extends on their age old 

topographical motifs and their cultural81 beliefs. These artists thus present new 

interpretations of traditional mores that continue the age old stories and connection to 

land. Contemporary indigenous artists are discussed in another context in 7.2 and 7.4. 

Further Contemporary Approaches in Private Maps and Personal 

Territories: Grayson Perry and Stephen Walter  

In addition to the artists reviewed to this point, many other artists and their 

works are notable for their differing concepts and techniques in mirroring their 

particular place in their world as a mapped representation. Publications, such as 

Harmon’s You are Here (2004), points to the ever increasing amount of artists making 

personal geographies that may relate to imaginary place or mapped internal projections 

of self. These are presentations in a cartographic or chorographic visual language of 

place and location that enjoin the viewer to participate in their vision, whether 

metaphorical or real. 

Grayson Perry 

For instance, Grayson Perry’s Map of Nowhere 2008 (Plate 7.13) is a satirical 

and metaphorical mappa mundi that is based on the layout and chorographic elements of 

The Ebstorf World Map c. 1300 (Plate 5.8). Rather than the spiritual messages 

contained in the original, Perry’s version is a personal map of the ‘beliefs, headlines, 

clichés and monsters that populate my social world…perhaps this map is an attempt to 

                                                 
81 Further discussion on these cultural geographies is to found in the section of indigenous collective 
counter-mapping. 
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chart a meandering journey through my own psyche and contemporary life’ (Perry cited 

in Barber and Harper 2010: 81). 

 
Plate 7.13 Map of Nowhere 2008 

Grayson Perry  
Etching  
153 x113 cm 
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Allegorical vignettes of contemporary life are ironic comments on Perry’s 

sphere of life. Perry’s alto ego, Claire replaces the Christ figure or body of the world of 

the Ebstorf Map, a female demon replaces a cherub, hunting lodges are labelled with 

tags such as Middle class guilt. ‘Above the Island of Doubt in the Sea of Despair is a 

ship labelled The Sadness of the Excessively Logical’ (Perry cited in Barber and Harper 

2010: 81). Perry’s Map of Nowhere (Plate 7.13) is seen by the British Council as a 

‘clearly articulated satire, and while Perry adopts a medieval confusion of scale and 

proportion, the diagrammatic style is as adamant as its religious forerunners’ (British 

Council 2012: 1). This work perhaps could be seen as a humorous and satirical step 

between its religious forerunners and Stephen Walter’s The Island 2008. 

Stephen Walter  

British artist, Stephen Walter graduated in 2001 with a Masters of Fine Art in 

printmaking and drawing from the Royal College of Art, London and works across 

many mediums that include printmaking, drawing, photography, digital media and 

painting. Much of Walter’s practice maps his personal exploration of the minutiae of 

place. One such work is The Island 2008, (Plates 7.14 and 7.15) which takes a different 

conceptual and very personal approach in comparison to the works of Kozloff, Guan 

Wei and Nold. Walter’s work is closely related to a chorographic visual literacy in 

content with a mapping of place by emblematic and quirky representations of the things 

that make up its existence. Walter (2011) writes that his early drawings evolved into 

maps by way of his ‘growing lexicon of public and sub-cultural signs’ (Walter 2011: 1) 

and continues: 

I think of my maps as palimpsests—documents that have been written 
and erased and rewritten, with traces of previous versions blending in 
with newer versions. I'm interested in these different layers of meaning. 
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From a distance my works can look like medieval manuscripts, but 
looking closer at them reveals words, symbols, marks and other 
elements that are very contemporary (Walter 2011: 1) 

 

 

Plate 7.14 The Island 2008 
Stephen Walter  
Inkjet print from drawing 
140 x 200 cm 

This evolvement with signs and symbols and mapping led to the creation of The 

Island 2008, a bird’s eye view map of the city of London. Walter envisages the city of 

London to be a separate and independent island, an icon in itself and quite set apart 

from the rest of the country. He also refers to the fact that Great Britain is made up of 

islands82 (Walter 2010; Barber and Harper 2010). A large drawing,83 the work visually 

and textually presents historical and contemporary facets of information in minute 

                                                 
82 For further insight into Walter’s maps see British Library Curator’s video  
   http://www.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/map4.html  
83 The finalised and compiled drawing printed as an inkjet measures 14O x 200 cm (Barber and Harper 
(2010).  

http://www.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/map4.html
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detail84 of each borough that constitutes greater London, often in a whimsical or 

satirical approach. 

For example, the map offers quite unconventional information that includes the 

‘whereabouts of dangerous dogs or the best venues for outdoor copulation are to be 

found’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 134). In addition, Barber and Harper draw attention to 

Walton’s notations of the ‘pubs with good views, the ethnic make-up of areas, notable 

residents, speed limits, ice cream venders and the sites of famous or infamous event’ 

(Barber and Harper 2010: 134). 

 

Beddoes (2008) writes that Walter’s map references anything from the Great 

Fire of London and the Plague to Teddy Boy Central and Soho gangsters, and states:  

Walter introduces us to a London that we recognise but through 
thoughts and intricate knowledge, we are presented with a journey of 
history, humour, politics, socio-economic insights into the city and its 
infrastructure; each drawing can be interpreted as a pilgrimage, an 
active shift from the objective to the subjective (Beddoes 2008: 1). 

A study of the details in Plate 7.14 verifies Beddoes (2008) and Barber and 

Harper’s (2010) comments. The top left hand points to an affluent area (Richmond on 

Thames) with little social problems (though drunken toffs are quite nearby) while left 

centre notes the Black Death, Father Ted, stocks and whipping posts, clean people 

plainly dressed, pubs, and football ground amongst the myriad of detail in just one 

section. 

                                                 
84 ‘It was drawn to the point of illegibility and required a magnifying glass to produce and read (the detail 
was slightly enlarged in the prints’ (Walter cited in Barber and Harper 2010: 136). I also noted this when 
I saw The Island in the exhibition Magnificent Maps at the British Library in 2010. 
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Plate 7.15 The Island (Detail) 2008 
Stephen Walter  

Barber and Harper point out the importance of Walter’s passion for London, and 

as a native Londoner, the compilation of this map is a mirror of this passion and his 

personal local knowledge. In Barber and Harper’s opinion, the viewer of the map also 

needs to have a deal of local knowledge in order to ‘appreciate both the tone and the 

depth of information from which the map was constructed’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 

134). They also point out that as much of the information relates to the London-centric 

culture and dialogue of today a great deal will be ‘virtually incomprehensible’ (Barber 

and Harper 2010: 134) to viewers in the next century.85 This factor is not new. Less 

understood today, messages carried in medieval and Renaissance chorographs pertained 

                                                 
85 See Chapter Five 5.5 ‘Beyond the factual information, the outwardly simple medieval map may have 
conveyed what contemporaries would see as a straight forward message but to us can only be painfully 
worked out as a hidden inner meaning’ (Harvey 1987: 493). 
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directly to the culture of the day and perhaps carried satirical messages86 that were 

understood and appreciated by their contemporary audience. 

Walter’s work is very indicative of the chorographic approach and while Walter 

and curators refer to a loose connection to medieval mappaemundi, The Island too may 

be observed to follow the English tradition of early and, in particular, sixteenth and 

seventeenth century chorographies such as those by William Camden and Christopher 

Saxton.87 Similarities exist where text and image played equal roles and were reflective 

of the everyday culture and in the passion of describing their contemporary world. 

Mendyk (1986) states these chorographers  

…explored the country, observing and recording, delighting to produce so 
much a history as a “Speculum Britanniae” a looking glass of Britain in 
which every aspect of the nation of their day should be faithfully reflected 
(Mendyk 1986: 464). 

Walter, in his maps, continues the work by John Leyland, William Camden, and 

William Lambarde, all of whom held a passion for Tudor England (Mendyk 1986), akin 

to that passion Walter holds for London. 

The following sections move away from personal engagement of place to 

discuss art maps in the broader context of social comment, counter maps and activism. 

In addition, the discussion includes the rise of parish and indigenous collective 

mappings as art forms to identify with local place and their use as counter maps for 

activism or as legal tools for land claims. 

                                                 
86 For example, in The Doom painting of the Last Judgement (1475) in St. Thomas’s Church in Salisbury, 
United Kingdom, the artist portrayed the clergy as being sent directly to hell (personal observation 2009).  
87 See Chapters One and Five. 
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7.2 Counter Mapping as an Agent for Social Comment: Artists and Intent  

Throughout history, discussed in Chapters Four to Six, artists have commonly 

presented their chorographic maps to be persuasive agents of communication that 

transcribed, imparted, realised and responded to the fundamental mores of their worlds. 

In addition, these early maps have also provided historians some understanding of the 

transformations through the centuries of society’s changing thoughts and culture 

chorographed either through particular details of the everyday place or the political or 

dogmatic authority that pertained to each era. However, most of these early 

chorographers were not all concerned with personal viewpoints on the problems of 

society. An artistic independence of personal thought was considerably less evident in 

medieval and early modern chorographs. As well as artists’ personal engagement with 

place, a personal viewpoint in mapping concerns with humanity marks the twentieth 

century rise of artistic free-thinking in the development of subject matter. 

What is now very apparent in the last fifty years of artistic practice is the 

increasing and extensive dissemination and multifaceted personal engagement with 

mapped themes that address and proselytise on the problems besetting society today 

(Wood 2010). These challenging maps against the status quo of society often work 

outside the conventional cartographic codes of schematic and measured organisation 

(Wood 2010). Their messages are ‘articulated through emphasis (large or small, 

prominent or subdued) and elaboration (the relative complexity of signs, intricacy of 

their meaning’ (Wood 2010: 97). In these ways, dissident themes develop through 

mapping designs as activist protests, subversive comments, critical enquiry (Mogel 

2009 The Atlas Exhibition of Radical Cartography) or even anarchist manifestoes (Bell 

2003 Scientifia E Metaphysical Bell’s Theorem). 
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The 2009 exhibition, An Atlas of Radical Cartography demonstrates 

experimental forms of anarchist map art (Wood 2010). This exhibition of radical maps 

and essays focussed on the map as a political tool for the reconstruction of society 

(Casco Projects 2009). Wood (2010: 7) sees these maps as tools to resist ‘the power of 

the state’ and uses the terms mash up 88 and counter-mapping 89 to describe such works. 

However, the idea of a map being used as protest is not a new phenomenon. Wood 

(2010) points to the Surrealist 1929 Map of the World, attributed to Paul Éluard (Plate 

7.16). 

 
Plate 7.16 Surrealist Map of the World 1929 

Attributed to Paul Éluard 
 

This image, in Wood’s opinion, marks the first counter-map against the 

authority of orthodox maps and the power of the state. The map, in its re-

                                                 
88This term seems to very similar to collage. According to Porter (2012) ‘Mash-up basically means 
creating a new art form from fusing existing works such as photos, video clips, graphics, text or 
animation. Computer manipulation technology makes it relatively easy, but there are some inventive, 
innovative and unusual new art works being born’ (Porter 2012). 
89 Counter mapping was a term used by Nancy Peluso in 1995when describing resource maps made by 
indigenous tribes of Borneo to fight Indonesian state maps and promote their rights to their territories 
(Peluso 1995). Since then the term now includes critical/activist mapping against dominant power 
structures amongst other uses. This is the way Wood (2010) uses the term in relation to visual art practice.  
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contextualisation of the world as protest against the horrors of European Colonialism, 

‘presented a vibrantly anti-colonial map’ (Wood 2010: 199). 

Resisting the Power of the State: Lise Mogel and Richard Bell  

In the twenty-first century, political motivation and resistance against the power 

of the state drives works by great numbers of artists globally in the twenty-first century. 

However, to discuss a large number of these artists and their maps is well beyond the 

scope and premise of this thesis. For this reason, the following discussion briefly 

reviews a number works by two artists that present their versions of the map’s 

traditional authority to create dialogues of critical political comment, agitation or 

anarchy. These artists are Lize Mogel, ‘a counter mapper who is an artist’ (Wood 2010: 

218) and Richard Bell, whose work is driven by his concerns for Aboriginal rights and 

injustices caused by colonisation, and racism in Australia. 

Lize Mogel is an interdisciplinary artist who works across cultural and 

experimental geography90 in issues of social politics and public action. Mogel is co-

curator of the Atlas of Radical Cartography international exhibition and co-editor of an 

associated book (Wood 2010). Wood (2010) states that with this combination of 

editorial, curatorship and counter mapping ‘Mogel’s practice is one paradigm for an 

exciting future’ (Wood 2010: 220). 

Mogel’s works demonstrate her different approaches and intent for 

communicating her concerns with the social and political through counter maps. 

                                                 
90 A term coined by Trevor Paglen in 2002 to describe ‘a hybridized discipline exploring humanity’s 
engagement with the Earth’s surface’ (Barton 2009: 43). 
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Although both maps are designed around a mappa mundi concept, these examples are 

quite different to each other in graphic representation. 

 
Plate 7.17 Mappa Mundi 2006 

Lize Mogel  
Digital Print  
132 x 122 cm 
 

Mogel’s Mappa Mundi 2006 (Plate 7.17) is featured in The Atlas Exhibition of 

Radical Cartography and is part of Mogel’s continuing Mappa Mundi series of 

economic relationships between the world map and World Fairs (Wood 2010). Mogel 

uses as a starting point the concept of medieval mappaemundi in the redesigning of the 

world map as commentary on global economies and the complexities of a global world 

(Public Green 2010). Mogel’s Mappa Mundi is outside today’s orthodox cartographic 

codes with its repositioning and reshaping of Mercator’s form of the world map. 
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However, in its concept, this map may be recognised to reflect something of both the 

medieval worldview and the surrealist 1929 Map of the World with its arbitrary 

geographical placement and distorted land-masses to carry its message. Mogel’s work, 

titled Mappa Mundi, is an attempt to remake the world map through associative 

geographies of place rather than physical ones. According to Mogel (2009),  

…the confines of the specific form of the world map reconfigure it to 
create new geographies which represent contemporary global 
situations. Familiar borders are denied, and new connections between 
places are brought to the surface. These map mash-up are more 
conducive to narratives of globalization, but more difficult, disorienting 
(Mogel 2009: 1). 
 

Wood (2010: 219) describes this work as a counter map and a mash up that ‘plays with 

location, scale’ figure-ground relationships and colour’. However, Mogel’s 

Privatization of War (Plate 7.17) Colombia as Laboratory and Iraq as Large-Scale 

Application 2006 (Plate 7.18) though still concerned with contemporary global 

situations presents a more apparently orthodox view of the world as part of its strategy 

in mapping a complex and disturbing theme. 

In collaboration with Dario Azzellini,91 Mogel’s Privatization of War: Colombia 

as Laboratory and Iraq as Large-Scale Application 200692 is presented as a much more 

diagrammatic chart than Mogel’s Mappa Mundi. The work is part of a project series that 

brings attention to the global economic use of private contractors in the running of wars. 

This particular map details the business partnerships between the United States and 

private military contractors with a focus on and ramifications93 of their actions in Iraq 

and Colombia (Azzellini and Mogel 2007). 

                                                 
91 A writer and researcher (Public Green 2010).  
92 This work was commissioned by the 2006 Kwangui Biennial, South Korea (Azzellini and Mogel 2007). 
93 For full details of these operations see http://brooklynrail.org/2007/02/express/pirvatization 

http://brooklynrail.org/2007/02/express/pirvatization
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Plate 7.18 Privatization of War Colombia as Laboratory and Iraq as Large-Scale 

Application 2006 
Lize Mogel and Dario Azzellini 
Digital print 
128 x 22.9 cm 

 
The design of bombs creating continental shapes is based on a geographical 

standard world map with explanatory symbols and codes. The creative design of this 

particular presentation assigns a very formal authority and a certainty to the significant 

message it carries, undoubtedly conceptually intended. Thus, this map obtains the status 

of an authentic communication in a counter-map that effectively conveys its disturbing 

message. 

Subversive messages of a different agenda to those in Mogel’s universal maps 

are carried within Richard Bell’s maps. Richard Bell, an Australian indigenous activist 

and artist, takes a political and personal position in his map-like commentary on 

Australian indigenous concerns with colonial history and white supremacy. Bell’s 
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activist stance in these works embraces his outrage at issues of dispossession and racism 

in Australia, a theme carried through most of his works, whether as maps or other types 

of graphic imagery. Contra 2008 (Plate 7.19) and We Were Here First 2007 (Plate 7.20) 

are examples of Bell’s views on the perpetration of colonial and social injustices against 

his people (Bell 2011). 

 
Plate 7.19 Contra 2008 

Richard Bell  
Acrylic on Canvas 
180.34 x 238.76 cm 

 

In the painting Contra, Bell uses black and white imagery overlaid with red 

squares though the target remains, as does the graphic topographical reference and 

traditional motifs of dots and circles. In Contra, Bell’s message argues that Aboriginal 
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culture is the world’s oldest continuing culture, refutes the notion of white Australians 

having their own culture and demands the return of stolen lands94 and possessions.  

As in Mogel’s maps, these particular works relate easily to the new art terms of 

being both counter maps and mash-ups. Bell counters the idea of terra nullius in We 

Were Here First. He uses the work as a tool to criticise white Australian treatment of  

 
Plate 7.20 We Were Here First 2007 

Richard Bell  
Acrylic on Canvas 
243.84 x 365.76 cm  
 

 
Aboriginal people claim these racist actions defy United Nations policies and the ‘laws 

of humanity’ (Bell 2011: 17). As a mash up, Bell combines his design format of a 

central target95 with reference to traditional Aboriginal motifs. Added to the design is a 

black and white schematic tracing of tracks that relate more to European mapping 
                                                 

94 Although Bell (2011) wants to change western racist thinking,  it may be questioned whether Bell’s 
works have the same far reaching and practical effects that the Ngurrara II 1997 map presented as 
evidence to support the Ngurrara native title claim in 1997. This particular work is discussed in section 
7.4.  
95 The target symbolises what Bell perceived to be a ‘targeted racist campaign against Aboriginal men 
2006-7 in Australia’ (Bell 2011: 15).  
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cartography. 96 The map is then overlaid with text to emphasise Bell’s message. Bell has 

used a very similar format for a number of his works that include Scientifia E 

Metaphysical (Bell’s Theorem) (2003), Pay the Rent (2009) and Life on a Mission 

(2009). 

Hall (2004: 16) writes of the ‘goad [and the] silent earthquake’ in making 

transforming maps. Bell’s intentions in his maps may certainly be seen as goading 

public and political thinking in Australia and as earthquakes to shake up injustices. 

However, Bell’s earthquakes are not intended to be silent. Instead, they are staged as 

very clamorous and vocal activisms for Aboriginal rights. 

Globalisation, National Identity and Dislocation: Nipan Oranniwesna  

Nipan Oranniwesna takes a much quieter and subtler approach than Bell in his 

mappings of cultural dislocation, loss of national identity in Asian society and the 

manipulative effects of rapid globalisation on the precarious expansion of cities (Frazier 

2008; Art Radar 2009). Oranniwesna is a Thai artist of Chinese ethnicity whose on-

going large-scale and complex City of Ghost map installations are presented as 

thoughtful elucidations of the above concerns. One such installation is the City of Ghost 

2006 (Plate 7.21) that was exhibited in the Thai Pavilion at the 2007 Venice Biennale. 

This City of Ghost (2006) was of an anonymous city created solely of talcum powder. 

The intent of this work was to point out the threat to national identity by globalisation 

and new communication technologies (La Biennale di Venezia catalogue 2007). 

                                                 
96 Bell uses the appropriation of traditional Aboriginal motifs as well that of international artists as a tool. 
Bell claims that ‘it is a deliberate tactic to use familiar imagery to carry particular messages. 
Consequently, I’ve chosen to quote, cite and sample the works of many artists around the world’ (Bell 
2011: 14).  
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Oranniwesna has continued variations of the City of Ghost for installations, each 

designed for particular sites, at exhibitions held in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and 

Singapore and now for the Sydney Biennale 201297 (Arts Hub 2012). 

These mapping installations, usually over four metres in length, are aerial 

perspectives of cities constructed by talcum powder (Johnson and Johnson baby 

powder)98 poured through stencils cut from maps of city streets to provide delicate 

reliefs of the city or cities onto raised platforms (Frazier 2008; Oranniwesna 2009). 

 
Plate 7.21 City of Ghost 2006 

Nipan Oranniwesna  
Talcum, sheet, wood construction 
Dimensions variable 
 

Oranniwesna sees the combination of these influences have created a global 

society with shared or no borders and influenced by a prevailing western culture. For 

Oranniwesna, these shared cultural borders allow, for the East, the impelling forces of 

                                                 
97 For the 18th Biennale of Sydney, Oranniwesna continues his work with a new installation of City of 
Ghost that incorporates a map of Sydney into his composition (Arts Hub 2012). 
98 This particular baby powder is manufactured in Thailand and has a unique scent, important to 
Oranniwesna as a signature Thai scent and to create a sensory experience (Art Radar 2009).  
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other cultures to ‘swoop down and attack our distinctive method, essence and identity’ 

(La Biennale di Venezia Catalogue 2007: 150). Though the West is now becoming 

interested in Eastern philosophies to solve some of its social problems, the East ‘still has 

a lasting desire and chases after the West’ (La Biennale di Venezia Catalogue 2007: 

150). Oranniwesna wanted:  

…viewers to see and understand about adopting an alien culture, 
concept or philosophy of life whether or not its flow is East-West. 
Without careful consideration, we may end up losing, or worse still feel 
like we are losing our own nationality (La Biennale di Venezia 
Catalogue 2007: 150). 

 

To create the 2008 City of Ghost talc installation in Singapore, Oranniwesna 

combined street maps from thirteen international cities, Bangkok, Taiwan, Tokyo, 

Beijing, Rome, Venice, London, Paris, New York, Manila, Busan, San Francisco and 

Singapore (Oranniwesna 2009). This combining of city street maps seemingly refers to 

each city’s global connections and integrations with each other as a part of an East-West 

global web.  

Oranniwesna uses a fragile construction of talcum powder to point to the issue 

of living in ever-expanding and fragile cities. ‘City of Ghost is an intentional mess of 

streets, overlapping and raised above one another in the excessive and chaotic frenzy of 

a city on the brink of breakdown’ (Arts Hub 2012). Frazier (2008) writes that:  

Nipan’s portrayal of a modern megalopolis as a fragile castle in the sand is 
more than just a stab at big corporations or western cultural imperialism, but 
rather a larger view of history and ecology, and especially our impermanence in 
the greater scheme. A swipe of the hand could literally erase this city (Frazier 
2008).  
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Oranniwesna’s exhibition Being…at homE99 held in Hong Kong in 2009 again 

returned to the City of Ghost as one of three installations that questioned ‘the validity of 

nation based identity within modern society’ (Art Radar Journal 2009). Oranniwesna 

stated: 

Every country is nationalistic, but is it real, or does it just manipulate 
our thinking? This piece challenges personal and national identity. We 
think we are Thai, but the interconnectedness of this work demonstrates 
a question. I used baby powder because global society is both beautiful 
and fragile. The smell of the specific brand was important, as I wanted 
this to be a full sensory experience, with a stronger, more serious scent 
(Oranniwesna cited in Art Radar 2009).  

 
Oranniwesna’s use of a Thai produced baby powder, albeit by a multi-national 

manufacturer could also be a subtle assertion of Thai nationhood rising above western 

commodification. 

While pointing to the insubstantiality of the globally precipitous urban sprawl, 

Oranniwesna’s City of Ghost map offers no answers to the problems arising from this or 

for the survival of Eastern national identity threatened by escalation of western cultural 

norms globally. Oranniwesna writes: 

I wanted to create the fragile monumental installation to remind and 
question people in the social political situation, confusion of the aim of 
life and the idea of nationalism under the umbrella of post colonialism 
and globalization era (Oranniwesna cited in Art Radar 2009).  

 
Rather than authoritarian, Oranniwesna intends these works to cause debate and 

realisation of what is happening now in an expanding universal world. Perhaps 

Oranniwesna is answering in part, Watson’s (2009) call for a new map of the world. 

Although Oranniwesna explores and questions the perilous position of national 

identity in his works, the recent rise and creation of parish or community mappings  

                                                 
99 sic 
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contain, maintain and proclaim concepts of cultural and community identity within their 

worlds. This type of mapping place stems from long held chorographic legacies and is 

more likely to withstand outside cultural influences or even defend the community 

against today’s cultural and political aggressions and loss of regional individuality that 

Oranniwesna flags in his works. The Parish Map Project is one such example of 

positive movements to proclaim, acknowledge and defend the cultural and social values 

of community. 

7.3 The Parish Map Project  

The Parish Map Project embraces the creation of parish, community or local 

mapping of a place or small region. This British project, inaugurated by Common 

Ground in the mid-1980s, calls for the recording and communication of each 

community’s individuality and eccentricities, unique to its particular place in society, 

history and culture100 (Clifford n.d.; Wood 2010). The name Parish Map was given to 

this project ‘to convey a sense of the local’ (Wood 2010: 146) rather than a reference to 

ecclesiastical101 maps). Similar projects that map local place and record the fabric of its 

society from a communal perspective have now spread across the world. The process of 

making community maps includes the localities: Australia, Italy, Lithuania, Canada, 

Japan and China with over 2500 parish maps created in Great Britain alone (Wood 

2010; Perkins 2007). 

                                                 
100Founded by Sue Clifford and Angela King in 1982, ‘Common Ground is internationally recognised for 
playing a unique role in the arts and environmental fields, distinguished by the linking of nature with 
culture, focussing upon the positive investment people can make in their own localities, championing 
popular democratic involvement, and by inspiring celebration as a starting point for action to improve the 
quality of our everyday places’ (Common Ground 2012). 
101 Perkins(2007) notes that these maps do usually reference as boundary points. Most projects have 
involved parish surveys, many based on old Ordnance Survey mapping, supplemented by historical 
research. Common Ground encourages participants to map the parish boundary (Perkins 2007: 130).  
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Crouch and Matless (1996) note that these maps veer ‘between historically and 

dialectical versions of the local’ (Crouch and Matless 1996: 238). Each community self-

initiates their Parish Maps and produces them across a wide variety of art forms that 

include paint, murals, sculpture, film, performance, relief panels, photography, 

multimedia and textiles (Perkins 2007; Wood 2010). 

Creators of the maps range from commissioned artists who consult with local 

people and organisations to local artists and local people (Crouch and Matless 1996; 

Perkins 2007; Wood 2010). Perkins states that it is ‘local people who decide what is 

mapped, who is involved, how mapping should be carried out, the form of the map and 

its medium’ (Perkins 2007: 128). For example, a parish map of the village of Copthorne 

in West Sussex, was comprised of some 150 paintings created by ‘people as young as 3 

and as old as 80’ Wood (2010: 143). Crouch and Matless (1996) state: 

Parish Mapping offers a study in the social negotiation and contestation 
of what matters; each map sought to realize a form of identity through 
local knowledge deploying diverse strategies of production and 
representation, drawing on wider metaphors of heritage and styles of art 
and craft (Crouch and Matless 1996: 244). 

 

According to Wood, these maps are ‘immersed in a 500 years old tradition of 

map making [and their makers] can draw from its entire span. And they do’ (Wood 

2010: 143). Crouch and Matless (1996) mention their connections to the time-honoured 

English cultural representation of place, particularly in ‘reverential, ritual and sacred 

terms’ (Crouch and Matless 1996: 238). In their schematic construction, these local 

maps characteristically bear a striking similarity to earlier European chorographs. In 

addition, chorographic nuances are to be noted in their symbolic and textual references 

and vignettes. These iconic representations carry both intangible and tangible messages, 

pertinent to the locality that are not always clear to the outsider, as were the visual 
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references contained in their chorographic predecessors102 such as the Hereford Mappa 

Mundi (Plate 5.10). 

Perkins (2007: 130) refers to these maps as artistic artefacts with a typical design 

that presents a ‘bounded central map, surrounded by imagery relating to the place, 

events, or shared narratives’. Recognisable chorographic connotations are contained 

within a free flowing and non-mathematical approach that considers the aesthetics of 

the design. This chorographic legacy is clearly demonstrated in Millennium Parish Map 

of Burton In Kendal 2000 (Plate 7.22) and The Parish of Aveton Glifford n.d. (Plate 

7.23). The chorographic precursors of the Parish Maps also addressed local concerns 

and politics in their time. 

 
Plate 7.22 Millennium Parish Map of Burton In Kendal 2000 

Unknown Artist 
Published print sizes variable  

 

                                                 
102 Examples of these earlier chorographs may be seen in Chapters Five and Six.  
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Plate 7.23 The Parish of Aveton Glifford n.d. 

Mike Glanville  
80 x 100 cm 
Print 
 

For instance, Barber and Harper (2010) make mention of sixteenth century 

chorographs103 made in support of legal disputes over boundaries and water rights. 

Other maps clarified other civil problems and needs within the community to ask for 

state action. Barber and Harper (2010) also noted the importance attached to the 

aesthetic presentation of these chorographs by their makers, an importance that is 

carried forward in these modern parish maps. For Perkins (2007), the contemporary 

parish maps continue to be very diverse in their purposes. Perkins states: 

The aesthetics of map design themselves exercise a politics: some 
communities celebrate a radical multi-vocal aesthetic, deliberately 
juxtaposing different visual styles and voices, whereas others evoke a 
picturesque and nostalgic style (Perkins 2007: 130). 

 
                                                 

103 Barber and Harper found in a 1552 map of Dover Harbour, proposed plans to the Privy Council for the 
urgent need to improve the harbour and that the map ‘is a textbook example of chorography as described 
by Ptolemy’ (Barber and Harper 2010: 10).  
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Thus, the purpose of these present day parish maps is not always about 

recording and promoting local history, culture and a sense and pride of place. In 

Clifford’s (n.d.) view, the Parish Mapping Project mapping also allows for an 

empowerment of individual responsibilities within the community, and in turn, enables 

activism against unwanted outside changes and threats to a particular area. Perkins 

(2007) believes that this project is a democratised form of mapping that ‘offers new 

possibilities for articulating social, economic, political or aesthetic claims. Formerly 

marginalised groups can gain a voice’ (Perkins 2007: 127) 

For Clifford (n.d), the creation of ‘a Parish Map is about creating a community 

expression of values, and about beginning to assert ideas for involment, it is about 

taking the place in your hands.’ Clifford states:  

This is the local, the actual place, where the reference is reality, 
indifference is unusual, detachment is difficult. Here we are somehow 
entangled, although we may behave thoughtlessly, responsibility tries 
to surface. It is here that values and facts act upon each other and are 
passed on by us to create wisdom about nature, about living, dying and 
remembering. And more prosaically, it is where 'strategy' and 'policy' 
are tested to breaking point (Clifford n.d.). 
 

Crouch and Matless (1996) comment that the aims of this project include the alerting of 

communities to unwanted changes, thus ‘producing an active sense of community’ 

(Crouch and Matless 1996: 236). Perkins (2007: 128) notes that the Parish Map Project 

‘was seen as being at once aesthetic and political’ in order to encourage the 

communities to ‘hold their own ground’ (King and Clifford 1985 cited in Perkins 2007: 

128). 

Wood (2010) agrees that these maps are ‘all about self-initiated local action’ and 

cites the village of Copthorne in Sussex struggles in preserving its local culture and 

community against issues brought about by outside corporate invasions and developers. 
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These invasions include plans for waste dumps, housing estates and road by passes on 

their Common land. The village parish map was used as a tool to exhibit and determine 

the village’s existence and community rights. Wood comments:  

If title is not an issue in parish mapping, place is…the commitment to 
place that is submerged in Indigenous mapping’s concern for territory 
can swarm to the fore in Parish Maps (Wood 2010: 145).  
 

Perkins (2007) and Wood (2010) point out that not only the Parish Mappings 

Project plays an important role in the defence and inherited rights of individual 

community places. Since the 1970s, a number of traditionally indigenous groups around 

the world have been creating local maps to identify and justify their claims to each of 

their traditional places (Cooke 2003; Wood 2010). In corresponding approaches to the 

Parish Map Projects, counter-maps drawn by indigenous groups create and use ‘maps 

that utilise memory (oral history) and markers (fruit trees, sites of old settlements) as 

tools for claiming territory and customary rights’ (Cooke 2003: 266). In addition, their 

collective maps often pinpoint concerns over environmental issues within their 

particular territories. 

7.4 Chorographing Territory: The Contemporary Collective Voice as an Action 

Tool  

According to Wood (2010), the Inuit Land Use and Occupancy Project 1976 

was the first major work and publication in consultation with traditional landowners to 

map indigenous land use and occupancy. This publication included a rigorous 

presentation of maps that included stories, hunting grounds and related fauna, food 

gathering sites and traditional camping areas. The compilation of these maps supported 

the Inuit’s successful mediations for settlement of their land title over two million 
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square kilometres of Canada, thus becoming the first ‘Indigenous peoples in the 

Americas to achieve self-government in recent times (Wood 2010: 131). Wood claims 

that the ‘roles of Indigenous mapping was lost on no one’ (Wood 2010: 131). 

By the 1990s, indigenous mapping projects as territorial claims and recognition 

had spread across the world. Wood (2010) identifies China, Vietnam, Thailand, Nepal, 

India, Australia, Indonesia, Kenya, the Congo, Philippines, Honduras, New Guinea, 

South Africa and Latin America as areas where these mapping projects have or are 

taking place. These projects were largely funded by philanthropic foundations and 

granting bodies such as the World Bank and Rockefeller Foundations (Wood 2010). 

The full scope and significance of this movement, its ramifications and counter 

mapping strategies against the earlier European colonial mapping that supported 

territorial claims to the exclusion of indigenous people is another thesis in itself and 

well outside the scope of this research. However, a brief overview of the creation and 

use of the map, The Ngurrara Canvas 1997 (Plate 7.24) for Australian Aboriginal land 

claims is noteworthy as an excellent example of these types of ‘map biographies’ 

(Wood 2010: 130) that had successful outcomes for the claimants. 

The Ngurrara Canvas, a project co-ordinated by the Mangkaja Arts Resource 

Agency, is a collaborative map painted in separate panels by some sixty senior 

traditional artists from the Walmajarri, Wangkajunga, Mangala and Juwaliny  people of 

the South Kimberly region in Western Australia, (Anker 2005; Behrendt 2008; National 

Museum of Australia n.d.). The title, Ngurrara, has the meaning of home or the place 

that people are attached to (Behrendt 2008). The work was specifically made as 
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statement of traditional ownership to be used as evidence of native title before the 

National Native Title Tribunal (Anker 2005; Behrendt 2008). 

 

Plate 7.24 The Ngurrara Canvas 1997 
Ngurrara artists and claimants 
Acrylic 
10 metres x 8 metres 
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This work incorporated knowledge of the country, law, ancestral, spiritual and 

personal connections their lands. Behrendt (2008) describes the map as being presented 

from a bird’s eye view and features,  

…waterholes, trees, salt lakes, and people… It shows the path of serpents and 
ancestors. It tells a panoramic story of ceremonies being performed, creation 
stories, of spirits, of snoring fathers (Behrendt 2008: 1). 

 
Anker (2005) describes the map as containing designs that identify with traditional 

ceremonies, body and ground paintings, albeit in a western format with acrylic paints 

that allowed a broader palette. These designs are abstract elements of ‘concentric 

circles, dots, arcs and lines that the claimants identify with physical locations’ (Anker 

2005: 98). 

Though the work presented a cohesive whole of the claim, each artist, who 

identified particularly with their place in his or her section of the painting, stood on their 

section to explain its meaning to the Tribunal (Wood 2010). Anker (2005) states:  

To stand on a painting that represents part of the country in order to talk 
about those places and its laws embodies the connections in Walmajarri 
and Wangkajunga ontology between land, people, stories and designs 
and so brings home a radically different knowledge about land to that 
of the court (Anker 2005: 177).  

 
The map is a legal document, that ‘articulates a claim in a language alien to the rational 

legal discourse of the court, and yet it can still have rhetorical power’ (Anker 2008: 94). 

The painting relates to traditional designs and stories and association to place that 

provides alternate proofs of entitlement to those of western style title deeds, proofs 

‘read against common law notions of proof, title and the modes of imagination and 

representation, such as cartography, that support them’ (Anker 2005: 116). This reading 

helped to enable the success of the Native title claims. 
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Anker (2005) points out the Ngurrara Canvas was essentially created as a legal 

claim, not as an indigenous artefact solely for tribal use, and thus owed much of its 

power to the high profiles that Aboriginal painting had already obtained in a western 

cultural market. For Anker, the map’s power as a ‘communicative tool relies on this 

history of Aboriginal art and the ability of a non-Indigenous audience to perceive the 

painting as meaningful’ (Anker 2005: 116). 

Importantly, Anker also notes that this map was presented and explained to the 

Tribunal in hearings held in the areas under claim. Local knowledge and interpretation 

of traditional thus combined with the actuality of the country’s presence within these in-

situ hearings certainly would have enhanced the legal outsiders’ understanding of the 

map and its position as an authoritative document. 

The use of ancient and symbolic motifs that retain their traditional meanings as 

action tools in these types of maps continue the significance of long held traditions and 

beliefs to enforce their messages and reclaim territory. The final section of this 

discussion section however is an investigation into the present use and transfiguration of 

historical chorographic emblems by two artists who are motivated by concerns for 

dislocation, imperialism and power games by western society. 

7.5 Re-figuration of Historical Chorographic Semiotics: Joyce Kozloff and 

Guan Wei  

Those artists who map today’s cultural place and socio-concerns often source 

and re-constitute the medieval and early modern chorographic semantics, symbols, and 

iconic descriptors of place. Although usually unnamed as being a chorographic 
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symbolic language, the historical sources are distinctly identifiable and are drawn upon 

to be the carriers of new messages and concerns that comment on today’s society. 

However, the messages these historical chorographic signifiers now convey are, 

by clear intent, quite removed from their original meanings that were pertinent to their 

own times and society. Contemporary works that use these chorographic historical 

sources particularly reference elements such as bird’s eye views, cartouches, symbolic 

notations and other archetypes, such as the quasi-cartography approach. Contemporary 

artists, such as Joyce Kozloff and Guan Wei thus directly appropriate chorographic 

maps and symbolic ideograms as social commentary. However and apart from this re-

emplacement of chorographic iconic symbols, artists are also creating new visual 

semiotic elements of place that pertain to a contemporary culture. For example, Guan 

Wei’s Distant Land No.1 2006 (Plate 7.29) is such a work that employs this multiplicity 

of historical and newly created symbols in order to present a modern allegory. Artists 

thus re-configure historical chorographic referents and inaugurate symbols and 

signifiers to introduce interpretative analogies of twenty-first century place, culture and 

society.  

Joyce Kozloff  

Co-founder of the American Pattern and Decoration movement, Kozloff is a 

North American feminist artist and social activist. Kozloff’s conceptual work, created 

though application of decorative patterns and designs within a wide range of media, 

incorporates diverse cultural attitudes, feminist topics and colonialism104 (Goldberg, 

                                                 
104 The Pattern and Decoration Movement began in the mid-1970s as a reaction against minimalist art. It 
was highly decorative and colourful, often with Celtic and Islamic designs incorporated into paintings, 
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Kozloff and Kozloff 2000; Hess 1990; Princenthal 2004). Much of Kozloff’s work 

involves public art, murals, frescos, ceramics and collages. Works from the 1970s are 

often assembled from appropriated Islamic and other ethnic cultural designs and 

patterns. Kozloff states that her interest in cartography began in 1993 when she noted 

possibilities for her practice offered by Renaissance chorographic frescoes in the 

Vatican Gallery of Maps105 and the exploration charts of the Netherlands (Goldberg et 

al 2000). For Kozloff, the appeal of decorative aspects within many of these charts and 

maps may relate to her earlier appropriations of Islamic decoration and patterns that 

were important to define conceptually her concerns of feminist and social issues. 

Although these earlier influences of design and decorative pattern are still 

dominant in her practice, Kozloff’s more recent works often directly reference or, as she 

states, appropriate old maps to denote and subvert the complexities of cultural attitudes 

in modern society. Very obvious references to the earlier chorographies are to be noted 

in Kozloff’s map like creations. For instance, two series of appropriated ancient and 

sixteenth century cartographic and chorographic maps, Knowledge 1998 (Plate 7.25) 

and Boy’s Art Series 2003 (Plate 7.26) by Joyce Kozloff are notable examples of the 

appropriation and alteration that sources historical chorographic iconography to 

communicate concepts of contemporary issues. These conceptual filters of appropriated 

chorographic iconography are thus transferred to socio-political concerns and concepts 

of gender issues uppermost in Kozloff’s considerations. Kozloff bases her conceptual 

                                                                                                                                               

 

textiles, mosaics and tiles. Regarded as a feminist movement, the movement included Miriam Schapiro, 
Jane Kaufman and Robert Kushner amongst its members.  
105 These forty murals (1580-1586) are chorographic maps created by Egnatio Danti (1536-1586) of 
regions in Italy (Frangenberg 1994).  
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development of these issues from her notions of the arbitrary and incorrect presentation 

contained within early maps, although her early appropriations appear to stem from 

little understanding of their original inherent attributes and intent. 

For example, Kozloff finds the lack of geographical exactitude in Renaissance, 

medieval and even earlier maps quite curious and naive. Kozloff dismisses them as 

inaccurate guides that, for her, unwittingly present a strange knowledge that now 

appears ‘absurd’ and ‘curious’ (Goldberg et al 2000: 101-102).106 Kozloff’s expressed 

perceptions do indicate a rather casual dismissal of the qualitative objectives, thematic 

intent and varied purposes of many of these old maps or chorographies that had little to 

do with being geographically accurate. Nonetheless, Kozloff admits to copying and 

using these, (in her view quite strange inaccuracies), compounding and reconfiguring 

them through enigmatic codes to create a modern socio-political commentary within her 

artwork (Thomas 2006).  

In particular, Kozloff states her Knowledge 1998 series of map-like frescos, 

(Plate 7.24) sourced primarily from early modern maps of exploration107 were ‘based on 

early maps that were all wrong, but represented the information of the time. I called this 

body of work Knowledge to emphasise the arbitrariness of the known’ (Goldberg et al 

2000: 101). From Kozloff’s perspective, these unsystematic ways of presenting 

inaccurate geographic knowledge in the early maps ‘reinforce my sceptical attitude 

towards concrete knowledge’ (Goldberg et al 2000: 101). 

                                                 
106 For instance, Tyacke (2007) points out that the very different viewpoints, subjective intent and 
knowledge that creators of early modern maps sought to communicate to varied audiences. In Tyacke’s  
opinion, geographic exactitude, although a developing science in the early modern period, certainly was 
not always an important factor.  
107 Tyacke (Lecture 2, 2007) notes that national charts may at times been falsified in fine details of 
dangerous waters to deter or confuse other maritime explorers.  
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Plate 7.25 Palestine The Holy Land, from the Knowledge series 1998  

Joyce Kozloff 
Fresco 
20.32x25.4 cm 
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Plate 7.26 Boy’s Art Series #7 British Fleet, Falkland Islands 2003 

Joyce Kozloff   
Mixed media,  
29 x 42.7 cm 
 

Kozloff’s Boys Art Series 2003 (Plate 7.26) presents her socio-political and 

gender reflections on the historical and continued male dominance, involvement and 

fascination with war, colonisation of place and war games. Kozloff reproduces early 

modern strategic maps108 of discovery, trade and colonisation and adds collaged 

imagery of warriors to conceptualize men’s perennial business of war and invasion. 

Princenthal (2004) sees these series of works created through a highly decorative format 

as answer to the question of ‘what do boys want?’ Princenthal (2004: 86) finds 

Kozloff’s answer is that of a ‘willed carnage of war’ designated by these appropriated 

images of soldiers and warriors placed ‘like flower petals’ across the replicated maps. 

                                                 
108 These charts and maps often bear chorographic indicators such as vignettes and other qualitative 
descriptors.  
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However, Kozloff’s later works present a modern commentary on specific issues 

and appear to consider the original purposes of the historical sources. For example, a 

comparison of Plates 7.27 (Bellin’s original map) and 7.28 (Kozloff’s image) 

demonstrates Kozloff’s collaged additions to the copied original. These allegorical 

representations of soldiers and other combatants originate from diverse sources with 

many of the incorporated figures taken from her son’s early childhood drawings of war 

(Princenthal 2004). Other sources include colour photocopies of found drawings of 

soldiers and armies from popular media, such as, War Hammer fantasy games, comics, 

and historical works from artists including Goya and da Vinci (Princenthal 2004; 

Thomas 2006). 

 
Plate 7.27 Plan du port et de ville de Nangasaki 1747 

Jacques Nicolas Bellin 
Engraving  
19.3 x 33.2 cm 
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Plate 7.28 Boy’s Art Series Nangasaki 2003 

Joyce Kozloff  
Mixed media  
29 x 42.7 cm 

 

Kozloff’s Boy’s Art Series reconstitutes early modern maps that, apart from 

being chorographically descriptive of place, originally communicated ‘discourses of 

knowledge and power’ (Tyacke 2007: 3). The Boy’s Art Series does not position and 

describe elements of specific place as in the early maps. Nonetheless, Kozloff may be 

perceived to present an interrelated and intellectual conversation within her Boy’s Art 

Series and her perceptions of implied associations of male power and acquisition within 

the early modern works. 

While differing greatly to the subliminal religious content, messages and 

objectives of the early T-O mappaemundi, Kozloff’s works impart a similar assertive 

authority. Although not at all theological in a dogmatic biblical sense in content, 

Kozloff’s series of Boy’s Art works do demonstrate a pre-occupation of view that 
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presents an equivalent conceptual and forceful thematic message likewise contained in 

an altered and metaphysical place. 

With Kozloff’s reconstruction of these early modern maps and added decorative 

collaged figures, original chorographic and thematic aesthetic intent now become 

settings for allegorical analogies. Kozloff’s reconstructed analogies link to Casey’s call 

for a form of postmodern direction that needs to create re-presented place that allows 

the invisible to become visible. In Kozloff’s work, this invisible meaning becomes a 

tangible social comment on war and acquisition of place. These analogies or parables 

are now more intent on the critical and ironic postmodern manifestation of a gender 

based psychological place than any reference to the chorographed physical attributes of 

the earlier works. 

This reworking or rectifying a meaning of an original work may indeed be quite 

similar in intent to the Chapman Brothers Insult to Injury Series 2003. Jake and Dinos 

Chapman drew and painted over original prints from Goya’s Disasters of War 1810-

1820 that, as Chambers (2008) states forced ‘Goya into the position of unwitting 

collaborator’ (Chambers 2008: 43). Correspondingly, Kozloff takes these maps and 

adds to them to engage with ‘pre-existing imagery’ (Chambers 2008: 43) again causing 

the original chorographers to become unwittingly part of a subtle collaborative process. 

In this way, the original purpose is now altered and given credence in a modern world. 

Kozloff’ s works also are a clear demonstration of Lukermann’s (1961) argument for 

the need for modern works to derive meaning and reference through a classical structure 

and to Curry’s ‘refiguring of the relationships among place, region and space’ (Curry 

2002: 15). 
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Guan Wei  

Now working in Australia, Guan Wei is a Chinese artist who creates invented 

narrative histories, surreal cosmographies and lyrical works. As a result of personal 

displacement and settlement in Australia as a refugee, Guan Wei’s practice is concerned 

with dislocation, transience, coupled with related social and political issues of war on 

terror and climate change (Jose 2006). One particular work that is a commentary on 

issues of European settlement, Terra Nullius and Boat People is Guan Wei’s map-like 

work, Unfamiliar Land 2006 (Plate 7.29). This work carries a semantic visual language 

that may well be recognised as chorographic literacy. Unfamiliar Land is an allegory 

that creates a background map in the way Australia could have been mapped by early 

cartographers and chorographers who knew little of the continent (Jose 2006). In doing 

so, the work clearly relates to the late medieval and early modern allegorical 

chorographies of unknown lands where, as Jose puts it, ‘the mapping of the real has 

gone hand in hand with the unreal (Jose 2006: 3). 

Unfamiliar Land symbolises and combines historical elements of invasion and 

resistance with political issues in Australia related to the plight of modern and 

politically displaced refugees (illegal entrants or Boat People). According to Jose 

(2006), the work 

...takes the form of an anachronistic map—naïve, illustrative indicative, 
fantastical. It tells a tale of technology and empire, curiosity and 
aggression, expansion and encounter. It also suggests a greater 
cosmography where human actions are contained within larger, more 
elemental processes of creation and destruction (Jose 2006: 3).  
 

As a result of his inquiries, Guan Wei creates maps of altered reality that present 

coded and allegorical vignettes and emblems linked to and developed from eastern 
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ancestral signs and western historical symbols. Sea monsters, coupled with 

representations of mountains or topography, have their sources in early chorographies 

of strange lands. 

 
 

Plate 7 29 Unfamiliar Land 2006 
Guan Wei 
Acrylic on Canvas 
267 cm x 677 cm (24 panels)  
 

In addition, Guan Wei created new images of symbolic figures to augment the 

implications of the work. For example, silhouettes in this work represent strange 

animals, European settlers and indigenous resistance figures (Ash 2008). These 

silhouettes stem from the popular French art form of cut out silhouettes developed in the 

seventeenth century. The work itself, takes its structure from traditional Chinese scroll 

painting while the sea pattern’s source is that of ancestral Chinese decorative designs 

(Best 2006). 

As in Kozloff’s work, Guan Wei extends and alters meanings of past 

chorographic languages. Guan Wei adds his own symbolic analogies to create and build 

an astute political and social commentary that interacts between the past and the 
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present. This commentary references continuous dislocation, and offers a sense of 

history re-enacting itself uneasily across boundaries of time and place.  

Kozloff and Guan Wei, in their profound mappings of the problems of modern 

society implemented by connotations of historical chorographic emblems linked to new 

iconic symbolism may well justify the appellation of a twenty-first century 

chorographic visual literacy. As such, Kozloff and Guan Wei and their peers link to a 

strong tradition of engagement with a long established chorographic language that has 

reflected the contemporary affairs, cultures and philosophies of many societies 

throughout history. 

7.6 In Retrospect  

Although only a sampling of the extensive range of artists’ maps in current art 

practice surveyed in this chapter is possible, this overview attests to the wide diversity 

in approaches and intentions in the subjective mapping of place in contemporary art that 

uses the embedded authority of the cartographic image. Themes are directed by personal 

or local experience of place, social and cultural concerns and injustices, political 

comment, action and counter maps, pride in local place and history, national identity or 

loss thereof and territorial rights. Many of these themes are interactive in concept and 

execution such as The Ngurrara Canvas where the work acts as a counter map and 

territorial claim while also it presents as a demonstration of pride of place, history and 

identity. These directions and themes form much of the focus in contemporary artistic 

cartography and verifies Wood’s statement that now ‘artists are reclaiming the map as a 

discourse function’ (Wood 2006: 5).  
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As noted in 7.1, much comment is made in current theory of the profusion of 

maps as an art form that rapidly developed in the last half-century or so. Nonetheless, 

on a population comparison, this expansion is probably no more extensive now than in 

the Renaissance, with the extensive publication of artistic chorographs and maps that 

spread throughout Europe in this period. 

Contemporary artists’ mapped discourses are often created by use of technical 

and electronic applications such as digital (Lise Mogel), GPS and associated software 

(Jeremy Wood). Christian Nold overlays Google maps as part of his work. These artists 

and many of their peers thus enthusiastically embrace and extend the possibilities of an 

electronic world in works that is often recognisably chorographic in their visual 

language .Indeed, this enthusiasm possibly equates to the artistic fervour and expansion 

of artistic endeavour that the invention of the Gutenberg press brought to chorography 

and cartography109 in the fifteenth century.  

The use of a semiotic language continues to be an essential component in these 

contemporary visual literacies of place though different types of signifiers emerge in 

digital images such as those created by Nold. As discussed, Nold’s city maps are 

created, through a form of GPS sensory tagging of participants walking around streets 

to identify their reactions to existing signs and elements of place. These emotional 

reactions can be triggered by traffic lights, memories of bad or good experiences. These 

emotional responses are then reinterpreted through a form of semiotic signifiers that 

present as graph-like symbols that rise as dimensional coordinates in the creation of an 

emotional map.  

 

                                                 
109 See Chapter Five. 
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The current discourse in mapped art also makes just as much use of traditional 

and hands on methods of printmaking, drawing, painting and mixed media (Susan 

Castleden, Guan Wei, Joyce Kozloff, Anna Price Petyarre, Donald Moko, Margaret 

Baragurra, Grayson Perry, Richard Bell and the artists of The Ngurrara Canvas). 

Stephen Walter, whose work The Island was drawn and then digitised as an inkjet print 

for distribution makes use of traditional and new techniques. This combination of old 

and new techniques to achieve a wide distribution may be noted in the Parish maps 

project and in publications of indigenous counter maps (Wood 2010). 

While a number of works reviewed apparently bear little connection to a 

chorographic language, the Parish Maps Project and Indigenous counter maps have 

marked chorographic associations as discussed in 7.3 and 7.4. The creators of these 

maps use past and present chorographic metaphors, links and analogies of place in a 

type of in-depth mapping to achieve and identify claims of belonging to a place. These 

type of maps are described clearly in Pearson and Shanks (2001) definition of 

chorography as a deep mapping process. Pearson and Shanks interpret chorography to 

be a contemporary deep mapping or chorographic representation of place and its things 

and state that  

...the deep map attempts to record and represent the grain and patina of 
place through juxtapositions and interpenetrations of the historical and 
the contemporary, the political and the poetic, the discursive and the 
sensual; the conflation of oral testimony, anthology, memoir, 
biography, natural history and everything you might ever want to say 
about a place (Pearson and Shanks 2001: 64). 

 

This chorographic recording and representation of place in all its manifestation, 

is exactly what Walter does in The Island, which indeed is very much a modern day 

chorograph. Other forms of chorographic reference occur in the works by Kozloff and 
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Guan Wei in their use of chorographic formats and semiotic motifs to produce their 

counter maps. A nod to past chorographic maps by its name occurs in Mogel’s work 

titled Mappa Mundi while Grayson Perry also alters the mappa mundi format and 

chorographic motifs and vignettes to present a sardonic self-portrait. Through these 

works, these artists acknowledge the long history and existence of a chorographic visual 

language, though perhaps not by name.  

Apart from obvious references to a chorographic past as the above works 

demonstrate, a considerable amount of contemporary map art does retain connections to 

their chorographic predecessors. The attributes of a chorographic visual literacy, 

summarised in 5.10 is to be noted in a number of works reviewed in this chapter. For 

example, the use of semiotics and relationships to intangible presence and place in 

works, such as those by Nipan Oranniwesna, Margaret Baragurra, Donald Moko, and 

Anna Price Petyarre, are similar to chorographic allegorical intent and allusions to 

intangible presences of place. This intangible presence is to be noted in subjective or 

qualitative experiences of place documented by Nold and Wood while other works such 

as Susan Castleden’s I Must Learn More About the World represent place as a 

metaphysical and altered reality. 

Although these connections are apparent, the differences between much of 

contemporary map art and the medieval and Renaissance chorographs are also notable. 

Quite apart from the advent of technically driven multimedia modes of creativity, the 

essence of conceptual intent, as noted in this review, is now driven by many different 

perspectives and motives. The presence of the individual in these maps is now highly 

apparent in critical thought, political and social comment and the expression of self and 

individual response to place. Watson’s call for new directions in mapped art has 
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possibly been answered in part by this personal and individual diversity of 

contemporary artists who map their place, concerns and responses to a global society. 

However, what becomes very apparent in this study is that today’s map artists, as did 

their forebears, continue to present a visual literacy through mapping that 

communicates, reflects and records the cultures, politics and socio-economics of their 

present world. 
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Chapter Eight 

A Personal Chorographical Perspective: The Praxis 

8.1 Evolvement of the Praxis 

My practice led research presents, through a chorographic coded visual 

language, interpretative maps of North West Queensland, my home for thirty years. 

During these years in the Mount Isa region, I combined working on the land with a 

developing art practice. In this chapter, I encapsulate the practical steps, ideas and 

experiments taken to develop the thematic content of my chorographic maps. These 

experimental chorographs take inspiration from ancient geological fault lines, fractured 

rock structures and the complex and often dry river systems that constitute much of the 

rough topography of the Mount Isa region. Through experiments, the interpretative 

course of these maps builds on and embodies the chorographic visual literacy and 

coding of place identified by the literary research and international field research. This 

identification determined that the exhibited works while presented as maps, are not, nor 

intended to be, replications of geographic accuracy or measured space. By this 

determination, these chorographs are subjective and symbolic interpretations of my 

experience of the Mount Isa region.110 

Figure 8.1 presents the background and workflow of the interconnected 

processes undertaken in the development of the praxis to the exhibition works. In order 

to contextualise and rationalise the processes and experimental actions undertaken, the 

first row in Figure 8.1 refers to significant sources and directions integral to this 

development. A brief review on these directions and sources follow Figure 8.1.  

                                                 
110 An overview of the regional Mount Isa environs is to be found in Chapter One. 
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Figure 8.1 Work Flow for Praxis 
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The first text box (Figure 8.1), row 1, Lived Experience,111 refers to my deep 

personal affinity and knowledge of North West Queensland that is central to the ideas 

developed in the works. In these chorographic interpretations, this lived experience 

allows for engagement and symbolic interpretation of the elements that mark both the 

tangible and intangible metaphors of the region. Thorsby (2009: 6) argues that reading 

and understanding of signs depends on this lived experience. Similarly, my personal 

lived experience through thirty years in this region gives understanding and authenticity 

to the visual interpretation of chorographic signifiers that are associated with the North 

West. 

Theory and Epistemology the second text box in the first row (Figure 8.1) refers 

to the significant theoretical content in Chapters Three to Six that provides clarification, 

guidance and verification for the chorographic aims of this praxis. Thus, this content 

underpins the structure and visual coding of the experimental processes. The third text 

box in this row, International Field Research, augmented the theoretical content by 

personal appraisal of historical and contemporary chorographs in European museums, 

libraries, galleries and cathedrals. This appraisal influenced direction, content and 

coding in many of the exploratory and finalised works. Row two (Figure 8.1) outlines 

the investigatory processes that are steps and ideas undertaken in experimental and 

                                                 
111 The concept of lived experience was developed by Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911) in 1890 in his essay 
‘The Origin of Our Belief in the Reality of the External World and Its Justification’. For Dilthey ‘The 
world of lived experience is not merely a theoretical representation, but is directly present to us as 
embodying values that are relevant to our purposes’ (Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy 
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/dilthey/ accessed 20-9-2010). Other philosophers and writers who 
continued to debate this concept include Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961), and Gaston Bachelard 1894-1962).  

 

 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/dilthey/
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preliminary digital media, monotypes and other media. For clarity, though most of these 

exploratory processes in various media were often integrated through concept, this 

chapter separates each process with overlaps noted, for example, the interaction 

between digital work and monotypes is recorded and considered for chorographic 

approaches. The implementations of visual codes, application of chôra and other 

chorographic metaphors are part of the visual deliberations applied to various mediums 

to consider what appropriate marks and symbols would identify a chorographic 

language. My review of the investigatory processes begins with an overview of field 

trips to North West Queensland. 

8.2 Field Trips to North West Queensland: Reference Material and Application  

 
Plate 8.1  Examples of Field Photographs 

Jill O’Sullivan 
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Collecting data for reference material took place over several field trips to the 

North West from 2007-2009. This material consisted of photographs, video clips and 

sketches with some notations for preliminary concepts. Rock fragments, copper ore 

samples, flora and fauna added to the material collected and documented. In the early 

stages of the conceptual process, this documentation contributed considerably to the 

development of the first PhD exhibition, Peregrinations West 2007, discussed in 

Section 8.3.  

Plate 8.1 demonstrates some examples of photographic documentation that was 

crucial to the imagery developed for the solo exhibitions, Peregrinations West 2007 and 

Mapping the North West: A Chorographical Perspective 2010. My documentation 

aimed to capture the essence of the place by memory aids. Rather than that of a purely 

representational resource for conceptual and experimental trials towards the final 

products, these aids led to digital manipulation for developing interpretative chôra and 

chorographic signifiers such as quartzite fissures and outcrops.  

Figure 8.2 is a simplified example of one such process towards a final work. 

This diagram demonstrates how I manipulated photographs of the region. These digital 

references gave direction to a series of exploratory monotypes, and from these trial 

works, the finalised image (lower image figure 8.2), a T-O map and one of the T-O 2010 

series) was produced as a large chorographic woodcut112 created from four Masonite 

hardboards. 

                                                 
112 The concepts and symbolic aspects of this work are described in 8.8. 
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Figure 8.2 Field Documentation to Final Output 
  J. O’Sullivan 

 

This T-O series took direction from medieval structures, Mount Isa industries 

and the North West Queensland topography. Not all the completed works involved 

similar processes. My intimate knowledge of the region and its harsh environs coupled 

with its mining and pastoral aspects contributed to the way the final work developed, 

through a synthesis of chorographic structure and symbols of a specific place. 
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Figure 8.3 Emblems: Interpretations from Photographs 
J. O’Sullivan 

 

My development of North West iconography in Figure 8.3 illustrates how 

symbols developed from photographic references become important visual keys within 

the completed works. The North West Kurrajong tree (related to the Boab species) 

grows on top of rocky outcrops and is a notable part of the region for its ability to 

survive drought, hence its inclusion in much of the imagery. Photographs of quartzite 

outcrops thus become components of geological symbols referenced throughout the 

works. Other visual iconography of animal, plant, fossils and topographical structures, 

as well as human engagements with the region became progressively significant in my 

chorographs. Intentionally, this iconography and, indeed, the overall approaches to the 

work, are not presented in refined and objective detail. To present the energy of this 
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rough and dynamic place, I used an expressive approach in mark making as part of the 

symbolic interpretation. 

The symbolised elements of place that resulted from these field references 

appear in most works as vignettes or redirected into visual codes to represent the 

particular elements of the North West region. Casey (2002), Fiorani (2005) and Ratti 

(1998), amongst other authors write about the significance of vignettes and visual 

codes. Vignettes113 are recognised symbolic elements in chorographic maps. Thus, my 

vignettes bear a direct relationship to chorographic vignettes from late medieval, 

Renaissance and Early Modern maps. Plate 8.2 is an example of these frequently 

imaginative images found in such maps. 

 
Plate 8.2  Vignette detail from Map of Du Cap De Bonne Esperance 1687 

Pierre Mortier 
Hand Coloured Copper Engraving  
 

Correlations between chorographic theoretical deliberations (symbols of place) 

and my practice sustained the visual language, inclusive of specific vignettes (animals, 

plants, minerals and fossils of these North West chorographs. The experimental trials 

for investigation of different media, in tandem with concepts, new directions and 

experiments, are outlined in the following sections. 

                                                 
113 Discussed in Chapter Five. 
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8.3  Peregrinations West  

Works included in the 2007 solo exhibition Peregrination West were early 

research considerations of the elements that represented the North West Queensland 

region. A number of interpretative drawings and lithographs mapped the complex 

geological-formations of the area and river systems (Plate 8.3). Other works were 

studies of the minerals and types of metamorphic rocks related to the physical makeup 

of the landforms and mineralisation of the area. While the works were less chorographic 

in concept, they were to lead to the development of chorographic concepts and 

inclusions in works for the later chorographs. The drawing Terrane I (Plate 8.3) referred 

to cliffs that overlook Lake Moondarra, outside Mount Isa. 

 
Plate 8.3  Terrane I 2007 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Charcoal and Conte  
100 x 560 cm 
 

This work marked the beginning of explorations into the idea of elements of 

place forming into matter, from a void. I sought to create an impression of ‘a dynamic 

evolving process’ (Potteiger and Purinton 1998: 146), a concept that was furthered in 

the Receptacle 2010 (Plates 8.36-8.39) series of drawing through placing rock 

fragments in the void on the perimeter of the bounded chôra. In the Receptacle series, I 

revisited the preliminary studies of geological formations and fragments of rock and 

minerals (Plate 8.4) presented in Peregrinations West. 
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Plate 8.4  Metamorphous II 2007 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Charcoal, Conte and Graphite  
210 x 200 cm 
 

Although the work for this exhibition was a developmental series in relation to the work 

for 2010, its use as a scoping and experimental exercise for conceptual reflection was an 

important step to the outcomes of the 2010 exhibition. The research identified specific 

elements of the region.  

8.4 Digital Experimentations  

The three digital images Duchess Road I (Plate 8.5), Duchess Road II (Plate 8.6) 

and Barkly Highway (Plate 8.7) are manipulated trials to work though ideas. Initial 

digital work explored various ways to abstract elements of place leading to 

chorographic components within the images. Plates 8.5 to 8.7 depict transposed 

elements of their place to emphasise and map the intangible sense of time and 

movement that is apparent though the continuous changes within the region, whether it 

is seasonal, geological aeons or human activity. For each of these images, components 
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of the road or land were manipulated to indicate to the viewer a sensation of the 

transition that occurs while personally travelling through the land.  

 
Plate 8.5  Duchess Road 1 2008 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Digital Image  

 

 
 

Plate 8.6  Duchess Road II 2008 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Digital Image  
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Plate 8.7  Barkley Highway 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Digital Image  

 

Lake Moondarra Rocks (Plate 8.8) is an example of the digital exploration of 

effective uses of shapes in a chorographic vein. In addition, the extended linear and 

fragment patterns of quartzite cliff faces114 assisted to conceptualise the natural mapping 

of time and sequential geological forces in the creation of this place.  

 
Plate 8.8  Lake Moondara Rocks 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Digital Image  

                                                 
114 The quartzite cliffs reoccur through many of the images as an iconic symbol of the region. 
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8.5 Bounded Place 

Plato’s Demiurge (Plate 8.9) and Matter and the Void (Plate 8.10) are digital 

investigations into Plato’s chôra, a ‘locator matrix for things’ (Casey 1998: 34). They 

conceptually visualise a proto-receptacle of region containing elements of place that 

formed within the void of the cosmos. In this way, these images built on the early visual 

enquiries into imaging the void of the cosmos. These works relate to the research and 

classical concepts of chôra outlined in Chapter Two. 

 
Plate 8.9  Plato’s Demiurge 2009   

Jill O’Sullivan 
Digital Image 
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Plate 8.10 Matter and the Void 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan  
Digital Image  

 

The digital experiments provided a visual language for two lithographs115, Plato’s 

Chôra, (Plate 8.11) and Matter Resisting the Void (Plate 8.12). Plato’s Chôra and 

Matter Resisting the Void are two different encapsulations of Plato’s story of the 

cosmological creation of place. They are a result of my reflections on the cosmological 

referents to creation of the cosmos, chôra and place in Plato’s Timaeus, (Casey 1998; 

Olwig 2001). In Casey’s interpretation, the first shape of the chôra was rough, 

originally moving somewhere within nothingness. The later formation of primal regions 

(ever-changing clusters) within the chôra occurred with a contained locus or place 

moving and changing within these clusters. The idea of this primal grouping of rapidly 

changing elements of place within the Receptacle or Chôra appealed to me for the 

potential to apply a sense of elements in flux to my images of the region. 

 

                                                 
115  These works were exhibited in the Umbrella Studio members’ group exhibition, Blank Canvas 2008, 
in the Press North Printmakers group exhibition, Not a Void 2010, at James Cook University. Press North 
is a Townsville based printmakers group. 
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Plate 8.11 Plato’s Chôra 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Lithograph 
30 x 40 cm  

 

 
Plate 8.12 Matter Resisting the Void 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Lithograph 
38 x 28 cm 

 
 

This chôra thread of visual enquiry that featured a bounded receptacle of 

mapped contained things is taken further with the 2009 T-O series of woodcuts (Plates 
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8.33-8.36) and the 2010 Receptacle series of drawings (Plate 8.15) for the Mapping the 

North West: A Chorographical Perspective. 

In addition, my interpretations of being drawn into a place responds to Casey’s 

claim that mapping within is the mapping of experience and personal feeling of locale, 

‘to map within is to furnish an earth map of a given place and region: a representation in 

some specific medium of what it is like to be there in a bodily concrete way’ (Casey 

2005: xxi). Casey observes this kind of subjective map-image (or chorograph) is ‘drawn 

in rather than hover above as is the case of many cartographic representations’ (Casey 

2005: xxi). My images investigate formats of circular or oval shapes and dimensional 

recession of symbolic elements to create a drawn in effect. 

 

Plate 8.13 The Isa Stack 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Digital Image  
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Plate 8.14 Receptacle 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Digital Image   
 

 
My digital images The Stack 2009 (Plate 8.13) and Receptacle 2009 (Plate 8.14) 

investigate formats of circular or oval shapes and dimensional recession.  

 
 

 
 
Plate 8.15 Receptacle Drawings in Studio 

J. O’Sullivan 
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8.6 Monotype Experiments 

The early digital experiments were advanced by investigative monotypes, Isa I 

2009 (Plate 8.16), Isa II (Plate 8.17), Cloncurry 2009 (Plate 8.18) and Mary K 2009 

(Plate 8.19). These steps taken in these visual inquiries led to a series of monotypes that 

reference the particular intent and perspective of Renaissance city chorographs. 

             

 

 

                          

 

 

Isa I, Isa II, Cloncurry, and Mary K are monotype prototypes that explored the 

use of enclosures and other symbolic referents as schematic developments towards the 

Plate 8.16 Isa 1 2009 
                               Jill O’Sullivan 

Monotype 
56 x 76 cm 

Plate 8.17 Isa II 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype 
76 x 56 cm 

 

Plate 8.18 Cloncurry 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype 
76 x 56 cm 

 

Plate 8.19 Mary K 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype  
56 x 76 cm 
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series of T-O chorographs specifically for the 2010 exhibition. The fifteenth century 

oblique map of Florence (Plate 5.21) is a point of reference for these images, a typical 

example of such views. Edgerton (1974) notes: 

The artist of the map saw it from one all governing viewpoint ...the Map 
forces the viewer to think of the city from a fixed and far distant position. 
This makes it possible to grasp instantly the overall plan of Florence and its 
relationship to the surrounding countryside (Edgerton 1974: 276-277).  

 

Isa I trials a similar encompassing and subjective interpretation of the Mount Isa 

city set amongst its environs. The chain motif that surrounds the Florentine print 

stimulated ideas for symbolic input116 into the North West chorographs. Frangenberg 

(1994: 44) postulates that the chain in the Florence map may symbolise the 

impregnability of the city or be a metaphor for a state border. However, the use of a 

similar motif as a chained border in Isa I symbolises the idea of a bounded receptacle 

that contains and binds distinctive elements that constitute Mount Isa. 

The symbolised chain as the demarcation of the receptacle references the 

underground chains used to crush the ore, the reason for the existence of the city. The 

concept of using symbolic and pertinent referents to encircle particular locations of the 

region thus became significant emblems to underpin the concept of the receptacle, 

important to the intent of many of the later works.  

Medieval doctrinal tenets or geographical assumptions117 are not important 

considerations for these monotypes. The primary premise of these works returns to the 

idea of the receptacle while the segmented areas become emblematic vignettes to 
                                                 

116 Frangenberg (1994: 44) notes the chain with padlock motif is not to found in any other city views of 
the period.  
117 To recap, the early T- O maps represented the ocean surrounding the three known continents (Africa, 
Asia, Europe divided by the Mediterranean, Nile and Don. Jerusalem usually was at the centre with 
Paradise situated somewhere on the earth. 
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present characteristics of each location. The vignettes of the city or town views, Isa 2 

trials the Renaissance oblique approach while Cloncurry refers to the medieval 

mappaemundi.  

 
Plate 8.20 Civitates Terrarum 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Monotype 
200 x 70 cm 
 

Civitates Terrarum 2010 (Plate 8.20) maps the street patterns of Mount Isa and 

the passage of the Leichardt River through the city. The notion of the girding symbol re-

appears in Isa 2, as the crusher chain, and in Cloncurry, as a barbed wire representative 

of the cattle industry. The Mary K image gives an impression of the history and 

memories that remain in these remnants of street outlines and the open-cut mine. 

Included too, are notations of vegetation, hills and river systems.  

For the experimental Section Curry Road 2009 (Plate 8.21) and Section Curry 

Road II 2009 (Plate 8.22), the chorographic interpretations take direction from historical 

referents and become chorographic strip maps. This format references Matthew Paris’ 

Itinerary from London to the Holy Land (Plate 8.23) and Tabula Peutinger, Segment VII 

(Plate 8.24).  
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Plate 8.23 Itinerary from London to the Holy Land 1250c 

Matthew Paris  
Ink on Parchment  
36.2 x 24.4 cm 

 

While the format of the Curry Road images emulates the strip map style of 

Paris’s thirteenth century guides, the intent for these monotypes differs to the 

theological focus of the Itineraries. Gaudio (2000) writes Paris’s maps ‘are the products 

of a faith and of a monastic tradition that were centred on the word’ (Gaudio 2000: 50). 

Plate 8.21 Section Curry Road 1 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype  
76 x 56 cm 

 

Plate 8.22 Detail Curry Road II 2009 
Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype 
76 x 56 cm 
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Gaudio suggests, these itineraries were intended to be read as visual texts of 

‘background and reference’ (Gaudio 2000: 52) for interpretative discussion on places, 

events and theology. Paris’s itineraries position the reader or viewer to be a traveller 

(albeit a pilgrim) within each particular itinerary and thus the medieval viewer became 

drawn in to be a participant within the process of the journey. 

 
Plate 8.24 Tabula Peutinger Segment V11 c.1265 (after 4th Century Roman copy) 

Unknown 
Inks and pigments on parchment 
Full map 34cm X 6.74 metres  
 

The Tabula Peutinger (Plate 8.24), a thirteenth century copy of a fourth century map, is 

a secular and chorographic approach to road journeys with iconic characteristics of 

place and architecture used to mark the sequence of travel (Favro 2006: 27).  
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Plate 8.25 Cloncurry Way 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype  
200 x 70 cm 
 

 
 

Plate 8.26 Isa Way 2010 
Jill O’Sullivan  
Monotype 
200x 70 cm 

 
 

In parallel fashion, Cloncurry Way 2010 (Plate 8.25) and Isa Way 2010 (Plate 8.26) test 

ideas that position the viewer and traveller as participant in the experience of the 

‘phenomena of tangible place’ (Olwig 2001: 99). Paris and the fourth century 

chorographers of the Tabula Peutinger used symbols of towns, cities, castles and 
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abbeys to conduct the viewer’s passage through the images via notional symbols. 

Within the monotypes, symbols similarly become contextual and narrative markers of 

place. Instead of iconic architectural features, my symbols within the monotypes allude 

to road, terrain and vegetation. Cloncurry Way traces the undulating road trip, crossing 

through the craggy Selwyn Ranges between Cloncurry and Mount Isa and records 

impressions of many of my personal journeys and explorations through this section. Set 

in a bounded container or receptacle. Isa Way (2010) presents a strip map that features a 

bird’s eye view that shows, from the base of the map, the eastern approaches from 

Cloncurry into the city through the Selwyn ranges. The top of the map notates tailing 

dams set between the hills and storm clouds rising behind them. The city is again 

bounded by the chain. 

The monotypes conceptually construct the patterns evoked by both the rocky 

terrain and the human placement of roads, buildings, mines and fences. These works 

culminate the earlier monotype experiments that considered the concepts of strip maps, 

Renaissance city views and of travel through personal territories.  

These monotype experiments were important steps for mapping ideas and 

generating the experience of place. The flow of the monotype chorographs become 

pathways that ‘take the viewer into unknown worlds’ Casey (2005: 121). While these 

chorographs realise the personal memory and experience of place, they are expressive 

pathways to chorograph and realise the personal memory and experience of place.  
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Plate 8.27 The Divide (After Portolan charts) 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Monotype 
56 x 76 cm  

 
 

Some monotype experiments referenced medieval portolan charts. The Divide 

(After Portolan charts) 2009 (Plate 8.27) references the geological change from the 

Queensland plains (geologically ancient sea beds) to the upward thrust of the much 

older geological Selwyn ranges. The use of rhumb lines suggests the idea of a portolan 

chart to reference the memory of a primeval sea (in red). Though the idea of inland seas 

did not appear in later works, rhumb lines reappear in the 2010 Lake Series, (Plates 8.37 

and 8.38). Similar visual notes symbolically occur across the series to reference the 

elements of the region, such as the Selwyn ranges, Cloncurry River and waterholes. 

8.7 Experimental Works in Various Mediums  

Created for various group exhibitions, a number of chorographic prints and 

drawings experimented with concepts in differing techniques and structure. For Terrain 

2008 (Plate 8.28) the idea of a chorographic patterning of place is first trialled by an 

aerial view of a particular area towards Camooweal. In Terrain, the patterns of cloud 

shadows are floated across the land, dissected by rhumb lines and river courses. 
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Plate 8.28 Terrain 2008 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Etching and spirit-ground chain aquatint  
12x12 cm 
 
 

 
Plate 8.29 Mappa Mundi 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Collograph, Embossed from electronic parts 
70 x 50 cm  
 

The collograph titled Mappa Mundi (Plate 8.29), composed by recycled 

electronic parts took direction from the Hereford Mappa Mundi and chorographed the 
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worldwide disposal problem of electronic waste118. I considered the disparity between 

early hands on techniques (engraving, pens or brush and pigment) to produce a 

chorograph and today’s use of electronic equipment to rapidly mass produce map-like 

images. These chorographic maps, past and present, reflect and communicate the 

contemporary thought and issues of an era.  

 

   
Plate 8.30 Chorographic Perspective of James Cook University 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Collograph, Digital images, Watercolour  
100 x 750 cm 

 

Chorographic Perspective of James Cook University119 (Plate 8.30) combined 

both digital media and the collograph technique. The collographic impression maps the 

university road system that connects each of the faculties and schools. Vignettes created 

from manipulated digital photographs represent elements such as buildings, flora and 

fauna and offer a visual reading of the elements that are unique or pertain to the 

                                                 
118 This work was created specifically for a group exhibition at Umbrella Studio, E-Waste. The theme of 
the exhibition was to address the growing problem of electronic waste in the world. 
119 This work was created for an exhibition at the School of Creative Arts at James Cook University 
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Townsville campus life. Ideas for this work are connected to the vignettes placed in 

medieval and Renaissance chorographs to describe identifiable attributes of place.  

The working sketch for Mapping the Curious (Plate 8.31) followed a 

chorographic method to represent my travels in China. 

 
Plate 8.31 Working Sketch for Mapping the Curious 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Pen and watercolour 
28 x 18 cm  
 

The final work, Mapping the Curious (Plate 8.32) was a whimsical chorograph that 

conveyed observations and memories of this journey. The vignettes and symbols relate 

directly to traditional Chinese motifs. Cities such as Beijing and Lin Fen were 

portrayed, and temples, railways, and topographical characteristics all featured in this 

map. 
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Plate 8.32 Mapping the Curious 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Pen and Watercolour 
50 x 70 cm 
 

This development (2010) in trialling watercolour brought a new approach to the 

experimental studies and allowed for differing approaches for s and vignettes to feature 

in the large watercolour ink works, Lake Julius 2010 (Plate 8.37) and Lake Moondara 

2010 (Plate 8.38). 

8.8 Mapping the North West: A Chorographical Perspective 2010 

The solo exhibition in 2010, Mapping the North West: A Chorographical 

Perspective presented a series of chorographic maps that referenced the North West 

region of Queensland. The works in this exhibition referenced the idea of maps by tiling 

the art works to suggest map folds. While presented as maps, the works were not, nor 

intended to be, replications of geographic accuracy or measured space. My work for this 

exhibition, as an output of this study, was a response to the third aim of this research to 

present a visual iconography of the region through an emblematic coding and pictorial 

language. The works included references to the Platonic chôra, topography, patterns of 
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human presence, structural geological elements, mineral presences and their chemical 

symbols. This chapter has presented the processes and concepts that directed this main 

body of work. The following sections provide an overview of the final exhibition works.  

8.8.1 The T-O Series  

The T-O series of woodcuts, Mount Isa, 2009 (Plate 8.33), Cloncurry 2009 

(Plate 8.34) and Mary Kathleen 2009 (Plate 8.35) take schematic and conceptual 

directions from diagrammatic early Christian T-O maps of theological thought and the 

more elaborate Mappaemundi from the European late medieval periods. Less 

cartographic than encyclopaedic, the deeply conceptual approach of narrative place of 

these early chorographies offered an aesthetic abstraction of reality and place that drew 

as much from the mind as fact. In this study, I followed a similar approach to offer a 

distilled commentary of each place that drew on memory, feeling and familiarity. The 

T-O format allowed for the idea of a container of unique elements while the T division 

emphasised the idea of multiple components that created the whole. This concept thus 

followed a similar method to earlier T-O maps, in that these chorographs are 

metaphorical representations of place through an emblematic language. Each of the 

images is framed by symbolic representations that pertain to that particular region.  

Thus, the chain that surrounds the Mount Isa chorograph (Plate 8.33) signifies 

the huge underground chains (crushers) used to crush ore-bearing rocks. Other iconic 

symbols in the Isa are: the copper and lead stacks; a schematic map of the Mine side of 

the Leichhardt River; the river itself and the geological fault lines that the city and mine 

are built on. The map in the top third of Mount Isa (Plate 8.33) denotes aspects of the 

geological topography and bush tracks that surround Mount Isa.  
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Plate 8.33 T-O Mount Isa 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Woodcut 
200 x 140 cm 
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Plate 8.34 T-O II Mary Kathleen 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Woodcut 
200 x 140 cm 
 

The chorograph, T-O III Mary Kathleen, 2009 (Plate 8.34) is a mnemonic of a 

long gone uranium mine site and associated town closed in 1982 and then demolished in 

1984. Circling tyres are symbolic of the massive trucks that brought the ore up from the 

open cut. The craggy and ancient terrain on the horizon also lies on the horizontal join 

of the four sheets of paper. Beneath this are the hills punctuated by dry rivers and roads. 

The foreground is rimmed by the walls of the open cut, and lies within the bottom half 

of the image (the T). In the left-hand corner and lower third is a bird’s eye view of the 

remains of the old township while the open cut of the mine dominates the right side of 
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the T. The top third acknowledges the ore mined at this site by a schematic map of the 

atomic elements of uranium. 

 
 

 
Plate 8.35 T-O III Cloncurry 2009 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Woodcut 
200 x 140 cm 
 

The barbed wire that encircles the Cloncurry chorograph symbolises the cattle 

industry of the region. The birds’ eye view is of the Selwyn Ranges and Cloncurry 

River both featured behind the town map while the top third denotes star patterns that 
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pertain to a winter night over Cloncurry, in deference to the cosmic antiquity of 

chorography. Rocky outcrops, topped with Kurrajong trees at the bottom circle of the T-

O chorograph provide an introduction to the Selwyn Ranges.  

8.8.2 The Receptacle Series 

The series of four charcoal drawings Receptacle I, (Plate 8.36) Receptacle II, 

(Plate 8.37) Receptacle III (Plate 8.38) and Receptacle IV (Plate 8.39) take conceptual 

direction (Section 8.4) from Platonic and Hellenistic philosophies of Chôra. This series 

of chorographic receptacles are circumscribed by rock formations relevant to the region 

in Receptacle I and Receptacle II and mineral samples and mining activity in Receptacle 

III and Receptacle IV.  

 
Plate 8.36 Receptacle I 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Charcoal and Conte  
130 x100cm 
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Plate 8.37 Receptacle II 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Charcoal and Conte  
130 x 100 cm 
 

 
Plate 8.38 Receptacle III 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Charcoal and conte 
130 x100cm 
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Plate 8.39 Receptacle IV 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Charcoal and conte 
130 x 100 cm 
 
 

In this series of works, I chorographed the terrain between Mount Isa, Cloncurry and 

Dajarra. I visualised an encircled mobility of elements where the entities of the region 

(rivers and tributaries systems, fence lines, roads and topography) float as a dimensional 

terrain that emphasises the resonance and volatility of ever changing place through time.  

8.8.3 The Lake Series and The Gulf-Time and Tide  

The two large pen and watercolour works, Lake Julius (Plate 8.40) and Lake 

Moondarra (Plate 8.41) and the lithograph The Gulf-Time and Tide (Plate 8.42) are 

more whimsical in concept. Although a new and relevant system of codes and emblems 

are brought to these chorographs, the works intentionally echo the decorative fifteenth 

and sixteenth century emblematic coding of place that appears, for instance, in Fra 
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Mauro’s work titled Mappa Mundi, Egnazio Danti’s great wall chorographs and the 

presentation portolan charts120 of the late medieval period and the Renaissance.  

 
Plate 8.40 Lake Julius-Chorograph 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan  
Pen, Watercolour, Copper Wire 
200 x 140 cm 
 

 
Plate 8.41 Lake Moondarra-Chorograph 2010  

Jill O’Sullivan 
Pen, Watercolour, Copper Wire 
200 x 140 cm  

 

                                                 
120  See Chapter Five 
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These new codes and emblems in the Lake images appear in the accentuated 

dragon-like forms of the large water reservoirs (Lake Moondarra and Lake Julius) that 

supply water to Mount Isa. These dragon forms both refer to the water monitors that 

inhabit the Lakes and to the early history of Chinese workers in the region. In the Lake 

Moondarra chorograph, patterns are adapted to suggest dragon scales while cartouches 

feature both the feral animals and native fauna that pertain to the area. Copper lines that 

stem from the compass acknowledge portolan rhumb lines, and reference the area’s 

copper and other mineralisation.  

 
Plate 8.42 The Gulf-Time and Tide 2010 

Jill O’Sullivan 
Lithograph 
152 x 112 cm  
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The Gulf-Time and Tide (Plate 8.42) chorograph is a visual narrative that 

communicates aspects of the experience and components that constitutes the Gulf of 

Carpentaria region in North West Queensland. This work features: Mornington and 

Bentinck Islands; and the Gregory, Norman, Flinders, Nicholson and Leichhardt Rivers 

that flow into the Gulf from the savannah country across mangrove mudflats and 

saltpans. Vignettes reference prehistoric reptiles from the Late Oligocene to Early 

Miocene periods,121 that roamed the area as well as the fossils now found in the 

Riversleigh fossil sites. The large prawn and fishing trawler acknowledges the prawning 

industry of the Gulf, while the sea monster alludes to strange creatures of the sea 

featured in historical sea charts. In similar vein, monster blowfish, instead of cherubs in 

early charts, direct the winds while the compass rose, rather than compass points, 

features the atomic elements of the minerals present in this region. 

8.9 The Chorographic Path 

This overview has traced the course of investigational ideas and images over the 

period of the research that culminated in the personal chorographic maps of Mount Isa 

and surrounds in Mapping the North West: A Chorographical Perspective. The 

application of a contemporary chorographic visual literacy to these works was defined 

and directed by historic research into medieval and Renaissance chorography. In 

addition, the theory and understanding of Plato’s chôra contributed to early 

development of works122 and complemented and underpinned a number of the larger 

body of works such as the Receptacle and T-O series. Accordingly, this modernisation 

                                                 
121 http://austhrutime.com/riversleigh_fossil_site.htm 
122 Explained in 8.4 and 8.5. 
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of historical chorographic precepts in these works brought an innovative chorographic 

and symbolic language to the subjective mapping of this region.  

My chorographs developed through very personal memories, attachment and 

experience of this unique place. This realisation of personal place, although quite 

different in technical application, may be likened to works by Jeremey Wood (My 

Ghost) and Stephen Walter (The Island). In a similar fashion to my work, their 

interpretative maps and visualised journeys are developed through knowledge, 

sympathy and passion for their individual interpretation of their place. My works are 

similarly positioned to that of Walter’s Island, the Parish Maps projects or The 

Ngurrara Canvas123 in that they emblemise local contemporary knowledge that may be 

only fully understood by those who know the area well. However, my way of presenting 

a modern chorography of personal place invites the curious onlooker to a certain 

appreciation of the region to become a participant in the investigative process.  

In acknowledging the history of chorography in the development of my practice 

and applying this knowledge to a modern interpretation of personal place, I accentuate 

the influence of past practices in the advancement of a visually communicative 

language of place in contemporary mapped art. These chorographs may be seen as an 

endorsement for further paths and investigations into the visual literacy of chorography 

that will continue to provide innovative outcomes both in theory and in practice. The 

following chapter outlines some of these paths and future directions. 

  

                                                 
123 These works are discussed in Chapter Seven.  
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Chapter Nine 

Review, Reflections and Conclusions 

9.0 Review of the Research  

This chapter reviews and summarises arguments, outcomes and responses to the 

question and aims of the research, and notes possibilities for further research directions. 

The research deliberated on the role of chorography as a visual literacy of place through 

its development in western art from ancient classical philosophies and theories through 

to the twenty-first century. The primary question that drove this research, as stated in 

Chapter One, is how are the tangible and intangible chôra and chôros and ‘discrete 

units’ of chorography to be recognised, situated and explained as a visual literacy in 

historical and contemporary imagery?  

To answer this question and to provide a conceptual understanding and direction 

for the visual practical component of this research, I investigated the implementation of 

chorography as a visual descriptor of qualitative place from its inception to current 

practice and theory across historical art theory and contemporary humanist 

interdisciplinary theories of place, social geography, cartography and archaeology. This 

multidisciplinary research clarified how chorography developed historically and how it 

is now positioned and recognised in current humanist philosophies. The research was 

also informed by a study of historic chorographic images and maps through research in 

galleries and museums across Europe. 

A clear overview of the history of chorography as a visual language is 

established and presented in this thesis. This overview allows for the development of a 
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systematic analysis of the role of chorography within visual arts. This analysis 

determines and contextualises the chorographic visual literacy of place in historical 

terms and offers a method for its recognition and practice in contemporary art praxis.  

In addition, these findings from the research and the resulting observations 

verified the chorographic iconic influence on the mapping of place in contemporary art. 

I reviewed a number of contemporary images that carry attributes of chorographic 

practice as determined by the selection criteria outlined in Chapter Five. The knowledge 

gained through this research into historic and contemporary chorography thus 

responded to the aims of the research and gave direction for this researcher’s visual 

research practice in bringing chorographic elements to the fore of a regional art practice. 

9.1 Aims of the Research: Review and Responses   

In order to examine the premises that this research is based on, I addressed the 

aims in the following ways. In response to the first aim: to investigate the history and 

theory of chorographic practice in western art to provide a clear understanding of its 

realisation as a visual literacy of place, this research addressed and clarified 

chorography’s conceptual development as a visual language of place in creative arts 

from classical Greek philosophies to twenty-first century visual art practice. Drawn 

from modern interdisciplinary humanist theories, my research charted the changing 

processes and influences on the chorographic image in western art through Chapters 

Four, Five, and Six. 

As a result, the first aim underpinned and directed the structure of the theoretical 

research and acted as a reference for much of the practical research for the development 

of new iconology for elements of place and types of format. In addition, findings from 
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this research provided the basis of an analysis, (outlined in Chapter Five) to identify the 

attributes of chorography as a visual literacy of place in creative arts. This analysis was 

used as a method to distinguish and recognise modes of chorographic language and 

symbolism in contemporary art that included as iconic signifiers of place. For example, 

application of this method, as discussed in Chapter Seven, allowed for the recognition 

of a chorographic-type of iconology in works such Walter’s The Island and Guan Wei’s 

Unfamiliar Land. Their use of chorographic mapping as a way to communicate 

contemporary concepts presented a visual literacy of place through these images.  

In response to Aim Two, to contextualise chorography as a relevant visual 

literacy of place in contemporary art practice, the following strategies were used. 

Analysis of historical chorographic vision and interdisciplinary theories provided 

criteria to assess indications of styles of chorographic emblematic mapping in 

contemporary art practice. Through this applied criteria, I selected and reviewed a 

number of works representative of a chorographic vision by those artists who 

symbolically map and communicate their ideas of place or concerns of today’s society. 

As a result, I deemed these works to be well within the context of chorographic 

descriptors although it was clear that these artists, though their works embodied various 

forms of chorographic applications, did not acknowledge chorography by name. 

I thus considered a diversity of conceptual mappings by contemporary artists as 

examples of what may be reasoned to be chorographic in approach. These examples 

included those that referenced historic chorographic maps and symbols and icons and 

those art works such as The Island that were concerned with nuances of a specific place. 

These contemporary works, as did their chorographic predecessors, remain intricately, 

‘tied to the visual culture of the time and place’ (McCaw 2009: 1) and carried a visual 
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language of ‘embedded stories and thematic content’ (Ran 2009: 1). In these ways, 

these artists do link to a strong tradition of engagement with a long established 

chorographic language that has reflected the contemporary affairs, cultures and 

philosophies of past eras in western history. 

In response to Aim Three, to create a chorographic visual literacy of place 

through research praxis, I produced a series of chorographic maps that subjectively and 

symbolically mapped places and elements that make up the region of North West 

Queensland. A number of these chorographs were presented in a solo exhibition, 

Mapping the North West: A Chorographical Perspective in 2010.  

Throughout the process of creating these works, I experimented with various 

manifestations of chôra and chorography through digital media and drawings. These 

experiments were then realised as prints, drawings and pen and wash studies. A number 

of these particular experimental chorographic works were exhibited in an early solo 

exhibition, Peregrinations West in 2007 at Umbrella Studio. Other experimental works 

were exhibited in several group exhibitions between 2007 and 2011.124  

The works demonstrated the use of chorography as a contemporary visual 

literacy by the qualitative mapping of the North West region through development of 

symbols, cartouches and vignettes that characterised the unique elements that pertained 

to the region. Although quite different in style to those of their historical forerunners, 

these works broadly adapted contemporary formats to those presented by the early 

chorographs, such as the T-O maps and Renaissance city views.  

                                                 
124  See Appendix Three for a list of these exhibitions. 
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9.2 The Visual Literacy of Chorography: Review, Observations and 

Conclusions  

Much of the emphasis of this study has been on the history of chorography 

through many and varied strands of research. By this method of research, the study has 

completed and provided a comprehensive and cohesive survey of chorography to 

establish its artistic role as a visual literacy of place through its history to current arts 

practice. 

Early research focussed on the Greek classical origins of Plato’s chôra, its 

meaning as a receptacle of place and Ptolemy’s definition of chorography as a 

subjective descriptor of place that only a skilful artist could interpret. This definition 

established chorography to be within the realm of art practice, and in a critical 

consideration of Ptolemy’s reasoning, to be a visual descriptor and communicator of the 

tangible and intangible elements of place. 

This investigation surveyed chorographic imagery and its chorographic form 

during medieval and Renaissance periods. It was noted that, although a little visible 

evidence remains of ancient pictorial maps, enough textual references in Greek classical 

writings and copies of Roman maps exist to indicate their influence on Byzantine and 

medieval chorographers. Significantly, the signifiers for elements of place in the picture 

maps of western and Middle Eastern antiquity remained quite similar in their rendition 

to appear as a conventional visual language over centuries, cultures and regions. This 

shared style of archetypical elements such as architecture, flora, topography, strange 

creatures in unknown lands, bird’s eye views, coupled with an underlying and political 
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semiotic language continued through to the later chorographic imagery of the medieval 

and Renaissance periods. 

Noted in the study was that this visual language often conveyed subliminal 

messages with particular attention paid to the theological content of medieval T-O and 

mappaemundi maps. This era was an age when illiteracy was the norm and thus the 

immediacy of a chorographic visual literacy would have contributed to the power, 

proselytising and teachings of Christian doctrine. However, the research also found that 

mappaemundi, such as, the Hereford Mappa Mundi (1290) and the Psalter Mappa 

Mundi (c.1200-1250) often included forms of encyclopaedic commentary of geographic 

and secular information. The geographic and secular approaches developed in medieval 

portolan sea charts, with presentation copies were aesthetically embellished with 

chorographic emblems. It appears possible that these portolan charts, such as the 

Catalan Atlas (1390) were early indications of the separation to come between the 

subjective role of chorography and the scientific and measured accuracy of cartography 

in later centuries. 

I studied the secular role of chorography in the Renaissance, the scholarly 

acceptance of chorographers as artists and chorography as an art. This acceptance was 

influenced by Ptolemy’s opinion that only a skilled artist could render the chorographic 

image. This recognition of artistic skills in subjective and conceptual mapping emerges 

in works such as Guan Wei’s interpretation of colonial history, Wood and Nold’s 

application of advanced digital technology and Walter’s descriptive images that mirror 

his passion for a specific place.  
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Further findings documented the integral role of Ptolemy’s Geographike or 

Geographia for the development and acceptance of chorography as an artistic descriptor 

of place in the fifteenth century. An outcome of this chorographic acceptance by artists 

and scholars, aligned with the invention of the printing press, was the rapid and wide 

dissemination of chorographic maps in a humanist society eager for information. 

This study also identified that at this time, the secular visual literacy of the 

chorograph became more concerned with political overtones than religion, a position 

clearly demonstrated in Renaissance atlases and prints of chorographic maps of cities 

and regions. The chorographic city views such as Barbari’s Map of Venice and Braun 

and Hogenberg’s Civitates Orbis Terrarum (1572-1617) were communications that 

emphasised sovereignty, importance and political power rather than religious 

determination.  

The combination of geographical cartography and chorographic language in 

maps such as Danti’s sixteenth century fresco maps reflected both the Renaissance 

mathematical scientific approach and the chorographic approach of qualitative 

descriptors (Fiorani 2005). This combination thus demonstrated the rise of a type of 

scientific cartography that incorporated the visual literacy of chorography. In this way, 

chorography offered both an aesthetic enhancement and a visual description, often in 

the form of vignettes, of the characteristics of mapped regions, particularly new lands.  

The authority of this chorographic integration into the developing scientific 

cartography allowed for communication of new or deeper knowledge of an area. I 

examined chorographic input in many maps of exploration and colonisation in the 

centuries that followed the Renaissance era. This integration of the subjective and 
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scientific forms of mapping place, possibly explains why contemporary cartographers 

and geographers now acknowledge the language of chorography as significant. This 

acknowledgement is less evident with present day art theorists and practitioners. 

Pointed out in Chapters One, much contemporary art theory discusses the relevance and 

meaning of place though, while unrecognised, chorographic associations and influences 

significantly reside in contemporary visual arts.  

9.3 Publications and Research: Future Directions 

Publications that stem from this research to chorography are planned to follow 

publications of E-book chapters and a pending chapter in a hard book. These 

publications were developed from papers presented at Interdisciplinary Visual 

Literacies conferences in Oxford in 2009 and 2010. Further possibilities for research 

publications in theories of chorographic representation and literacy in art exist in 

conferences that debate visual culture, humanist geographies,125 social cartography, art 

history, visual literacy and place and society in today’s world. In addition, I plan to 

submit related papers from this and further research to journals such as Cultural 

Geographies126 that publish articles from a wide range of disciplines that relate to place 

and culture.  

The selection criteria developed as a method for the recognition of chorography 

may be extended and adapted to research into the qualitative and symbolic visual 

literacy of mapped place in other cultures, in their historical and contemporary practice 
                                                 

125 For example, suitable conferences include Imaginative Geographies: Travels of the Mind in Early 
Modern Europe conference 9http://www.conferencealerts.com/seeconf.mv?q=ca183a3x). that seek to 
‘explore correspondences between geography and historical fields of research, enabling cross-disciplinary 
discourse between the arts and sciences, and enriching renaissance and early modern historical research 
126 http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalsProdDesc.nav?prodId=Journal201809&crossRegion=antiPod 
 

http://www.conferencealerts.com/seeconf.mv?q=ca183a3x
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalsProdDesc.nav?prodId=Journal201809&crossRegion=antiPod
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of qualitatively mapping place. Although the particular form of mapping of place in 

various cultures should not be always classified as western chorography, enough 

similarities exist to justify the use of a comparative set of criteria. These similarities are 

recognised by the use of symbolic forms and iconic pictograms to create a visual 

language of place and a sense of the tangible and intangible that carries though history 

to the present. For example, historical use of a visual iconography by Chinese artists 

and its extension into today’s multimedia forms offer further paths of interesting 

research. An example of this convergence of old and new is Qiu Anxiong’s animated 

video, The new book of mountains and seas 2006. 

Similar possibilities that remain to be explored exist in comparisons between 

ancient Ottoman and Arabian maps and sea charts and Islamic contemporary art in 

relation to the subjective mapping of place and its elements. Other publications may 

arise from my continuing research and practice in the art of the chorographic visual 

language.  

9.4 Future Directions - Chorographic Practice  

A number of projects and exhibitions are planned as a result of this research. As 

mentioned in Chapter Eight, plans for an artist’s book incorporating both digital and 

traditional printmaking will complete the conceptual exploration of Plato’s chôra as a 

container and the emergence of things of place. In addition, a series of chorographic 

books are planned with associated prints and drawings inspired by the English 

seventeenth century chorographies and thus will incorporate both text and image. The 

initial book of this series will chorograph sections of the road and the towns between 
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Townsville and Mount Isa to present a strata that embraces history, iconology, and the 

experience of place that characterises this strip of road that is a major highway.  

This project will be part of an international three-month residency program at 

the Aberystwyth Arts Centre in Wales in 2013-4. I was encouraged by Umbrella Studio 

to apply for this residency and was selected by a panel from the Aberystwyth Arts 

centre through a process that included a review of current examples of my artwork. 

These examples included chorographs from Mapping the North West: A 

Chorographical Perspective.  

Other possibilities of future development in regional communities include 

workshops on chorographic mapping that relate to artists’ place. These workshops and 

the resulting curatorial development of related exhibitions will be developed in 

partnership with art organisations. Through these partnerships, I continue to conduct 

relief print and conceptual workshops that refer to chorographic elements of place. In 

these workshops, I demonstrate to artists in this broader region how conceptual 

development can be aligned with technical procedures in relation to place. New 

programmes that relate to this research have and will emerge from applications to 

Flying Arts, Umbrella (Townsville’s contemporary art organisation) and Regional 

Galleries.  

9.5 In Conclusion 

The examination of the history and theory addressed and clarified 

chorography’s conceptual development and continued role of a visual literacy within 

creative arts. Through this frame of reference, this study builds on and positions 

chorography as a model to be applied and recognised within current art practice. My 
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research elucidates the visual literacy of chorography within an historical context and 

offers a deeper insight into the complexities of the chorographic vision through the 

ages. 

The importance and structure of past practice and classical knowledge adds to 

the significance of my search for new direction and meanings to apply chorographic 

practice within a regional context. This research offers further insight and appreciation 

and interesting directions on the role of chorography for twenty-first century creative 

arts and multidisciplinary relationships.  

The acknowledgement of chorography as a modern language of place and its 

discrete units in contemporary art allows for the direction and implications of a 

discourse that embraces the communication and use of a modern understanding of place 

and all its nuances. This understanding and appreciation through a chorographic lens 

within art practice is to be carried forward by the combination of multimedia and 

traditional techniques in conjunction with the challenges of presenting and mapping 

new and continuing dialogues of place. This research validates chorography as integral 

to a twenty-first century context of art practice as a method of communicating, 

representing and understanding the unique experience of place and region.  
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Appendix One: Usage of Place and Chorography  

This table emphasises the close relationship that chorography has in visually describing 

the use of place and to how chorography, as a visual language, may communicate the 

usage, diversity and textures of place. 

Appendix Table 1:  Usage of Place: Janz’s Theories and their Application within Chorography 
and Research Praxis 

 

The Use of 
Place  

Janz 2008: 5-
14) 

Summary of Janz’s 
Theories of Usage 
of Place 

Chorographic Visual 
Literacy: Application 
and connections to 
Janz’s Theories of 
Usage127  

Chorographic  
Researcher’s Praxis: 
Application and 
connections to Janz’s 
Theories of Usage  

Place as 
Location   

Maps, measured 
positioning, grids 
longitude, latitude 
measured space  

Chorography, as the 
subjective visual language 
of mapped place, rarely 
uses any measured grids. 
Nonetheless, 
chorographic signifiers 
were often to found in 
early scientific maps. 
Portolan charts however 
do indicate compass 
orientated sailing 
directions. Contemporary 
works that use 
chorographic –like 
notations often use grids.  

Not applicable. All 
images that have 
resulted from this study 
are unmeasured 

 

 

 

 

   

Place as Present  Direct experience, 
available, immediate 
happening    

Chorographs usually map 
the present and 
experience of their time. 
Thought mapping the 
direct experience of place 
creates Nold’s Emotional 
Maps while Walter’s The 
Island 2008 reflect his 
passion and personal 
experience of today’s 
London.  

Chorographic works for 
the exhibition such as, 
the T-O Series 
Chorographs present a 
personal and direct 
experience of the North 
West Queensland 
region. 

 

                                                 
127 Contemporary works that use or follow chorographic elements and precepts  referenced in this section 
are  discussed  in depth in Chapter  Seven  
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The Use of 
Place  

Janz 2008: 5-
14) 

Summary of Janz’s 
Theories of Usage 
of Place 

Chorographic Visual 
Literacy: Application 
and connections to 
Janz’s Theories of 
Usage127  

Chorographic  
Researcher’s Praxis: 
Application and 
connections to Janz’s 
Theories of Usage  

Place as 
Exclusivity  

‘Objects always exist 
in a place and part of 
that existence means 
that they have 
exclusive claim on 
whatever place they 
are in’ (Janz 2008: 
6). 

Chorographic maps 
present the objects and 
inherent elements that 
make up a place. These 
representations are often 
symbolically drawn to 
enforce their exclusive 
claim to be part of their 
place.  

The series of 
chorographs in the 
exhibition Mapping the 
North West present 
symbolic objects that 
are inherent to the 
region and indeed have 
an exclusive claim to be 
there.  

Place as Unique  Those characteristics 
that is unique to only 
to a specific place. 
Janz suggests ‘spirit 
of place.’ is derived 
from this use (Janz 
2008: 6). 

Chorography is a 
presentation of the 
characteristics of specific 
place. Spirit or experience 
of place may be 
communicated by 
chorography.  

As above, the 
characteristics that 
pertain to the North 
West are emphasised in 
works such as the Gulf 
and The Lake Series. 

Place as Static  Unchanging, 
permanent, resistance 
to change  

The chorographic image 
may be said to be 
permanent in so much as 
it is a finalised narrative 
of a specific time and 
place. However, as a 
record of a particular 
time, the image may also 
later used as a record to 
note change and the 
impermanence of place. 

These works are images 
representing the place at 
certain points in 
personal thought and 
time but do not suggest 
a permanency or 
resistant to change.  

Place as 
Chaotic, 
Complex, 
Impermanent  

Place consists of 
many dissimilar and 
shifting parts within a 
location 
(heterogeneous).  

Place may not be 
clearly implicit and 
hard to conceptualise 
though offers 
creativity 
opportunities though 
its complexities. 

The chorographic image 
bears a strong affinity to 
this use. The creative 
opportunities for an artist 
are many. History, 
memories, contemporary 
dialogue, communication, 
symbolism, political, 
activities, land formation 
are all part of the 
impermanent 
complexities of place that 
are portrayed in the 
chorographic image.  

 

These conceptual works 
all consist of many 
disparate elements that 
make up the region. The 
complex nature of the 
region is creatively 
recorded by iconology 
that narrates its history, 
geology, landforms, 
fauna, flora, and human 
activity, all of which 
define the region.  
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The Use of 
Place  

Janz 2008: 5-
14) 

Summary of Janz’s 
Theories of Usage 
of Place 

Chorographic Visual 
Literacy: Application 
and connections to 
Janz’s Theories of 
Usage127  

Chorographic  
Researcher’s Praxis: 
Application and 
connections to Janz’s 
Theories of Usage  

Place as 
Embodiment 

More than physical, 
personal recognition 
of the place by sense 
of place, ‘the way we 
understand the 
world’. Embodiment 
need not be always 
literal It can be also 
applied to 
representation of 
‘one’s place’ in a 
social order. 

Chorography, as visual 
literacy of place may be 
said to be a creative visual 
embodiment of specific 
place. As visual art, it is 
an artistic personal 
interpretation 
/understanding of a 
specific place-world.  

These works embody a 
personal interpretation 
of the way I understand 
my particular place-
world of the North 
West. 

 

 

 

  

Place as the 
Local   

Proximity, 
metaphorical 
relationships, 
identification with 
that which is near, 
belonging to.  

The metaphysical 
relationship to place is 
well recognised and 
documented in medieval 
chorographs. 
Identification with 
specific local  place is 
part of the chorographic 
view as evidenced from 
the renaissance birds-eye 
city views to a London 
based view, The Island 
2008 by Stephen Walker,  

Metaphorical 
relationships are 
particularly exemplified 
in the Chôra series of 
drawings and the 
lithograph, The Gulf 
The whole series of 
work uses the local 
region that this artist 
identifies with. A sense 
of belonging directed 
the works  

 

Place as 
Relation   

‘Place is also the 
context of social 
relations, reciprocity 
and/or symbolic 
constructions...not 
geographically 
anchored’ It may be 
layered, complex, 
and multi -
perspective over the 
monoculture’. 
Constructed. 

 

Not always 
geographically located but 
rather symbolically 
constructed of a mind 
place i.e. Grayson Perry’s 
Map of Nowhere 2008. 

The body of work is, in 
part directed and 
constructed by 
relationship to the 
region. The intention of 
the work was to convey 
the multi layering of all 
the relationships 
between the objects and 
elements of the 
particular region. Much 
of the work took 
direction from a mind-
place.  

Place as a term Used as challenge 
and resistance to 

Early chorographs were 
more indicative of power 

Not applicable  
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The Use of 
Place  

Janz 2008: 5-
14) 

Summary of Janz’s 
Theories of Usage 
of Place 

Chorographic Visual 
Literacy: Application 
and connections to 
Janz’s Theories of 
Usage127  

Chorographic  
Researcher’s Praxis: 
Application and 
connections to Janz’s 
Theories of Usage  

of opposition  power discourses and 
‘homogenisation of 
culture’ Paradoxes. 

discourses than 
challenges. However, 
contemporary works do 
challenge power 
discourses. For example, 
works that demonstrate   
subjective mapping in this 
way are William 
Kentridge’s Atlas 
Procession II (2000) and 
Guan Wei’s Unfamiliar 
Land 2006. These works 
both challenge power 
structures.   

 

Place as the 
Personally or 
Communally 
Significant 

Personal, subjective. 
Communal sense of 
evocation, realisation 
of personal meaning. 
Loyalty and 
significance of place 
to person. 

Personal meaning 
may be connected to 
significant that evoke 
a personal sense of 
place. Histories and 
stories are 
significant.  

One example is the 
chorographic Renaissance 
City views may be noted 
to be communally 
significant, signify history 
and be an evocation of 
loyalty political power or 
the importance of place. 
Pride of ownership is to 
be noted in 17th Century 
English private estate 
maps. 

Personal meaning 
significant for the 
creation of the 
chorographic works, 
Components of the 
Personal knowledge 
Histories and stories 
related to the place are 
symbolised and underlie 
the visual narratives. 

Place as 
Identity  

‘Personal, 
community, regional 
or national identity’ 
May be realised as 
construction of self 
through a 
complementing 
construction of place. 
Regionalism and 
nationalism are 
constructions that 
embrace place and 
identity.  

The chorographic 
language constructs a 
subjective and 
interpretative identity of 
place. Regionalism and 
nationalism are often 
communicated rather than 
personal self-identity. 
However, the 
chorographer may and 
does add a personal 
interpretation. Danti’s 
Gallery of Maps in the 
Vatican are fine examples 

The exhibition works 
were a result of 
personal identification 
to construe images that 
perhaps could be called 
a celebration of the 
region that embraced 
place and identity. 
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The Use of 
Place  

Janz 2008: 5-
14) 

Summary of Janz’s 
Theories of Usage 
of Place 

Chorographic Visual 
Literacy: Application 
and connections to 
Janz’s Theories of 
Usage127  

Chorographic  
Researcher’s Praxis: 
Application and 
connections to Janz’s 
Theories of Usage  

of the chorographic 
representation of 
regionalism and 
nationalism concepts. In a 
modern perspective, 
Stephen Walkers personal 
passion for the city of 
London resulted in the 
Island 2008 

Place as feeling 
as feeling or 
mood  

‘Place may be an 
immediate, pre-
conceptual 
experience and its 
knowledge is 
intuitive rather than 
discursive’ (Janz 
2008: 12). Feeling of 
place may be 
evocative, 
communicative, and 
representative.  

Chorography, as a 
subjective representation 
of place, is often 
conceptual and intuitive.  

The chorographic works 
are conceptually 
developed, in part, 
through reflection on 
my intuitive knowledge 
of this particular region. 
This reflection aims to 
communicate an 
evocative narrative of 
the region.  

Place as 
symbolic order  

‘Place that has the 
meaning of practices 
laid upon it’ (Janz 
2008: 13) 

Semiotics of cultural, 
theological and political 
overtones of place has 
been part of the 
chorographic language 
over eras. Interpretations 
of place in modern art 
often are overlaid with 
social concerns or 
personal knowledge. 
Chapter Seven discusses 
this point. 

For the research praxis, 
the chorographic 
interpretation of place 
follows a semiotic 
order. In addition, 
overtones of human 
influences and activity 
on landforms form part 
of the narrative. 

Place as Time  Memories, history, 
are ‘encoded in 
place’. 
Conceptualised 
narratives, images 
recording place as a 
moment in time  

 

The visual literacy of 
chorography embraces 
and interprets all of these.  

Memories and history 
are encapsulated in the 
research praxis i.e. The 
Gulf. 

Place as Place may be that of Medieval chorographs are Mythological and 
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The Use of 
Place  

Janz 2008: 5-
14) 

Summary of Janz’s 
Theories of Usage 
of Place 

Chorographic Visual 
Literacy: Application 
and connections to 
Janz’s Theories of 
Usage127  

Chorographic  
Researcher’s Praxis: 
Application and 
connections to Janz’s 
Theories of Usage  

Transcendence 
or Mythology  

religious, 
mythological and 
imaginary 
manifestations. Place 
is not always an 
actual geographical 
location but rather a 
mystical reference. 

examples of these 
manifestations. Modern 
chorographs take the 
mythological/ imaginary 
of these to a modern sense 
as in Guan Wei works.  

imaginary 
manifestations are 
evident as vignettes in 
most of the W images. 
The Chôra series take 
directions from the 
concepts of 
mythological creation.  
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Appendix Two: Indigenous Mappings and Chorography 

This enquiry is a focussed study into the chorographic visual literacy of western 

art. However, acknowledgement should be made to the mapping of place that much of 

past and present Australian indigenous art represents. However, I am not labelling or 

claiming indigenous art to be chorographic in a western sense in any way for ethical and 

cultural reasons.128  

To all peoples and cultures there has been a universal mapping of place from the 

earliest prehistory. As forms of visual literacy, there are a number of conceptual 

parallels between the two art forms although each developed separately in quite 

different cultures, place and time. By way of illustration and for interest of comparison, 

the following table focuses on parallels between the concepts and structure of the 

language of traditional indigenous mapping of Northern Australia and the chorographic 

symbolism/ iconography/ spiritual language of mappaemundi and T-O medieval maps.  

Appendix Table 2:  Conceptual Parallels  
Australian Indigenous Mapping: Western Desert, 

Rock and Bark paintings from Northern 
Australia  

Chorography: T-O maps and Mappa- 
mundi  

These schematic maps are not to scale or have 
conventional compass orientation. Features and objects 
are not represented by true geographical measurements 
and appear out of place or out of proportion. Scale of 
features reflects their mythological proportions rather than 
their geographical relations (Morphy 1999).   

Scale is unimportant and has no specific 
compass orientations. Schematic and quasi- 
cartographic mode with religious importance 
given to place rather than the  logical  
exactitude of geographic spatial 
measurements 

...features of landscape are depicted in ‘relation to 
their mythological significance’ (Morphy 1999: 
103). 

‘The landscape created by mythological actions is 
the ultimate medium for encoding mythological 
events...The landscape provides a spatial framework 
for encoding meanings that exist independently of 

Forget (2009) points out that ‘in the 
medieval era, appearance and reality 
were indistinguishable: the natural world 
was a divine composition (and 
specifically pictorial) meaning. Thus 
these chorographs carry messages 
through  a metaphysical and altered  

                                                 
128 For these and legal reasons I have not used any indigenous traditional symbols in my work. 
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the paintings (Morphy1991: 237).  reality to elements of location 

To’ identify[and encode] particular Dreaming 
place... traditional visual language of the Western 
Desert people—U shapes, concentric circles  and 
journey lines...the dominant iconography of Western 
Desert paintings (Kleinert and Neale 2000: 212).  

The maps use a system of encoded meaning 
symbols/ signs as a visual encoded language 
(Morphy 1999). 

 These maps made use of a chorographic 
visual language of place by coded 
symbolic representations/ iconography. 
‘The art of medieval and Renaissance 
Europe was not simply representational: 
it conveyed a wealth of connotation and 
implication… symbolic metaphorical 
meaning that attached to the visual 
image’ (Harvey 1987:493).  

Paintings can involve detailed explorations of one 
tiny area  and leave other features and leave other 
features sketched in. (Morphy 1999)  

Most of these chorographs focus on 
religiously important cities and places 
with little or no detail of other 
surrounding features (Barber and Harper 
2010).  

The works use symbols/visible patterns that 
symbolise spiritual forces (Dreaming) and ‘designs 
link people with specific tracks of land’ (Kleinert 
and Neale 2000: 519).  

The mappaemundi are semiotic mapping 
of place- recognised by relationships 
that may incorporate allegorical 
symbols, allusions to spiritual presences 
linked to physical attributes.  
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Appendix Three: Exhibitions 

Solo Exhibitions: 

2010 Mapping the North West: A Chorographical Perspective, E- Merge Gallery 

School of Creative Arts, James Cook University 

2007 Peregrinations West Umbrella Studio  

Group Exhibitions 

2011  Three Post-Graduates  Gallery 48, Townsville  

2011  Place and Being Art Space, Townsville 

2011  Mount Isa Perspectives Gallery48, Townsville 

2010  Red Gate Studio to Umbrella Studio Umbrella Studio, Townsville 

2010 Not a Void Press North Printmakers Exhibition James Cook University, 

Townsville 

2010 SoCA Exhibition - Contemporary Dialogue: People and Place, School 

of Creative Arts, James Cook University, Townsville 

2010  9th LESSEDRA - World Art Print Annual 2010 Sofia, Bulgaria 

2010  Evolve Umbrella Studio, Townsville 

2009  E-Waste Umbrella Studio Blank Canvas Umbrella Studio  

2009 Press North Printmakers Exhibition Gallery 48 

2008 Blank Canvas Umbrella Studio 
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Invitations to Solo Exhibitions 
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Appendix Four: Copyright Statement  

Images and material from sources other than my original photographs and works are 

used for research and review and comply with the fair dealing provisions in copyright 

Laws for research and review provisions in the Australian Copyright Laws. The 

Australian Copyright Act states:  

Fair dealing for research or study 
Use of copyright material for the purpose of research or study will not 
infringe copyright, provided the use is “fair”. The Copyright Act states 
that if you use less than a certain amount of a copyright item for 
research or study, the use is to be fair. If the amount used exceeds these 
limits, the Act sets out number of factors to be taken into account to 
work out whether the use of the material is “fair”. This provision is 
discussed in our information sheet Research or study. 
Fair dealing for criticism or review.  
People can use copyright material for the purpose of criticism or review 
without infringing copyright provided they acknowledge the author and 
title of the work, and provided the dealing is “fair”. The criticism or 
review may relate to the work being used or to other material. For 
example, television film reviewers may show clips from other films as 
well as the one they are reviewing, in making their criticism or review. 
(Australian Copyright Council INFORMATION SHEET G079v05 
accessed 12-November 2011 
<www.copyright.org.au/admin/cms.../8452777034d001ee11eb7c.pdf>. 

 

In addition, most images used in this thesis are sourced from Creative Commons sites 

and/or in the Public Domain. All sources for images and material have been fully 

referenced and all artists and authors (if known) acknowledged. 
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Appendix Five: Reviews 

 

 

Review by Bernadette Ashley and published in the Townsville Bulletin September 10th 

2010. 
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Townsville printmaker Jill O’Sullivan is putting ‘chorography’ on the map. 

 

Discover how art and mapping are made for each other at a School of 
Creative Arts exhibition September 6-17. 

If you think maps are boring, then you’ve never seen one by Jill 
O’Sullivan. Forget your typical NQ map with ho-hum references to historical and 
natural landmarks. O’Sullivan’s maps depict Lake Moondarra in the form of a 
giant dragon and star patterns from the night sky. Rich in colour, they tell the 
story of Mt Isa and the North West and will be on display at SoCA’s eMerge 
media space September 6-17.  

Upon entering O’Sullivan’s ‘studio’ – a room in JCU’s Western Campus – 
the first thing that strikes you is On the opposite wall are two large drawings 
with a coloured wash which depict Lake Moondarra and the desert country of 
‘the Isa’. The ancient map like quality is palpable in that things are not quite 
what they seem. Jill explains,  

“I walked that country. I know it pretty well,” O’Sullivan said. “We used 
throw the kids in the back of a Nissan 1200 and go rock hunting. The huge body 
of water reminds me of a dragon. I exaggerated the shape because the Chinese 
are a very strong element in the area. A lot of the people, including my 
grandkids, are part Indigenous-Chinese.”  

Jill calls her work ‘chorographic’ after a discipline first recognised by 
Ptolemy in 149AD. According to Ptolemy chorography is a visual narrative that 
characterises regional commonalites. “It’s everything you ever wanted to say 
about a place,” O’Sullivan said. “The closer you are to a place, the more the 
symbology of the stories will reach you.”  

Some of the symbols O’Sullivan puts in her work are personal while 
798795848931the exhibition, the visual narrative reveals the smoke stacks of 
the Isa, the town plan, and also the geology underneath.  
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Having lived in ‘the Isa’ for 30 years, mapping the area has been a 
project close to O’Sullivan’s heart; although her path to the art world was 
unchartered. 

“In 1988 I had health problems. I was doing a lot of heavy carting in a 
fruit shop,” O’Sullivan said. “I decided to change direction and go for something 
I really wanted to do, so I signed up at the local TAFE for a drawing course.” It 
was when a Flying Arts program brought Ann Lord, visual arts lecturer at JCU, 
out to Mt Isa’ to teach that O’Sullivan got hooked on printmaking.  

The interior of O’Sullivan’s print studio is large, but crowded with curious 
machines, each dedicated to a specific printing process. “I like things that show 
the technique or the experiments behind it. That’s why printmaking grabs me,” 
O’Sullivan said, adding that the exhibition will showcase a variety of printing 
techniques and drawings. 

Returning to her work, O’Sullivan lays a sheet of white paper onto the 
press. For this print, called a monotype, she has covered a metal plate with ink. 
Before the plate goes into the press, she scrapes and brushes the surface, 
selectively removing ink to create the image. The effect is ethereal, with the 
lines and shapes of a painting but the characteristic texture of an ink press print.  

Stacks of crayons, paints and inks bring the space to life and the wall is 
reserved for works in progress. On one wall are three large black drawings, 
each with a characteristic circular motif − a reference to the elements of ancient 
maps. “I love old maps and their decorative quality,” O’Sullivan said. “They are 
a record of how the world was understood in medieval times. I lean heavily on 
the past, not the future. I put down what I see and what I feel.”  

See Jill O’Sullivan’s exhibition, Mapping the North West: A 
Chorographical Perspective, at JCU’s eMerge media space September 6-17. 

  

Produced by the JCU Journalism Students for JCNN. Electronically Published Sun, 5 

September 2010.  
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Appendix Six Publications 

Conference Papers Online Google Scholar  

Chorography: Reflections on its Place in Visual Literacy and Creative Arts. 

http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/06/sullivanpaper.pdf 

The Contemporary Visual Literacy of Mapped Place: Chorographic Directions, Links 
and Analogies. 

http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/sullivanpaper.pdf 

E-Book Chapters  

The Contemporary Visual Literacy of Mapped Place: Chorographic Directions, Links 
and Analogies, in Mapping minds 2010 Ed. M. Raesch, Interdisciplinary Press, Oxford. 

http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/vl4ever2141210.pdf  

Chorography: Reflections on its Place in Visual Literacy and Creative Arts, in Beyond 
Textual Literacy Ed, Mary A. Drinkwater, Interdisciplinary Press, Oxford. 

http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/publishing/id-press/ebooks/beyond-textual-literacy/ 

Hard book chapter in final editorial process by Interdisciplinary Press, Oxford. Chapter 
title: Chorography The Visual Literacy of Place.  
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Abstract 

Chorography, as defined by Ptolemy in 149 AD, is a form of visual 
literacy qualitatively describing the inherent attributes of place and region. 
Ptolemy categorically stated chorography could only be rendered by a skilled 
artist, designating chorography to be a pictorial representation rather than 
written text. Chorography, originating within classical cosmographical 
philosophies, is a qualitative graphic narrative of specific region/choros or 
place that is characterised by homogenous components and regional 
commonalities. These may be physical, symbolic, conceptual, metaphysical 
or sensory. This qualitative and creative imagery communicates and 
illuminates the iconic, symbolic and the metaphysical of each era’s cultural 
philosophies of religion and place. In each period of history, chorography 
maintains its underlying premise as a qualitative and descriptive visual 
language. These historical applications indicate that chorographic 
visualisations of region and place informed and reflected contemporary views 
and needs, embracing and elucidating concepts of religion, politics and 
culture of distinct periods of time and place. However, chorography as a 
visual and conceptual literacy in contemporary art praxis is virtually 
unacknowledged in current art theory.   

This paper determines the viability and relevance of a chorographic 
visual literacy engagement with contemporary creative arts practice  to 
describe place and region. To establish this position, this discourse surveys a 
concise historical review of an ongoing chorographical visual literacy that 
informed medieval mappaemundi and portolan charts, Renaissance 
orthographic city views and seventeenth century Northern European vistas. 
Chorographic illustrations recorded explorations of new worlds from the 
early Modern period. The discourse also notes and discusses the influence of 
printmaking on the dissemination of chorographic visual scholarship from the 
sixteenth century. The paper concludes with a discussion of chorography and 
its place within contemporary digital media and virtual reality, finally 
examining the establishment of a chorographical lexicon informing 
contemporary visual praxis in traditional and new media art. 
 
 
Key Words: Chorography, place, Ptolemy, visual literacy, graphic arts 
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Introduction 

Concepts of chorography have been associated with a type of visual 
literacy through imagery offering a qualitative mapping of place and region 
since the early classical Greek period. Initial theories of chorography appear 
to have been developed through Hellenistic and Ionian geographical and 
cosmographical philosophies before and during the sixth and fifth century 
BCE, and may derive from the Platonic model of primeval space and chôros. 
Chôros is realised as a bounded area or conceptually bounded receptacle, 
descriptive of a contained regional locus of objects and activities that may be 
physical or intangible or both.1 Chorography, the descriptor2 of Chôros and 
clarified by Ptolemy, is the qualitative and visual interpretation of the 
components of a specific region/choros or place.   
Ptolemy defined chorography as: 
 

Again, chorography deals, for the most part, with the nature 
rather than the size of the lands. It has regard everywhere 
for securing a likeness, but not to the same extent [as 
geography] for determining relative positions. Geography, 
on the other hand is concerned with quantitative rather than 
qualitative matters…therefore, chorography has need of 
topography and no one can be a chorographer unless he is 
also skilled in drawing. 3  
 

The continuing chorographical connection to these early beginnings may be 
noted in surviving Roman surveying texts while descriptions of Roman mural 
and paintings by Pliny the elder, Livy and Cicero indicate chorographic 
interpretations.4 Ptolemy also described the chorographic content of Roman 
scenography and narrative works in his Geographia.5  
 
Chorography as reflector of region /place within and of time and culture 

 Research of art praxis through historical sources indicates 
chorographic visions of region and place adapt to and reflect the period’s 
contemporary views and requirements. These chorographical images 
elucidate religion, politics and culture of a particular period of time and place 
through a qualitative type of mapping. This often quite subjective imagery 
has been integral to the visual representation of iconic, realistic, 
transcendental, philosophical and semiotic elements of place within a 
particular period. Each era or culture may place emphasis on one or more of 
these elements of interpretation giving lesser importance to other 
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manifestations of a chorographic method according to its cultural 
philosophies of religion and place and the intent of the conveyed information. 

 For instance, a metaphysical approach is realised within the 
medieval chorographic mappaemundi and TO maps while secular and 
practical chorographic interpretations pertain to the medieval portolan charts 
and to the city orthographic views of the renaissance. Medieval 
mappaemundi and early minimal TO maps, theoretically maps of the known 
world, were spiritual guides concerned with delineating, evangelising and 
regionalising the abstract reasoning of the Christian theological concepts into 
graphic translations.6 Mappaemundi, in Harvey’s opinion, contained 
symbolic metaphors and meaning that would have been quite clear to their 
readers, although now hidden to the present scholar.7 Not all of the 
mappaemundi were solely concerned with the spiritual. The Hereford 
Mappaemundi 1290, for instance, extended the spiritual to the secular with a 
listing of place names offering travellers a guide to geographic information.8  
The more secular and less mystical medieval portolan or sea charts were 
‘tools of the sea trade’9 but still maintained strong chorographic intent and 
components. Casey and Ratti10 note the chorographic imagery describing life, 
animals, and features of place and coastlines through detailed and often vey 
imaginative concepts of inhabitants in vignettes decorating the charts. 

The chorographic vision became even more secular with the 
emerging of humanistic scholarly and artistic direction of the renaissance. 
Combined with the Italian rediscovery and translation of the Ptolemy 
Geographia,11 which apart from influencing the course of geographic and 
cartographic theories, did clearly define chorography. Combined with this 
discovery and the advancement of city states and rising political regions, the 
chorographic image was often used as a political descriptor and described by 
Nuti as the ‘exercise of political sovereignty.’12  

 
Chorography and the graphic arts  

Ptolemy’s call for an artist to depict the concept of chorography 
effectively positioned the graphic arts of drawing and printmaking to be quite 
synonymous with chorography’s development as a form of visual 
communication. For example, medieval chorographic images are often drawn 
representations though painted images became poplar at the latter part of the 
era. Chorographic concepts of Renaissance cities and regional areas 
throughout Europe and Asia Minor were predominantly executed through 
copper engravings and woodcuts, particularly in scholarly treatises and 
geographical texts. With the invention of the Gutenberg press and the setting 
up of print workshops in major cities such as Florence, Venice and Ulm,13 the 
chorographic visual language of place and region was disseminated widely 
through Europe by the end of the fifteenth century. This impetus to the spread 
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of Renaissance knowledge and enquiry caused chorography to become a 
popular and important method of describing and understanding the individual 
and inherent features of particular place and/or region. The Civitates Obris 
Terrarum 1572-1622, an atlas of 546 engraved city views is a striking 
example of the chorographic city view. In seventeenth century northern 
Europe, the chorographic view of place furthered its association with drawing 
and print media in the Netherlander drawings and prints14 and the English 
text and image based chorographies.15 From the sixteenth century to the 
twentieth century explorers and navigators use of chorographic modelling as 
illustrative descriptors for recording the nuances of new places is highly 
apparent in drawings in log books and journals. These chorographic drawings 
were taken as source material for engravings, wood cuts, etchings and 
lithographs in publications and journals. These interpretative images of new 
territories and strange lands are to be particularly noted in the eighteenth, 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries when the fields of exploration and 
geography expanded the art of illustrative chorographic descriptors of region 
and relative components. However, from the eighteenth century, chorography 
seemed to be dismissed as an artistic language within creative arts. This 
particular era saw artists taking dimensional and spatial connotations to the 
interpretation of scenic views, or the landscape genre. This direction has 
continued to the present rather than a multilayered (chorographic) view that 
considers deeper connotations of place according to chorographic 
understanding. Arguably, these changes would almost certainly have 
diminished the understanding and recognition of chorography in artistic 
aesthetic intent by the nineteenth century, leaving a chorographic view to be 
considered more in terms of geographical descriptor for the twentieth 
century. Nevertheless, recognition of chorographic visual language remains 
present in geographic applications and philosophies of place. These 
disciplines have sustained the chorographic practice as a contemporary 
informative visual tool describing place and its related components and now 
may be seen to be re emerging in modern creative practice. 
Chorography in Modern Interpretations   

Although chorography is aesthetically grounded in historical 
applications in creative arts it is almost unrecognised as a distinct visual 
language in current visual arts theory. However, chorography remains ideally 
suited as a logical and interpretative model for contemporary processes 
describing place in creative practice may be noted in manifestations and 
recognition in diverse fields of creativity. Chorography, still recognised as an 
important interpretative descriptor in the geographical social sciences and 
archaeology, is now argued for, by new media theorists, as a cross over 
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model for visual interpretations of place/components within digital virtual 
realities. Other areas in creative art practice now engaging or considering 
chorographical concepts include theatre, performance and multimedia or an 
integration of part or all of the above. These practices are crossing over into 
the discipline of visual arts and now bringing a recognition and application of 
chorographic principles to their visions.  

Curry, writing from a new media perspective, indicates the 
modernisation and connected roles of topography, chorography and 
geography and that of place may apply to both a technological global 
world/village and the internet. Placing chorography in conjunction with 
issues of ‘contemporary conceptualisations of space and place’,16 Curry 
considers the problems to be dealt within theoretical discussions on the 
ambiguous role of place and region within new revolutionary technologies.  
Curry states the answer to these problems ‘may indeed be associated with a 
refiguring of the relationships among place, region and space.’17 Transcribing 
the representation of a regional place into a form of graphic representation, 
whether it is traditional or digital technologies, does need to consider a 
‘refiguring of relationships’ to communicate the actuality of existence within 
place in a chorographical sense. This indeed has always been the role of 
chorography. Although Curry does not mention connections to Plato’s 
Chôros   as a container of things or something, a similarity to the Greek 
concept may be perceived in his view of the world as a storage device for 
objects and events. Curry states:  

 
...the world itself –terrestrial—and celestial acted as one 
might think today as a kind of information storage device, 
one that operated via what amounted to a set of symbols 
...The world is one wherein objects and events exist in and 
are elements of multiple webs of significance. And 
although in Hesiod, the world described is very much one 
in which the written word is not part of everyday life, this 
appeal in the chorographic to signs and symbols persists. 18 
 

In Curry’s opinion, chorography is thus ‘alive and well in the twenty-first 
century’ [and continues to attempt to] find some order in the world by seeing 
a relationship between events and the places and times at which they have 
occurred.’ 19 

If accepting chorography being ‘alive and well’ as this paper’s 
premise the problem and question, is  how these tangible or intangible 
chorographic signs and symbols, as visual discourse, are to be described, 
situated and explained within contemporary imagery? This question and the 
realisation of chorography as visual and conceptual discourse still is virtually 
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unanswered in current literature within the field of contemporary visual art 
theory. To recognise chorography as a critical and contemporary method of 
graphic enquiry and its acceptance as a coded language of place, then a 
consideration of discourses from differing disciplines and associated creative 
practices may offer direction to its re-establishment within a visual arts 
lexicon. 

In Casey’s view, place was overcome by spatial philosophies during 
the eighteenth century onward. Casey argues for the re-establishment of 
place, and calls for a kind of post modern course of mapped (chorographic) 
re-presented place, allowing the invisible to become visible. This direction, 
Casey feels, should not be taken in a normal recognisable approach or in the 
usual ‘delimited meanings of representation (pictorial, isomorphic, etc.’20 
Rather, Casey claims, this re-presented place should be directed by ‘a re-
presentation of the earth, its re-emplacement in art work, its relocation 
there…to re create a qualitative aspect of the earth.’ 21This need for a re-
created qualitative aspect returns to the chorographic realisation of 
region/chôra/ discrete units, although Casey’s post modernist disintegration 
and re-creation of place may need to be considered to the establishment of a 
chorographical lexicon within visual arts theory. 

Directions may be taken from Lukermann, albeit from a 
geographical perspective, concisely suggests the way forward to understand 
location is for fresh creative investigation, directed by contemporary sources, 
while importantly building on classical knowledge and practice. Discussing 
modern approaches to understanding denotations of geography, topography 
and chorography, Lukermann avers that while there must be always a 
consideration and reference to significant antecedents and their processes, 
contemporary approaches must also consider contemporary sources. 
Lukermann states:    

 
Meaning and reference must come from the contemporary 
source material and must be expressed in the classical 
process of doing geography, chorography and topography  
[and claims that]… It is in this context of change and 
creation that the search is made for a more lucid, 
operational and specific meaning of geography, 
chorography and topography than we have inherited. 22 
 
Lukermann’s premise may be observed in contemporary 

chorographical applications in creative arts. For example, Pearson notes the 
modern role of chorography still represents ‘the unique character of 
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individual places, at particular scales of apprehension, it identifies and 
differentiates sites of significance.’23 However, Pearson states that 
chorography now also ‘may include all manner of celebratory, ludic and 
performative activities as well as topographical features modes of 
contemporary devised theatre and manifestations of traditional practice’24.  
As a example, The Long March Project 25 in China may be seen to have both 
contemporary and historical chorographical connotations to the interpretation 
of place and history. Lu Jie and Qiu Zhui record the gathering and 
restructuring of exhibited material, dialogue and performance relating to 
place, and memory in the twenty sites selected on its route, stating ‘The 20 
sites along the route of the Long March are excursions in to historical, 
political geographic and artistic context of each place.’26  

In new media and digital applications, chorography, as a digital 
language of place, is considered within digital virtual reality applications. For 
instance, Wilken discusses chorographical place within a digital virtual 
reality, stating ‘that recognising the significance and accounting for the 
impact of place in the discourses on these configurations is vital.’ 27A line of 
inquiry exists here for the wider consideration of chorographical place within 
a conceptual virtual reality of art practice in a digital environment.  

Apart from these creative practices in varying fields of performance, 
graphic novels, multimedia and digital media that are acknowledging 
chorography as important, certain contemporary works in more traditional 
media may well be described as chorographical interpretations of place and 
its components. For instance, a number of Australian works demonstrate 
chorographic principles and source chorographic history and iconic 
symbolism through a contemporary focus include Monsters of the Great 
South Land 2001 by John Wolseley. Tim Johnson’s Seamless 2001, all of 
which may well be considered bearing a strong relationship to Plato’s chôra 
while expounding the visual literacy of the chorographic image. Bea 
Maddock’s Panorama, a visual commentary on the Tasmanian coastline 
takes reference from early navigators’ chorographic documentation, and adds 
a chorographic dimension of post colonial criticism to past historical 
references.  
Conclusion 

 The recognition of chorography, in artistic practice, as a subjective 
descriptor and language for particular manifestations and/or experience of 
closely aligned to the resurrection of the importance of place within 
contemporary philosophical logic. Chorography, as visual literacy, may 
interpret the both the experience and the actuality of specific place.  For 
example, the idea of place being recognised as the ‘where’ of discrete 
localities, the question may also be asked of what constitutes a discrete 
localities/ chôra. The shifting function of Foucault’s heterotopoi perhaps may 
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only concern this research in the way chorographic documentation will 
record the event of  subjective experience/function of place/component at a 
certain point in time, the then and there. Casey claims artists are moving 
away from the exclusive practice in depicting of place from a ‘removed point 
of view’ 28to one that engages closely and bodily with the subject. This 
engagement could be also construed as subjective chorography envisioning 
the experience of place related to local knowledge that allows a deeper 
insight and  positions chorography as the visual communicator of the ‘deeper 
events and experiences’ and presence of contemporary place and its ‘things’. 

Casey’s arguments for the viability and regeneration of the 
importance of place in a contemporary world do pertain and extend to 
establishing chorography as a contemporary descriptor for the deeper 
meanings of a recognised and regenerated place. This chorographic visual 
language of place remains very viable whether it be in established visual art 
practice or the extended and new disciplines of creativity. 

 
The historical antecedents and epistemological perspectives of a 

chorographical methodology identify and separate chorography as an 
important entity quite distinct from both topography and geography. This 
separation elucidates the actuality and visual literacy of chorography within 
its historical context and now positions it to be defined and acknowledged as 
a contemporary conceptual and analytical visual interpretative language. 
Chorography is now clearly positioned to be as recognised as a contemporary 
decipher of relative metaphysics and physical relationships  pertaining to 
region/ place as a container of tangible and intangible components within the 
wider scope of contemporary creative practices.   
 

 
***** 
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Abstract 
Although often unacknowledged in art practice as such, 
chorographic visual literacy, based on a long established pictorial 
and semiotic representation of mapped place, is now being 
repositioned as a contemporary mapping process by artists. This 
modern visual language destabilises traditional mores, realises the 
nature of ephemeral place and questions patterns of human 
occupation through concepts and symbolic emblems of mapped 
place. By this reflective process, artists map the complexities and 
concerns of today’s social cultures into chorographic frameworks 
that contain critical comment and socio-political concerns. Artists 
continue to source and re-constitute historic chorographic elements, 
semantics and iconic descriptors to act as carriers of new messages 
and decisive reflectors of contemporary place.  

However, the messages are, by clear intent, quite removed 
from the original meaning of mapped medieval and early modern 
political, cultural and theological directives. Apart from this re-
emplacement of chorographic iconic symbols, artists are also 
creating new visual semiotic elements of place that pertain to a 
contemporary culture. Although more traditional media is still 
important to chorographic conceptual communications in today’s art 
practice has changed remarkably in format, concept and intent since 
the advent of digital multimedia and multi disciplinary experimental 
art practice.  

This paper questions and analyses the complex and 
philosophical processes of modern chorographical applications in 
today’s art practice. With a focus on the realisation of chorographic 
identity with contemporary visual discourse, this paper discusses art 
forms in digital media and other creative formats that map and 
critically inform audiences of wide ranging issues. These issues 
include those of post colonialism, dislocation of place or gender 
relating to place. Through an analysis of specific contemporary art 
works, this paper argues for and discusses for the acknowledgement, 
direction and implications of chorographic discourse in a modern 
understanding of place.    
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Foreword 
 
Chorography, the qualitative and semiotic mapping of specific 

region or place and its elements, is a type of conceptual visual literacy that 
continues to define the tangible and intangible elements of place. Defined by 
Ptolemy in 149 AD as an artistic form to describe the nuances of place/region 
rather than a mathematical geographic science, the art of chorographic 
mapping has continued to be significant in societies from the early medieval. 
In an earlier paper1, I noted that chorography, as a visual language of place is 
less recognised in contemporary art practice though well acknowledged in 
current philosophies of place and related cultural and humanist theories. This 
paper argues that the principles and influences of a historic chorographic 
language is emerging within a visual arts context and examines a number of 
key art works to justify this position. Briefly, and to define chorography for 
the purpose of this paper in historical and contemporary contexts, the 
chorographic map identifies itself by: 

 a semiotic mapping and visual literacy/language of place and/or 
world/chôra and recognised by relationships that may incorporate 
altered reality, allegorical symbols, allusions to intangible and 
metaphysical presences and /or physical attributes,  

 cartographic associations, yet presented as schematic and quasi- 
cartographic modes that rely on subjective or qualitative experience 
of place, rather than the logical exactitude of geographic spatial 
measurements,  

 chorographic “deep mapping” that encompasses “The things of 
place” 2 

 chorographic historical formats and symbolism, i.e. T O 
maps,(reliant on the T and O structure to suggest relationships 
between places and medieval thought), mappae mundi, vignettes, 
cartouches, symbolic mythical beasts and schematic shapes of  
buildings, flora, fauna and topographical features.  
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1. Chorography: Re-coding in Contemporary Practice:  
 

The chorographic semiotic language and symbolism of the medieval and 
early modern eras remains significant in modern re-configuration and re-
coding of a chorographic and conceptual visual literacy in contemporary 
creative practice. Created through multimedia processes of a technological 
world as well as traditional media or a combination of both, today’s 
chorographic forms of visual communication use past and present 
chorographic metaphors, links and analogies of place in diverse ways and 
meanings. Although historical referents remain distinctly identifiable, artists 
transform these sources to be modern pictorial and symbolic communicants 
of mapped place. As did the earlier chorographers in their worlds, 
contemporary artists continue to map and engage with both literal and 
metaphorical place. However, many of today’s artists add a more personal 
visual language to their work to use, record, examine, and proselytise their 
experience, concerns and perspective of place within modern culture and 
society. Artists now approach their conceptual mapping of place by disparate 
methods that include appropriation, development of modern emblematic 
elements and deep mapping. Pearson and Shanks3 note that use of electronic 
media, performance and traditional approaches now combine and present as a 
contemporary deep mapping or chorographic representation of place and its 
things. According to Pearson and Shanks, 

...the deep map attempts to record and represent the grain and patina of 
place through juxtapositions and interpenetrations of the historical and 
the contemporary, the political and the poetic, the discursive and the 
sensual; the conflation of oral testimony, anthology, memoir, biography, 
natural history and everything you might ever want to say about a place 
(Pearson and Shanks 2001:64-65). 4 
 

For an understanding of what may be realised as a chorographic 
contemporary visual literacy of place, this paper discusses two approaches 
quite representative of experimental directions in subjective mapping of 
place. The discussion begins with Boy’s Art 2003, (Joyce Kozloff) and 
follows with Unfamiliar Land 2006, (Guan Wei). For these particular works,  
Kozloff and Guan Wei reference historical maps and/or their chorographic 
signifiers as starting points. These artists re-configure historical chorographic 
referents and inaugurate symbols and signifiers to introduce interpretative 
analogies of 21st Century place, culture and society.  

In quite a different approach and quite removed from historical 
referents and symbols, Nold’s Emotion maps direct attention to the infinite 
possibilities of a chorographic sensory language manifested through 
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electronic technology. Nold records and maps individual human experience 
of specific place through electronic sensory and GPS mapping methods and, 
in doing so, asks, “Can we really blend together our emotions and 
experiences to construct a totally shared vision of place?5 
 
2.  Boys Art Series and Joyce Kozloff 

Kozloff is a North American feminist artist and social activist. 
Kozloff’s conceptual work, created though application of decorative patterns 
and designs within a wide range of media, incorporates diverse cultural 
attitudes, feminist topics and colonialism.6 Kozloff states that her interest in 
cartography began in 1993 when she noted possibilities for her practice 
offered by Renaissance frescoes (chorographic)7 in the Vatican Gallery of 
Maps and the exploration charts of the Netherlands.8 For Kozloff, the appeal 
of decorative aspects within many of these charts and maps may relate to her 
earlier appropriations of Islamic decoration and patterns that were important 
to conceptually defining her concerns of feminist and social issues.9 

Although these earlier influences of design and decorative pattern 
are still dominant in her practice, Kozloff’s more recent works often directly 
reference or, as she states, appropriate old maps to denote and subvert the 
complexities of cultural attitudes arbitrarily stated in modern society. For 
instance, two series of appropriated ancient and sixteenth century 
cartographic and chorographic maps, Knowledge 1998 and Boy’s Art 2003 by 
Joyce Kozloff are foremost examples of her appropriation and alteration. In 
this way, Kozloff sources historical chorographic iconography to 
communicate concepts of contemporary issues. These conceptual filters of 
appropriated chorographical iconography transfer to socio-political concerns 
and concepts of gender issues uppermost in Kozloff’s considerations, 
although her appropriations appear to stem from little understanding of their 
original inherent attributes and intent.  

For example, Kozloff finds the lack of geographical exactitude in 
Renaissance, medieval and even earlier maps quite curious and naive. 
Kozloff dismisses them as inaccurate guides that, for her, unwittingly present 
a strange knowledge that now appears ‘absurd’ and ‘curious’. Kozloff’s 
observations do indicate her rather peremptory dismissal of the qualitative 
objectives, thematic focus and varied purposes of many of these old maps or 
chorographies that, by intent, quite unconcerned with geographic accuracy. 
Nonetheless, Kozloff admits to copying and using these perceived mistakes, 
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compounding and reconfiguring through enigmatic codes to create a modern 
socio political commentary within her artwork.10 

Through her Boy’s Art series, Kozloff reconstructs early modern 
chorographic maps. A comparison of Plate 1 (the original map) and Plate 2 
(Kozloff’s image) demonstrates how Kozloff’s collages alter the meaning of 
the copied original. These collages of allegorical representations of soldiers 
and other combatants originate from diverse sources with many of the 
incorporated figures taken from her son’s early childhood drawings of war11. 
Other sources for the collages include colour photocopies of found drawings 
of soldiers and armies from popular media, such as, War Hammer fantasy 
games, comics, and historical works from artists including Goya and da 
Vinci.12 
 

13
   

14 

                                                                                                                                                                              

 
 
 
The Boy’s Art series does not position and describe elements of specific place 
as in early maps. Nonetheless, Kozloff presents an interrelated and 
intellectual conversation between her Boy’s Art series and her perceptions of 
implied associations of male power and acquisition within the early modern 
works. While differing greatly to the subliminal religious content, messages 
and objectives of the early T-O mappaemundi, Kozloff’s works however 
impart a similar assertiveness of authority. Although not at all theological in a 
dogmatic biblical sense in content, Kozloff’s Boy’s Art Series does 
demonstrate a pre-occupation of view that presents an equally conceptual and 
forceful thematic message likewise contained in an altered and metaphysical 
place.  

 
Plate 1  Jacques Nicolas Bellin  
             Plan du port et de ville de 
             Nagasaki 1764.  
    

Plate 2.  Joyce Kozloff  
Boys Own Art 

Series#3 Nagasaki 
2003 
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With Kozloff’s reconstruction of these early modern maps and 
added decorative collaged figures, these maps original chorographic and 
thematic aesthetic intent now become settings for allegorical analogies. 
Kozloff’s reconstructed analogies link to Casey’s call for a form of 
postmodern direction that needs to create re-presented place that allows the 
invisible to become visible15. In Kozloff’s work, this invisible meaning 
becomes a tangible social comment on war and acquisition of place. These 
analogies or parables are now more intent on the critical and ironic 
postmodern manifestation of a gender based psychological place than any 
reference to the chorographed physical attributes of the earlier works  

This reworking or rectifying a meaning of an original work may 
indeed be quite similar in intent to the Chapman Brothers Insult to injury 
2003. Jake and Dinos Chapman drew and painted over original prints from 
Goya’s Disasters of War 1810-1820 that, as Chambers states “forced Goya 
‘into the position of unwitting collaborator” 16 Correspondingly, Kozloff 
takes these maps and adds to them to engage with “pre-existing imagery” 17 
again causing the original chorographers to become unwittingly part of a 
subtle collaborative process.  
 
3.  Unfamiliar Land 2006 and Guan Wei  
 

 
Guan Wei  
Unfamiliar Land  
Acrylic on Canvas 
267cm x 677cm (24 panels)18 
 
Now working in Australia, Guan Wei is a Chinese artist who creates 

invented narrative histories, surreal cosmographies, lyrical works that convey 
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dislocation, transience, coupled with social and political issues.19 Guan Wei’s 
map like work, Unfamiliar Land 2006 carries a semantic visual language that 
may well be recognised as chorographic literacy. Unfamiliar Land uses as 
background, an illusory perception of how the almost unknown land of 
Australia may have been mapped  by  early cartographers and chorographers.  
In doing so, the work clearly relates to the late medieval and early modern 
allegorical chorographies of unknown lands where, as Jose puts it, “the 
mapping of the real has gone hand in hand with the unreal20.  

The work symbolises and combines historical elements of invasion 
and resistance with political issues in Australia related to the plight of 
modern and politically displaced refugees (illegal entrants or boat people).21 
According to Jose, the work, 

...takes the form of an anachronistic map—naïve,illustrative 
indicative, fantastical. It tells a tale of technology and empire, 
curiosity and aggression, expansion and encounter. It  also suggests a 
greater cosmography where human actions are contained within 
larger, more elemental processes of creation and destruction.22 
 

In this way, Guan Wei creates a map of altered reality that presents coded and 
allegorical vignettes and emblems linked to and developed from eastern 
ancestral and western historical symbols and image making.23 For example, 
silhouettes in this work represent strange animals, European settlers and 
Indigenous resistance figures. These silhouettes stem from the popular 
French art form of silhouettes cutouts developed in the seventeenth century. 
The work itself, takes its structure from traditional Chinese scroll painting 
while the sea pattern’s source is that of Chinese decorative designs on 
ceramic ware.24 Sea monsters and representations of mountains/topography 
have their sources in early chorographies of place and strange lands. 

Again, as in Kozloff’s work, Guan Wei extends and alters meanings 
of past chorographic languages. Guan Wei adds his own symbolic analogies 
to create and  build an astute political and social commentary that interacts 
between the past and the present  that references continuous dislocation, and 
offers a sense   of history re-enacting itself uneasily across boundaries of time 
and place.    
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4. Christian Nold and Emotional Cartography  
 

          
        
  25  Christian Nold 
     Emotion Map                                                       Emotion Map 
     Huddersfield 2008                                                         San Francisco 2007 

 
 
Christian Nold, a British artist and educator, has developed a twenty-first 
century technological Bio-mapping imagery that visualises peoples emotional 
response to place. Responses are measured and collected by Nold’s portable 
invention, a biometric sensor. Nold explains this device briefly: 
 

The bio-sensor, which is based on a lie-detector, measures changes 
in the sweat level of the wearers’ fingers. The assumption is that 
these changes are an indication of ‘emotional’ intensity. The GPS 
part of the device also allows us to record the geographical location 
of the wearer anywhere...At the end of each Bio Mapping 
workshops projects, all the information and data gathered were 
designed into a printed map.26  

  
Are Nold’s Emotional cartography projects a form of chorographic visual 
literacy? On initial consideration, chorographic content seems unlikely. 
Nold’s work differs greatly to historical chorographies, and certainly to 
Kozloff and Guan Wei’s works. In Nold’s maps, historical chorographies are 
not referenced or appropriated; no symbols, vignettes or semantics, or any of 
the traditional chorographic elements appear. Instead, Nold’s new media 
maps are annotations (or twenty-first century chorographs?) of diverse 
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individual human perception and experience. 27 However, the Emotion Maps 
may bear a strong affinity to the mapping of medieval thought in the 
mappaemundi and T-O theological maps although these images were not at 
all concerned with individual experience.  
   Nold’s maps present a qualitative language that visualises the human 
individual experience of place that in turn combines to map a communal 
social sense of place. Nold writes that with local community bio-mapping, 
people add to their momentary response to place by narrating stories “that 
intermingled their lives with the place, local history and politics.”28  
Nold’s electronic deep mapping of place  by individual thought leads to a 
collective communication of particular unique place/ chôra,   effectively 
transfers these impressions to be a visual signature of each unique place.   
This technological engagement with recording the human intangible 
experience of place as image perhaps should be realised as a complex 
evolution in chorographical communication that, in itself, offers much further 
discussion for its future role, both in creative arts and in society itself 29.    
 
5.  Conclusion  
 This paper has presented a very brief overview of selected works, although 
not identified as such by the artists, are quite representative of a emerging 
contemporary chorographic visual literacy in creative arts. These examples of 
the twenty-first century chorographic image reveal the artists’ awareness and 
concerns of contemporary issues, discussed and elucidated by means of 
mapped place. By doing so, Kozloff and Guan Wei and their peers link to a 
strong tradition of engagement with a long established chorographic language 
that has reflected the contemporary affairs, cultures and philosophies of many 
societies throughout history. With new media techniques, analogies and 
challenges for new philosophical directions in chorographic visual literacy 
are limitless. These emerging possibilities indeed offer further and interesting 
discussions on the role of chorography in twenty-first century creative arts 
and multidisciplinary relationships   
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